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During tests subsequent to those from which this—
report was prepared, it was found that a constant per-

centage error had been introduced into strain readings

made with the particular Tucker&an extensometer

used, because its collimator had been equipped with

an objective lens of focal length diflering from the

standard value for this instrument. An investigation

has disclosed that this collimator was a very early

type. At the time of its manufacture (1923), the ob-

jective lens was not ground ‘to a iixed focal length,

but the collimator had been equipped with an auxiliary

“focal adjuster” lens, in order to make the instrument

direct reading. This auxiliary lens had long since been

discarded from the collimator, due to certain di.fh-

culties in its adjustment. This fact was not known to

the authors until after the report was in print.

The following-corrections in values given in the dia-

grams and tables’ are therefore necessary.

(1) All values of the modulus of elasticity should be

multiplied by the factor 1.075, with thefollouring excep-
tions:

(a) Inconel L, cold drawn, as received (figs. 11 and

15 and the value of 70° l?. in the right hand side of fig.
21); (b) ahnn.inum-monel metal H, quenched and

cold-drawn (figs. 7 and 19); (c) 13:2 chromium nickel

steel E, as received (figs. 37 and 38 and the value at

1240° l?. in fig. 34); (G?) the modulus values (obtained

from Rep. No. 670) plotted as squares in figure 30;

(e) modulus values for 18:8 chromium-nickel steel 2A–1

and 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E in table IV. No

correction should be made to these excepted values,

since they were calculated from readings obtained with

the Ewing extensometer with 5:1 ratio.

(2) Values of the stress coe5cients of the modulus,

C. and C’, will not be changed.

These corrections will not affect the conclusions

reached in this report, since these conclusions are based

upon a comparison of values obtained with the difFer-

ent metals and upon the characteristics of the various

curves. The corrections, moreover, will not affect the

usefulness of the illustrations showing the influence of

the various factors on the elastic properties of metals.
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SUMMARY

A general discussion h given ojthe relationships between
stress, strain, and permanent set. .From stress-set curves
are derived proof stresses based on five di~erent percentages
Qfpermanent set. The in$uence of prior plastic extension
on these values i-sWustrated and diwu.ssed. A discussion
is given oj the in$?uence oj worlc-hardening, rest interval,
and internal stress on thejorm of the prooj stress-extension
curve.

From corrected stress-strain curves are derived curves oj
variation of the secant modulus with stress. For jully
annealed single-phase metals, the stress-modulus line is
curved. Ajter more or less work-hardening (unless the
metal is relatively soft), the stress-moduhs line becomes
straight. Hardening by the addition oj a second micro-
constituent also tends to straighten the stress-modulus line.

A straight stress-modulus line means that the stress-
strain curve is a qdratic parabola; the linear stress
coe$cient oj the modulus oj elasticity may then be repre-
sented by a constomt (CJ. When the stress-modulus line
i-s curved, a second con-stunt ((?’) is needed to represent the
curcature; this con-stunt i-s a qdratic stress coejlicient oj
the modulus. The stress-strain curve may therejore be
approximated either by superposition oj a cubic parabola
on a qdratti parabola or by a single parabola whose
exponent ranges between 2 and S. The relations are
represented by a set oj simple equations.

The variations oj EO (the modulus oj elasticity at zero
stress) and COuiih prior plustic extension are illustrated
and discussed. The variations oj EO, Co, and the prooj
stresses consist in a wavelike basic curve with superposed
oscillations due to varying duration oj the rest interval
and to the extension spacing.

The elastic properties oj monel metal, Inconel, and
aluminum-monel metal are considered. Comparison is
made between diugrams oj various types, jor work-burdened
metal and jor metul that has been annealed either jor com-
plete sojtening or jor reliej oj internal stress. A study is
made oj the .@ect oj annealing temperature on the prooj
stresses and on E. and Co. The prooj stresses oj cold-
worked metal may be greatly increased by suituble anneal-
ing without <mportant loss oj yield strength.

407300°--41—21

The e~ect of annealing on the elastic properties of 18:8
chromium-nickel steel and also the injluence of plastic
extension on the prooj stresses and on E. and Co are dis-
cussed. The injluence oj heat treatment and oj plastic
extension on the elastic properties oj 13: 1? chromium-
nickel steel is considered. The prooj stresses jor these
alloys may be greatly increased by suitable annealing or
other heat treatment.

Comparison oj the elastic properties oj copper m“th
those oj the other metals throws much bight on the interrela-
tionship between various factors a$ecting these properties.

The directional variation oj the modulus of elasticity oj
metal crystals and the variation oj crystal orientation
with plustic deformation is discussed. These data are
then applied to a discussion oj the in~uence of plustic
extension on the jorm and the initiul slope of the stress-
strain curve. It i-s shown that the forms of the curves of
variation of EO and CO with prior plastic extension are
a~ected by three jactors: the work-burdening factor, the
internal stress, and the change of crystal orientation.
These jactors also afiect the inclination oj the entire
stress-strain curve up to the yield point.

INTRODUCTION

An investigation of the tensile elastic properties of

high-strength aircraft metals sponsored by the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is being conducted

at the National Bureau of Standards. In a previous

report (reference 1) has been described the results ob-

tained with five steels whose compositions were withiu

the ordinary range of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel. In

the annealed condition, this alloy is relatively soft. It

can be strengthened by cold work but not (to an im-

portant extent) by heat treatment. Your of the com-

positions were in three degrees of hardness (designated

fully annealed, half-hard, and hard), and one was in

two degrees of hardness.

The elastic properties considered were the modulus of

elasticity and the elastic strength. The elastic strength

was expressed in terms of five indices, each representing

the stress that resulted in a chosen amount of perma-

nent extension (permanent set) after removal of the

309
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tensile load. The five percentages of permanent set

were: 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1. The stresses

that cause these permanent extensions were termed

“proof” stresses. The proof stresses -were obtained by

interpolation from curves of variation of permanent set

with previously applied stress. ‘

From corresponding curves of variation of the total

extension (both elastic and permanent) with stress,

corrected graphs were obtained, representing the varia-

tion of elastic strain with stress. From these graphs

(for 18: S chromium-nickel steel), which were found to

be curved from the origin, -were derived the variations

of the secant modulus with stress. Stress-modulus

lines thus obtained were found to be curved for fully

annealed metal. After a small amount of prior plastic

extension, however, the stress-modulus lihes became

straight. The half-hard and the hard 18:8 alloys

generally gave straight stress-modulus lines.
Equations were derived to represent these stress-

modulus lines. One of the constants in the equation

is Young’s modulus and the other is the stress coefficient

of the secant modulus. By use of these constants ob-

tained from the stress-strain curve and by use of the

proof stresses obtained from the stress-set curve, a

fairly good picture of the elastic properties of a metal

may be obtained.

A study was made of the iniluence of prior plastic

extension on the elastic properties of 18:8 chromium-

nickel steel. The information was presented by curves

of variation with prior plastic extension of the modulus

at zero stress, of its stress coefficient, and of the five

proof stresses.

Consideration was also given to the influence of

positive and negative creep on the stress-strain and the

stress-set curves and on seven derived indices. The

observed variation of these indices with plastic extension

was found to be greatly affected by the duration of the

interval between plastic extension and the beginning of

the next determination of a stress-strain or a stress-set

curve, and also by the “extension spacing” (amount

and distribution of the intervals of plastic extension

between two determinations of stress-strain or stress-set

curves).

The present report includes the results of a continued

investigation of the elastic properties of 18:8 chro-

mium-nickel steel. It also includes the results of inves-

tigation of a heat-treatable stainless steel and of four

nonferrous metals. The heat-treatable steel contained

about 13 percent chromium and 2 percent nickel.

Three of the nonferrous metals were high-strength

alloys: monel metal, aluminum-monel metal (E-monel

metal), and Inconel (an alloy containing about 13

percent chromium, 82 percent nickel, and 5 percent

iron). The other nonferrous metal was copper. Three

specimens of oxygen-free copper, -which is being used

in an investigation of creep of metals, -were used for

this investigation of elastic properties. The informa-

tion thus obtained, which is included in this report,

makes it possible to compare the elastic properties of

a pure, relatively soft metal with the elastic properties

of metals that have been hardened by alloying and by

cold work, and thus to evaluate the separate and the

copbiued influences of important factors affecting the

elastic properties of metals.

The monel metal used in this investigation is also

being used in an investigation of creep of metals at

elevated temperatures. In that investigation M well

as in an investigation of elastic properties, it is necessary

to separate (as far as possible) the total strain into its

two components—plastic strain and elastic strain.

In addition to continued study of the influence of

plastic extension on elastic properties, this report in-

cludes the results of investigation of the influence of

annealing, especially annealing for relief of internal

stress without important decrease of strength. The

report also considers the influence of heat treatment on

the elastic properties of 13:2 chromium-nickel steel.

The metals used in this investigation and the methods

of experiment are described in section I. A brief

outline of the relationship between stress, strain, and

permanent set, and of the methods of obtaining stress-

deviation and stress-set curves, is given in section II.

Sections III to VIII, inclusive, consider the tensile

elastic properties of the six previously mentioned metols,

as affected by plastic extension and by annealing or

other heat treatment. Section IX gives a general

discussion of the influence of crystal orientation on the

elastic properties of metals and of the variation of

crystal orientation with “plastic extension of a poly-

crystalline aggregate. The information thus nssembled

is applied in section X to a discussion of the influence

of three important factors on the variation of the secant

modulus, the variation of the modulus of elasticity, and

the variation of its stress coefficient, with prior plastic

extensions. Section X considers the form of the stress-

strain (or stress-deviation line) as affected by the three

factors associated with plastic extension. The con-

clusions reached in this discussion are chiefly based

on a comparison of diagrams obtained with the six

metals considered in this report.

I. MATERIALS, APPARATUS, AND METHODS

MATERIALSAND SPECIMENS

The 18:8 chromium-nickel steel used in this investi-

gation was supplied by the Allegheny Ludlum Steel

Corporation through the cooperation of Dr. V. N.

Erivobok, associate director of research. The monel

metal, the aluminum-monel metal, and the Inconel

Were supplied by the International Nickel Co. through

ihe cooperation of Mr. A. J. Wadhams, director of

.esearch. The 13:2 chromium-nickel steel was supplied
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by the Carpenter Steel Co. through the cooperation of

Mr. G. V. Luerssen. The oqgen-free copper was

supplied by the Scomet Engineering Co. through the

cooperation of Mr. Sidney Rolle, assistant manager.

Acknowledgment is made to all these companies and to

their representatives for their generous cooperation.

All six metals were supplied in the form of round rods.

The 13:2 chromium-nickel steel was supplied in the

annealed condition (heated to 1,240° F and slowly

cooled in the furnace). The copper was cold-rolled.

The other four metals were cold-drawn. The composi-

tions of the metals are given in table I. The tensile

properties of the rods as received are given in table II.

In each serial designation, the composition is indicated

by the first letter (in reference 1 the composition is

indicated by a number). The 18:8 chromium-nickel

steel used in the investigation of the effect of relief of

internal stress was supplied in half-hard and hard

gondition. The degree of hardness is indicated by the

letters M or H, respectively, following the letter repre-

senting the composition. In order to indicate any

annealing or tempering treatment given to the metal,

the serial designation includes also a number represent-

ing the temperature of the treatment (the number of

Fubrenheit degrees in hundreds). Details of thermal

treatment are given in table III.

Only tension-test specimens were used tithis investi-

gation. The diameters of these specimens over their

gage length and the corresponding bar diameters are

given in table II. As the error (in pounds) in estima-

tion of the load is practically independent of the load,

the percentage error decreases with increase in load;

hence, the percentage error in estimation of both load

and stress decreases with increase in the cross section of

the specimen. For this reason, the gage diameters

were made as large as possible. In other respects, the

specimens -were according to the standard of the Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials for threaded speci-

mens with 2-inch gage length. The ratio of gage length

to diameter was unimportant in this investigation

because the investigation of elastic properties never

required extension beyond the point, of beginning local

contraction.
APPARATUS

A pendulum hydraulic testing machine of 50,000-

pound capacity was used. The specimens were held

in grips with spherical seats. In some of the earlier

experiments, a Ewing extensometer with ratio 5:1 was

used. The smallest scale division on this instrument

corresponds to a change of length of 0.00008 inch, and

readings could be estimated to about &0.000008 inch;

this sensitivity corresponds to a strain sensitivity of

+4.0 X10-4 percent for the 2-inch gage length used.

The Ewing extensometer measures the average of the

extensions on two opposite sides of the specimen. In

the later exq)eriments, a pair of Tuckerman optical

strain gages were used; these gages were attached to

the opposite sides of the specimens. The smallest

scale division on this extensometer corresponds to a

change in length of 0.00004 inch. By means of a

vernier on this instrument, it is possible to estimate

chmges of length to within about 0.000002 inch;

this sensitivity corresponds to a strain sensitivity of

1.0 X10:4 percent for the 2-inch gage length used.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

The experiments consisted in determining the total

strains at various stresses, and the corresponding per-

manent extensions after release of load. The results

thus obtained were used in plotting correlated stress-

strain and stress-set curves. From the stress-set

curves, proof stresses were obtained corresponding to

permanent sets of 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1

percent. From the stress-strain curves, values were

obtained for the modulus of elasticity.

As one object of the investigation was to determine

the variation of elastic properties with plastic deforma-

tion, the previously mentioned correlated information

was obtained with specimens that had received various

degrees of cold-work. In order to investigate the effects

of numerous small variations in prior plastic deforma-

tion, specimens were extended by numerous short

stages; and stress-strain and stress-set curves were

obtained after each of these stages. With the same

specimen, it was thus possible to obtain a sequence of

curves representing the variation of elastic properties

with plastic deformation.

ACCURACY OF DETERMINATION OF STRESS-SET CURVE9

Permanent set was not measured at zero load but

at a load of 200 pounds. Ii order to determine the

error in setting at this load, a series of extensometer

readings was taken (with the same specimen) involving

repeated increase of the load to a maximum (the

selected value of this maximum being low enough to

avoid permanent set) and reduction again to the mini-

mum. The maximum difference between two successive

readings at the minimum was equivalent to a load

change of 6 pounds. This value corresponds to a

stress error of 30 to 120 pounds per square inch, depend-

ing on the gage diameter of the specimen used. This

stress error corresponds to a strain error of 0.0001 to

0.0004 percent, assuming a modulus of 30 million

pounds per square inch. The effect of this error would

be most important in determination of the lower part

of a stress-set curve. As proof stresses in this report

are based on permanent sets of 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03,

and 0.1 percent, the corresponding maximum errors

in these proof stresses probably would not exceed 10 to

40 percent, 3 to 12 percent, 1 to 4 percent, 0.3 to 1.2

percent, and 0.1 to 0.4 percent, respectively.
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When a stress-set curve was plotted however, a

number of det.ermimtions of permanent set were made

and the curve was faired through all these points. The

probable error involved in determining g proof stresses,

therefore, wouId be somewhat less than those for single

measurements. The percentage error in determining

values for the proof stress corresponding to a per-

manent set of 0.001 percent, however, is rather large.

The error, nevertheless, is insticient to invalidate the

results; as shown in a number of figures to be dis-

cussed, variations of the O.001-percent proof stress

(with the various factors) are qualitatively similar to

variations of the proof stresses corresponding to higher

values of permanent set.

IL THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRESS, STRAIN,

AND PERMANENT SET

RELATIONSHIPBETIVEENSTRESS-STRAINANDSTRESS-SETCURVES

Investigation of the elastic properties of metals in-

volves investigation of the relationship between stress,

strain, and permanent set. A stress-strain curve alone

gives incomplete information about elastic properties.

This information needs to be supplemented by infor-

mation about the relation between stress and the

slight plastic extension (permanent set) remaining after
removal of the stress. For the study of elastic proper-

ties, consequently, use should be made of both stress-

skrain and stress-set curves. The stress-set relationship

was studied by means of a series of gradually in-

creasing cycles of application and removal of stress, and

by observation of the permanent set at the end of each

cycle. The masimum stress was small in the fist

cycle but was increased from one cycle to the next

until the total permanent set amounted to 0.1 percent

or more. A stress-set curve is obtained by plotting

the stress at the top of the cycle against the total

permanent set at the bottom.

Each cycle of application and removal of stress may

be represented by a continuous stress-strain curve.

The ascending and descending portions of this curve

generally do not coincide but form a loop, lmown as a

hysteresis 100P. The greatest width of the loop and

the opening at the bottom depend on the stress range

and on the number and the size of any previous cycles.

Unless the loop is closed at the bottom, the width of

the loop depends also on the duration of the cycle.

The width of the opening at the bottom of the loop is a

measure of the net permanent set due to the cycle.

The net permanent set is the difference between the

positive and the negative creep occurring during the

cycle. (Positive creep tends to occur chiefly near the

top and negative creep near the bottom of the loop.)

The interrelationship between stress, strain, and per-

manent set, therefore, cannot be studied successfully

without considering the influence of hysteresis and of

positive, and negative creep. In the previous report

(reference 1), considerable attention was given to

hysteresis, as affected by cyclic repetition and cycle

frequency.

The stress-strain relationship may be studied con-

venien tly with the help of a stress-deviation curve,

Such a curve is obtained by plotting, instead of total

strains, the differences between the total strains and the

strains estimated by use of an assumed constant value

of the modulus of elasticity. These differences repre-

sent deviations from an assumed straight stress-strain

Iine, whose slope represents the assumed value of the

modulus. By a suitable choice of the assumed value of

the modulus, the stress-deviation curve gives a very

sensitive representation of the variation of strain with

stress.

A series of gradually increasing cycles of application

and removal of stress, in determining a stress-set curve,

may be represented by a continuous, complex stres~

deviation curve, in which each cycle of stress is repre-

sented by a hysteresis loop. The entire series of cycles

is thus represented by a series of gradually increasing

hysteresis loops, as illustrated in figure 3 of reference 1.

From the origin of such a series of loops maybe drawn a

continuously rising curve, starting at the origin of the

series and passing through the tops of all the hysteresis

loops. By this method were obtained the numerous

stress-deviation curves shown in the previous report

and in the present report. A curve thus obtained is

practically identical with a curve obtained by uninter-

rupted increase of stress. A stress-set curve may be

obtained from the same series of hysteresis loops by

plotting the stress at the top of each loop against the

total permanent set at the bottom.

THE INFLUENCEOFCREEP,ANDOFOTHERCHANGESDEPENDENT
ON TIME. ON THE FORM OF THE STRESS DEVIATION AND THE
STRESS-SBT CURVES

The observed net permanent set, due to a stress cycle,

depends not only on the positive and negative creep

during the cycle but also on the negative creep during

tb e interval between the removal of the stress and the

observation of the permanent set. The observed pes-

manent set therefore depends considerably on the dura-

tion of the cycle and on the time interval at the end of

the cycle. A stress-set curve being based on a series of

cycles, the course of such a curve is affected by the dura-

tion of the individual cycles and by the time intervals

between the cycles. The course of the ascending part

of a hysteresis loop, especially near the beginning of the

ascent, may be affected by negative creep if time is not

given for the most rapid part of the negative creep at,

the end of the preceding cycle. The courses of a stress-

deviation curve and a stress-set curve are also influenced

by the “rest interval” between any prior plastic defor-

mation and the beginning of the determination of the
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correlated curves. The type of curve, therefore, is

aff ectecl more or less by the entire time scb edule.

In the investigation described in the previous report,

a definite time schedule was followed during each cycle.

After loading, the strain was measured immediately.

An interval of 1 minute, however, was provided between

the end of each cycle and the instant of observation of

the permanent set (at the beginning of the next cycle).

This interval was found sufficient to permit practically

all the thermal creep and the most rapid portion of the

inelastic creep.1 In the experiments described in the

present report, a 2-minute rest interval was provided

before strain measurement after both application and

removal of load.

In the previous report, much attention was given

to the eilect of the rest interval between plastic exten-

sion and the beginning of determination of the next

pair of correlated curves. This rest interval was

intentionally varied between about 2 minutes and

several days; occasionally the interval was considerably

longer. In some experiments, provision was made

for a rest interval of 30 minutes with the specimen in

boiling water. The short rest interval at this tempera-

ture was found to have as much effect on the elastic
properties of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel as a rest

interval of a day or more at room temperature. Con-

tinued attention was given to the influence of the rest

interval during the experiments described in the present

report.

CORRELATED STRESS-DEVIATION Ah~ STRESS-SET CURVES

By correlating stress-deviation and stress-modulus

curves, information may be obtained about the elastic

strength and the modulus of elasticity. In this report,

as in the previous report, such correlated curves and

diagrams derived from them are used in studying the

influence of plastic deformation and of heat treatment

on elastic properties of typical metals.

Correlated stress-deviation and stress-set curves are

shown in figure 1 and in a number of other figures of

the same type. The stress-set curves are in the lower

row of each figure; directly above the origin of each

stress-set curve is the origin of a corresponding pair

of stress-deviation curves. The broken curve of each

pair of stress-deviation curves is based on the observed

total deviations at the indicated stresses. (The experi-

mentally determined points upon which this curve is

based, are differentiated by keyed symbols.) Each

broken curve represents the influence of stress on total

deviation. The continuous curve of each pair of

stress-deviation curves is derived from the broken

curve by deducting from the total deviations the devi-

ations equivalent to the corresponding stress-set curve.

Each continuous stress-deviation curve, therefore,

~A gmeml dkwssion of thermal creepand inelasticcreepis given in referemo 1.

presumably represen’fi the infiuence of stress on elastic

deviation.

lIL THE TENSILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF MONEL
METAL AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATION
AND BY ANNEALING

DESCRIPTION OF THE MONEL METAL

In the study of the elastic properties of high-strength

nonferrous metals, it appears desirable to begin with a

singl~phase alloy, that is, an alloy whose elastic strength

depends chiefly on plastic deformation. The alloy
chosen for this purpose was monel metal.

The monel metal (designated G) had been obtained

primarily for use in an investigation of creep of metals

at elevated temperatures. For this purpose, it was

desired that the alloy contain, as nearly as possible,

only one metallographic constituent. The composition

(given in table I), therefore, is adapted for this purpose

and not primarily for giving the highest obtainable

strength. In order to secure a il.xu+grained material,

cold-worked uniformly throughout the cross section,

the cross section had been reduced by cold drawing

somewhat more than usual for ordinary commercial

cold-drawn rod of this size.

The recrystallization range for cold-worked monel

metal is about 1,100° to 1,200° 1? but depends con-

siderably on the degree of cold work. For investiga-

tion of the elastic properties, one specimen was tested

as received. Another specimen was tested after an-

nealing at 800° F. Annealing at this temperature

generally removes a large proportion of the internal

str.ws without an important loss of tensile strength and

hardness and with an improvement in elastic strength.

Two specimens also were tested after annealing for

recrystallization. One of these specimens was annealed

at a temperature (1,2000 l?) just above the recrystalli-

zation range; the other specimen was annealed at

1,400° 1?. In the discussion of the results obtained

with monel metal, attention will first be directed to the

metal in a relatively soft condition, after annealing at

1,200° and 1,400° l?.

THE INFLUENCEOFPRIOR PLASTICEXTENS1ONON THE STRESS-
SET CURVEAND ON THE DERIvEDPROOFSTRESSESFORFULLY
ANNEALEDMONELMETAL

Correlated stress-deviation and stress-set curves

obtained with annealed monel metal are shown in

figure 1 and in the diagram at the left of figure 3. The

stress-set curves in each figure are in the lower section.

The origin of each curve is shifted to the right a constant

distance from the origin of the preceding curve. Each

curve thus has its own scale of abscissas. Distances

between the origins have no relation to the scale of

abscissas.

All the curves of figure 1 were obtained with a

specimen that had been annealed at 1,400° 1?. All the
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curves of the diagram at the left of figure 3 were ob-

tained with a specimen that had been annealed at

1,200° F. The curves were obtained consecutively

from left to right, by methods described in sections I

and II, and with intervening (varying) amounts of

prior plastic extension. ATeither the intervening per-

centages nor the total percentages of prior plastic ex-

tension are indicated in figures 1 and 3. The curves

in each figure are numbered consecutively, however,

and the percentages of prior plastic extension may be

found by referring to the correspondingly numbered

experimental points in figures 2 and 4, which are

derived from the stress-set curves in figures 1 and 3,

respectively.

From each stress-set curve in figures 1 and 3 are

derived five proof-stress values, corresponding to the

five previously mentioned percentages of permanent set.

In figures 2 and 4, these proof stresses are plotted

against the corresponding percentages of prior plastic

extension. The five curves thus obtained are separated

by using five different indicated scales of ordinates.

The ordinates in these figures, as in figures 1 and 3,

represent “true stresses,” based on the sectional area

at the begiming of determination of each stress-set (or

stress-deviation) curve. A true-stress value, conse-

quently, is obtained by multiplying the corresponding

nominal stress (stress based on the initial sectional

area) by 1 plus the fractional extension (1 plus fiOO of

the extension in percent).

After the initial stress-set curve had been determined,

a second curve -was determined with practically no

intervening plastic extension. The specimen was then

extended by numerous small stages to the beginning of

local contraction (maximum load). After each of these

stages, the specimen was allowed to rest without stress

for an interval of varying duration, and a stress-set

curve was then determined. The duration of the prior

rest interval is indicated by the symbol placed at an

experimentally determined point on each stress-set

curve. The duration, as shown in figures 1 and 3,

ranged from 3 minutes to 164 hours.

As shown in figures 2 and 4, the experimental points

in each curve (with the exception of the last experi-

mental point in each curve of fig. 2) are distributed in

paira, which are separated by relatively long plastic

extensions. Each pair of experimental points is de-

rived from a pair of stress-set curves determined with

no inter~-ening plastic extension. The difference in

prior plastic extension (for the curves of a pair), there-

fore, is merely the extension made in determining the

first curve of the pair. The alternate long and short

plastic extensions were made to reveal the influence of

one of the variables affecting the form of the stress-set

curve and the values of the derived proof stresses.

This variable is the distribution of the determinations

of stress-set curves throughout the range of plastic

extension; it has been termed “extension spacing.”

The stress-set relationship, as affected by plastic

extension, rest interval, and extension - spacing, may

best be studied by considering both the stress-set

curves and the derived curves of variation of proof

stresses with prior plastic extension. The steeper the

stress-set curve, the higher are the derived proof

stresses.

The initial stress-set curves (curves 1 in figs. 1 and

3) show no appreciable permanent set at stresses below

about 30,000 pounds per square inch. With in-

crease in stress above about 30,000 pounds per

square inch, permanent set increases at an increasing

rate, and a yield point is reached at about 40,000

pounds per square inch. In curve 2 of each of these

figures, the stress at which permanent set becomes

appreciable is lower than in curve 1, and curve 2 re-

mains below curve 1. Curve 3, up to the yield point,

is below curve 2. Minimum steepness is found in

curve 5 of figure 1 and in curve 3 of figure 3. These

and other variations in steepness can best be studiecl

by means of the corresponding variations of proof

stresses, as shown in figures 2 and 4.

As indices of elastic strength, the proof stresses based

on 0.001 and 0.003 percent permanent set probably

should receive more consideration than the three proof

stresses based on larger percentages of permanent set.

The 0.10 percent proof stress probably should be viewed

as an index of resistance to yield rather than as an index

of elastic strength. In the discussion of curves of

variation of proof stress with prior extension (figs. 2 and

4), therefore, chief attention will be given to the curves

representing the 0.001– and the 0.003-percent proof

kresses.

Corresponding to the previously described variation

in steepness of the stress-set curve, there are variations

in height of the derived curves in figures 2 and 4. The

mrves representing 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof

;tress descend rapidly from the origin and reach a

minimum when the prior plastic extension is about 1

?ercent. Beyond this minimum, the curves rise

vapidly untfi they reach a maximum, at an extension of

i few percent. The extension at the maximum de-

?ends considerably on the variations in the rest interval

md on the extension spacing of the experimental points.

Beyond this maxtium, the O.001-percent curves oscil-

ate through a relatively wide vertical range, without a

;eneral upward trend until the prior extension exceeds

~bout 20 percent. The 0.003-percent curves, beyond

;he first maximum, show a general upward trend, with

tide oscillations.

The prior extension at the first minimum is not the
~ame in “all the curves of each figure. In figure 2, the

ninimum is at point 5 in the lower two curves but is at
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points 3 and 4 in the upper three curves. In
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figure 4,

the first minimum is at point 3 in the lower three curves

but is at point 2 in the upper two curves. The exten-

sion at the first minimum evidently decreases with

increase in the permanent set on which the proof stress

is based. In each figure, however, all five points de-

rived from stress-set curve 2 me below the correspond-

ing points derived from stress-set curve 1. This rela-

tionship is in accordance with the fact that stress-set

curves 2, throughout the range shown in figures 1 and

3, me below curves 1.

Beyond the first maximum in the curves of figures 2

and 4, the oscillations are due largely to the combined

influence of the rest interval and the extension spacing.

The prior rest intervals, for the curves in figures 1 and

3, were alternately long and short. A relatively long

rest interval preceded the determination of the first

experimental point of each pair and thus followed a

relatively long plastic extension. Preceding the second

experimental point of each pair was a relatively short

rest interval. The alterations in the duration of the

rest interval, therefore, correspond qualitatively to the

alternations in the extension interval. The evidence

in figures 1 to 4 indicates that the combined influence

of the duration of the rest interval and the extension

spacing greatly af?ects the steepness of the stress-set

curve and the form of the proof stress-extension curves

for monel metal.

The first stress-set curve of a consecutive pair (figs.

1 and 3) evidently tends to be less steep than the

second curve. To this relationship there are few ex-

ceptions. Prominent examples of this relationship

me: Pairs 13–14 and 19-20 of figure 1, and pairs 3-4,

13-14, and 15–16 of figure 3. Corresponding to these

differences in slope are differences in the derived proof

stresses; these d%erences cause the second experimental

point of each pair in figures 2 and 4 to be (with few

exceptions) higher than the first. The only con-

spicuous exceptions in figure 2 are pairs 1–2 and 9–10.

The only exception in figure 4 is pair 1–2. The im-

portant exceptions generally are found within an initial

range of relatively small prior plastic extension. This

range is the region of the previously described initial

descent of the curve, followed by a rise and another

descent, all within a relatively small range of prior

plastic extension. In this range, the oscillations

caused by the extension spacing and the vw~g dura-

tion of the rest interval evidently are superposed on a

basic curve consisting of an initial descent followed by

a rise and a subsequent irregular course. The course

of this basic curve may mask the tendency of the second

point of a consecutive pair to be higher than the first.

An example of this effect is pair 9–1o of figure 2.

The fist experimental point of each pair (figs. 2 and

4) was obtained after a relatively long stage of plastic

extensiori and after a relatively long
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rest interval.

Because of the combined influence of &is variation of

the rest interval and this extension spacing, the second

experimental point of each pair tends to be higher than

the first. With 18:8 chromium-nickel steel, as shown

in the previous report, each of these factors (separately)

tends to cause the second point of a pair (in a diagram

such as those in figs. 2 and 4) to be higher than the first.

The evidence in figures 2 and 4 thus indicates that the

combined influence of both these factors is qualitatively

the same for monel metal as for 18:8 chromium-nickel

steel but does not determine whether the separate in-

fluence of each factor is qualitatively the same for

both alloys.

The influence of the extension spacing alone on proof

stresses of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel was established

(in reference 1) by curves of the type shown in figures

2 and 4 but with all the rest intervals relatively long,

that is, a day or more. In such curves, the second

experimental point of a pair, with few exceptions, is

higher than the first. The exceptions are pairs of

points in regioqs of prominent rise or descent of the

basic curve. In such regions, the influence of the ex-

tension spacing may be partly masked by the course

of the basic curve.

The separate influence of duration of the rest interval

on proof stresses of 18 :8 chromium-nickel steel was

revealed in the previous report by diagrams of the type

shown in figures 2 and 4 but with all the extension

intervals short. Some entire diagrams were derived

from a consecutive series of stress-set curves with

practically no inte&ening extension intervals. The

rest intervals, however, varied over a wide range. In

the resultant diagrams, therefore, the influence of

duration of the rest interval was clearly revealed.

The shorter the rest interval, the higher generally are

the resultant experimental points in diagrams such as

those in figures 2 and 4.

A separate evaluation of the influences of extension

spacing and rest interval has not been attempted for

the metals discussed in this report. The combined

influence of the two factors, however, is clearly shown.

For monel metal, the combined influence evidently is

qualitatively the same as for 18:8 chromium-nickel

steel. That the separate influence of each of these

variables also is qualitatively the same is indicated by

scattered evidence, to be mentioned later..

The initial descent of the curves in figures 2 and 4 is

very difl’erent from the course of the corresponding

curves for 18 :8 chromium-nickel steel shown in the

previous report. In those curves, practically without

exception, the initial direction is upward. A second

stress-set curve following the initial stress-set curve

without intervening plastic extension, was found to be

steeper than the initial curve. Proof stresses derived
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from the second curve, consequently, were higher (fre-

quently much higher) than those derived from the

initial curve. These results were obtained with five

compositions of 18 :8 chromium-nickel steel, with

specimens annealed, half-hard, and hard. The very

difFerent results obtained with annealed monel metal,

however, are not due to inherent difference (in this

respect) between monel metal and 18 :8 chromium-

nickel steel. Reasons for the initial descent of the

curves in figures 2 and 4 are given later.

THE INFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTICEXTENSIONON THE STRESS-
SET CURVEAND ON THEDERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESFORV70RK-
HARDENEDMONELMETAL

Attention will now be given to the same alloy in the

woric-hardened condition. The alloy to be considered

first is monel metal G, which has been cold-dram and

not afterward annealed, even for relief of internal stress.

In this condition, as shown in table II, the tensile

strength is about one-third greater than that of the

annealed alloy.

In the diagram at the left of figure 9 are correlated

stress-deviation and stress-set curves for this w-ork-

hardened alloy. h the diagram at the left of figure 10

are the derived curves of variation of proof stress with

prior plastic extension. The stress-set curves, in the

lower section at the left of figure 9, are numbered con-

secutively; the derived points representing proof stresses

are correspondingly numbered in figure 10. Abscissas

of these points thus, represent the prior plastic exten-

sions for the corresponding stress-set curves in figure 9.

In each curve of figure 10, as in fig~es 2 and 4, the ex-

perimental points me distributed in pairs separated by

relatively long intervals of plastic extension.

In the study of the stress-set curves for monel metal

G (fig. 9), attention should fist be given to the initial

pair of curves, desi~-ated 1 and 2. These curves were

obtained with practically no intervening extension.

The slight extension made h determining curve 1 has

caused curve 2 to be much steeper than curve 1 through-

out the entire range used in deriving proof, stresses.

This slight initial plastic extension, therefore, has in-

creased both the elastic strength and the yield strength.

In the derived diagram (fig. 10), consequently, the

second experimental point is considerably higher than

the first point in each curve except the lowest. In the

curve for O.001-percent proof stress, the second experi-

mental point is no higher thm the first. Because of the

relatively large error inherent in the estimation of the

O.001-percent proof stress, howeva, not much weight

should be given to this exception. The evidence ap-

pears to indicate that all five proof stresses derived

from stress-set curve 2 are higher than those derived

from stress-set curve 1. k this respect, the work-

hardened mcmel metal G behaves very differently from

the same metal in the fully annealed condition (figs. 1

to 4).

The combined influence of the extension spacing and

the duration of the rest interval causes the second point

of each pair to be higher than tbe first. This difference

in height, in figure 10, as in figures 2 and 4, tends to

increase with work-hardening. As shown in the previous

report, work-hardening has a similar effect on the range

of oscillation in the proof stress-extension curves for

18:8 chromium-nickel steel.

The general trend in the curves for 0.001- and 0.003 -

percent proof stresses, somewhat obscured by super-

posed oscillations due to the extension spacing and the

variations of the rest interval, is upward between points

1 and 4. Each of these curves then descends abruptly

to a minimum at point 5. Point 5 is lower than point

3 in spite of the much longer rest interval prior to deter-

mination of point 3 and is even below point 1. I?rom

point 5 these two curves rise throughout the rest of

their length to the b%-g of locaJ contraction. This

description of the basic curve applies only to the curves

of variation of the 0.001- and the 0.003-percent proof

stresses. The curves representing 0.01-, 0.03-, and

O.l-percent proof stresses would probably rise continu-

ously if they were free from the superposed oscillations

due to the extension spacing and the variations of the

rest interval.

The basic curve for work-hardened monel metal G

(for 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses) evidently

d.iilers greatly’ from the basic curve for fully annealed

monel metal (figs. 2 and 4). The basic curve for rLn-

nealed monel metal fist descends abruptly to a mini-

mum and then rises rapidly and traverses a maximum,

all within a small range of prior plastic extension. The

basic curve for work-hardened monel metal G first rises

to a maximum, then descends rapidly to a minimum,

and again rises. Reasons for this difference are given

later.

THE INFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTICEXTENS1ONON ‘rHI?STRESS-
SETCURVEAND ON THE DERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESFORMONEL
METAL ANNEALEDFOR RELIEFOFINTERNALSTRESS

The great difference between work-hardened metal G

and fully annealed metals G–12 and G–14, as regards

the form of the basic proof stress-extension curve, sug-

gested the desirability of determining the effect of an-

nealing for relief of internal stress. I?or this purpose,

specimens of the cold-drawn alloy G were amnealecl at

800° ~, as described in table III. Correlated stress-

deviation and stress-set curves obtained with this alloy

(G-8) are shown in the diagram at the right of figure 9.

Proof stresses derived from the stress-set curves are

shown in figure 10. In each of these figures, comparison

may readily be made between the curves obtained with

alloys G and G–8, and information may thus be obtained

about the influence of relief of internal stress. Atten-
tion will first be given to the diagrams for alloy G-S.

The initial stress-set curve for monel metal G-8 is

steeper than curve 2, throughout the range shown in
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figure 9. In the derived diagram (fig. 10), point 1 is

lower than point 2 in the curve for O.I-percent proof

stress, is at the same height in the curve for O.03-percent

proof stress, but is higher than point 2 in the curves

for O.OO1-L0.003-, and O.01-percent proof stresses. The

initial trend of the curve for 0.001- and 0.003-percent

proof stresses is downward to point 3. Ii the absence

of superposed oscillations, which are due to the exten-

sion spacing and to the variations of the rest interval,

the lower three curves possibly would reach a minimum

at a prior extension of a little less than 1 per cent and

would then rise to a maximum, as do the curves for

fully annealed monel metal (figs. 2 and 4). Such a

course appears to be suggested by the curve for O.O1-

percent proof stress. It is also possible, however, that

the relatively high position of point 6 in each of these

curves is due entirely to the combined influence of the

extension spacing and the variations of the rest interval.

In reference 1 evidence was presented that an ex-

ceptionally high point due to these two factors tends to

be followed by an exceptionally low point, and vice

versa. By adjusting the extension spacing and the

rest intervals, the oscillations may be greatly accen-

tuated. Such accentuation possibly exists in the dia-

gram for metal G-8 (fig. 10). The long rest interval

prior to point 3 has caused a depression at this point in

each of the lower two curves. I?rom point 3, there is a

rebound due to the relatively short rest interval prior

to point 4. This rebound tends to accentuate the fol-

lowing depression (at only slight additional extension)

at point 5; this exceptionally low point tends to accen-

tuate the following rebound and thus tends to cause

point 6 to be exceptionally high. Such accentuated

oscillations, due largely to variations in the rest interval,

probably arise when the experimental points are sepa-

rated by small intervals of prior plastic extension, as are

points 1 to 6 in the diagram for monel metal G-8.

If the relatively high position of point 6 is due en-

tirely to such accentuated oscillation, the basic curves

(for 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses) may de-

scend at a decreasing rate throughout the entire extent

to the beginning of local contraction. In order to

determine whether the basic curve has this form or has

an abrupt rise to a maximum following the initial

descent, it would be necessary to determine a series of

points with long prior rest intervals The initial

descent of the lower three basic curves, however, is

well established.

The initial trend of the lower three curves for metal

G-8 is opposite to the initial trend of the corresponding

curves for metal G. Annealing monel metal for relief

of internal stress, like annealing for complete softening,

evidently causes the initial trend of the lower proof

stress-extension curves to be opposite to the initial

trend of the curves for unannealed, work-hardened

monel metal.

Comparison of initial proof stresses in
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the diagrams .

for metals G and G-8 (fig. 10) shows that anne~g for

relief of internal stress has increased the initial 0.001-,

0.003-, and O.01-percent proof stresses but has de-

creased the 0.03- and the O.l-percent proof stresses.

Annealing for relief of internal stress although it has

slightly decreased the yield stress and (tensile strength),

therefore, has considerably increased the elastic strength .

THE FACTORSINVOLVEDlN THE FORM OF THE PROOFSTRESS-
EXTENSIONCURVE

The form of the curve of variation of proof stress with

prior plastic extension depends largely on two factors,

work-hardening and relief of internsl stress.2 Work-

hardening ie the principal cause of the continuous ascent

of the curves for 0.03- and O.l-percent proof stresses.

The wave-like form of the basic curves (especially the

curves for 0.001-, 0.003-, and O.01-proof stresses), the

superposed oscillations, and the tendency to recoil and

rebound from high and low points may be attributed

largely to variations of internal stress. Tensile internal

stress tends to lower the proof stresses, especially the

proof stresses corresponding to very small amounts of

permanent set. Relief of internal stress, either by

annealing or by mechanical treatment, tends to elevate

the proof stresses. Alternate increase and partial

relief of internal stress, during the stages of plastic

extension, therefore, would cause oscillations in the

proof stress-extension curves. The oscillations in

curves such as those in figures 2,4, and 10, consequently,

may be due to the opposite oscillations in the magnitude

of the internal stress. At a minimum in such a curve,

the internal stress probably reaches a temporary maxi-

mum, at which the stress is partly relieved by local flow

in regions of highest tensile stress. This relief of internal

stress proceeds until a minimum is reached (at a maxi-

mum in the proof stress-extension curve) at which the

stress again begins to build up.

Such variations of internal stress would be influenced

by the spacing of interspersed cycles such as those used

in determining g stress-set curves. They would also be

influenced by variatiori of the rest interval and con-

sequent variation in the amount of negative creep. The

temporary upper limit of stress, at which relief by local

flow begins, evidently would increase with the increase

in hardness due to plastic extension. Thus, it is

possible to account for the general increase of the range

of oscillation of the proof-stress-extension curves with

increase in the hardness of the metal.

REASONSFORTHE DIFFERENCEIN INITIAL TRENDOFTHEPROOF.
STRESS-EXTENSIONCURVESFOR lVORK-HARDENEDAND AN.
NEALEDMONELMETAL

The conclusions as to the influence of internal stress

on the form of the proof-stress-extension curve are

2The term “internal stress” in this report, es in the previousreport, is usedin the
ordinary technical senseand has no refereneeto interatomic forces as affected by
space-lattice irregularities.
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.
supported by evidence based on the relationship

between the diagrams for monel metal G and G-8

(fig. 10). Comparison of these diagrams shows that

annealing for relief of internal stress increases the initial

proof stresses that may be considered indices of elastic

strength and changes the initial trend of the corre-

sponding proof-stress-extension curves from a rise to a

descent. This relationship suggests that the initial

steep descent of the lower curves for monel metal G-8

is due to restoration of internal stress. With. slight

plastic extension, the internal stress evidently in-

creases to a temporary maximum and thus causes

descent of the curves to a minimum. %nilar reasoning
S%ogest,sthat hcrease of internal stress causes the

initial descent of the curves for fully annealed monel

metal (figs. 2 and 4). Slight plastic extension of fully

annealed metal evidently causes increase of internal

stress from zero.

Another factor affecting the initial trend of the proof-

stress-extension curve is work hardening. Work harden-

ing tends to increase the proof stresses. When the first

slight plastic extension causes increase of interred

stress, the initial trend of the proof-stress-extension
curve depends on the relative magnitude of the elevat-
~g effect of the work hmdefig and the depressing

effect of the increase of interred stress. When the rate
of work hardening is high, the elevating effect may pre-
dominate and cause the curve to rise. (An example of

this effect is given in section VII.) In the initial

descent of the curves for annealed monel metal G-14,

G-12, and G-8, however, the predominant factor is

evidently the increase of internal stress.

The initial rise of the (lower) curves for the unan-

nealed, work-hardened metal G (fig. 10), however,

cannot be attributed to predominance of the influence

of work harden@. The rate of work hardening of this

previously cold--worked metal would be much less than

that of the fully annealed metal. The initial rise of the

curves for work-hardened monel metal G, therefore,

must be due to a decrease of internal stress caused by

the pkstic extension. The internal stress in the

severely cold-drawn metal probably was so high that

slight tensile extension caused relief of internal stress

and thus caused the initial rise of the proof-stress-

extension curves.

The effect of slight tensile extension evidently depends

on the magnitude of the initial internal stress. When

the internal stress is zero or at a minimum, slight

tensile extension causes the internal stress to increase.

When the initial internal stress is high, slight plastic

extension decreases the internal stress. These changes

in internal stress cause opposite changes in the proof

stresses based on small values of permanent set.

COMPARISON OF STRESS-DEVIATION AND STRESS-SET CURVES
FOR MONEL METAL

An incomplete view of the elastic properties of a

metal is obtained by considering only the relation

between stress and the deformation that remains after

the stress has been released. Consideration should

be given also to the influence of stress on the accom-

panying total strain and on the elastic strain. These

relations are revealed by the stress-deviation curves

for monel metal and by derived curves and indices.

Stress-detiation curves for monel metal are shown in

the upper rows of figures 1, 3, and 9. The value ~A,

given in each of these figures, is the assumed modulus

used in obtaining the deviations, as described in section

II. Each broken curve represents the. influence of

stress on total deviation. Each solid-line curve (in

the upper rows of figs. 1, 3, and 9) has been obtained

from the corresponding broken-line curve by deducting

values of permanent set obtained from the stress-set

curve directly below.

In the study of the influence of the extension spacing
and the duration of the rest interval on the stress-

deviation curve, it is of interest to observe whether

such variations have similar or opposite effects on the

dopes of the stress-deviation and stress-set curves. As

discussed earlier in this section, the first stress-set

mrve of a pair, because of the influence of the extension

spacing and of the variations of the rest interval, tends

LO be less steep than the second curve. Illustrations

Df this tendency are: Pair 19–20 of figure 1; pairs

11–12, 13–14, and 15–16 of figure 3; pairs 3-4, 5–6,

and 7–8 in the diagrams at the left of figure 9; and

pairs 5–6, and 7–8 in the diagram at the right of figure

9. The corrected stress-deviation curves of the same

pairs, however, generally show the opposite relation-

ship. This fact is illustrated by pair 19-20 of figure 1,

pairs 13-14 and 15–16 of figure 3, and pairs 3-4 and 5–6

in the diagram at the left of figure 9. In pair 11-12

of figare 3 and in pair 7–8 of figure 9, the first and the

second curve are about equally steep. The first cwwe

of pair 5–6 at the right of figure 9 is less steep than the

second. Although there is a general tendency for the

6rat corrected stress-deviation curve of a pair to be

~teeper than the second, there are exceptions, just as

there are exceptions to the general tendency for the

irst stress-set curve of a pair to be less steep than the

second. ~umerous examples of this opposite relation-

ship between the slopes of the stress-deviation and

%ress-set curves of a pair will be found in diagrams

?et to be considered.

‘HE VARIATIONOF THE MODULUSOF ELASTICITYIVITH STRESS
FORMONELMETAL.

The corrected stress-deviation curves of figures 1,

Y and 9, with few exceptions, show prominent curva-
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ture from the origin. The exceptions are curves 1 to 4

in figure 1, curve 1 of figure 3, and curve 1 in the dia-

gram at the right of figure 9. No exceptions are found

among the curves for cold-drawn, unannealed monel

metal G. With the exceptions mentioned, the slope of

each curve decreases continuously from the origin.

This result evidently means that the modulus of elastic-

ity decreases continuously with increase in stress.

The secant modulus 3 given by the ratio of stress to

elastic strain has been used in this report and in the

previous report to study the variation of the modulus

with stress and with prior plastic extension.

Graphs of variation of the secant modulus of elastic-

ity with stress have been derived from all the corrected

stress-deviation curves in figures 1, 3, and 9 and are

shown in figures 5, 7, and 11. The graphs are num-

bered consecutively in each figure to correspond to the

stress-deviati~n curves from which they are derived.

~rtch stress-modulus line has been shifted to the right

from the preceding line and has been given a separate

abscissa, scale. Abscissas, increasing from left to right,

represent values of the secant modulus of elasticity.

The scale of abscissas is indicated in each figure.

Ordinates represent true stress, that is, stress based on

the cross section at the beginning of determination of

the curve.

In the derivation of a stress-modulus line from a

stress-detiation curve, values of the secant modulus

were estimated for various points on the continuous

stress-deviation curve. These points in figdres 5, 7,

and 11, therefore, represent not results of single experi-

ments but selected points on the corresponding stress-

deviation curves.

The prior plastic extension corresponding to each

stress-modulus line is indicated in the derived diagrams

(figs. 6,8, and 12). In these diagrams, abscissas repre-

sent prior plastic extensions and ordinates represent

indices derived from the stress-modulus lines. The

experimental points in figures 6, 8, and 12 are numbered

to correspond to the stress-modulus lines from which

they are derived (figs. 5, 7, and 11).

In the diagram for fully annealed monel metal G-14

(fig. 5), stress-modulus lines 1 to 11 are curved from

the origin. In the diagram for monel metal G-12

(fig. 7), stress-modulus lines 1 to 10 are curved from the

origin. All the other stress-modulus lines in these two

figures are straight. The plastic extension at which

the stress-modulus line becomes straight is about 10

percent. In the diagrams for work-hardened monel

metal G and G-8 (fig. 11), the stress-modulus lines axe

straight except at high stresses. The stress-modulus

line for monel metal evidently tends to be practically

straight when the prior plastic extension of the metal

$It sbotdd be noted that this modnfns differs from a frequently used %eeant
modulus” basedon the variation te total strefnwith stress.

(whether by tensile extension or by cold drawing) is

more than about 10 percent.

In this respect, monel metal is similar to the 18:8

chromium-nickel steels discussed ‘n the previous report.

The stress-modulus line for annealed 18:8 alloy was

found to be straight when the prior plastic extension

was more than about 12 percent. unarmealed cold-

&awn 18:8 alloys (half-hard and hard) generally gave

straight stress-modulus lines.

THEINDICESOFVARIATIONOFTHEMODULUSOFELASTICITYmTH
STRESSFORMONRLMETAL

The Young’s modulus, or the modulus at zero stress

(li’O), was determined by extrapolating the stress-

moduhs line to zero stress. When the stress-modulus

line is straight, the variation of the secant modulus (E)

with stress (@ may be represented, as in reference 1 by

E= EO–k8 (1)

The constant k is the slope of the stress-modulus line.

As stated in reference 1, however, it is sometimes more

convenient to write equation (1) in the form

E= EO(l–CJ3), (2)

where CO=k/Eo represents the stress coefficient 4 of the

secant modulus.

When the stress-modulus line is curved from the

origin, as are some lines in figures 5 and 7, the stress

coefficient of the modulus is not constant but varies

with the stress. The variation of the modulus with

stress then cannot be represented by Co alone. The

curved stress-modulus lines may be represented approxi-

mately by adding another term to equation (2) and

thus obtaining

E= Eo[l–CoS(l+Q5’)] =Eo(l-d&-C’iY) (3)

where 0’= Q(?o is an index of the curvature of the

stress-modulus line.

The second constant ((7’) is needed for use with

monel metal that has been fully annealed and afterwmd

not extended more than about 15 or 20 percent. l?or

sufficiently work-hardened monel metal, the stress

coefficient of the modulus of elasticity is practically

constant and is represented by co.

Values of c, are indicated (figs. 5, 7, and 11) by a
number adjacent to each stress-modulus line. Values

of C’ are also indicated for lines 9 and 10 of figure 5

and for lines 1, 8, 9, and 10 of figure 7. (These values

indicate the fractional change of the modulus per

pound per square inch.) The value of E. for each stress-

modulus line is indicated by the intersection of the line

with the horizontal axis.

~The index Co is expressedas fractional change cd tbe modulus per pound per
squsre inch. in reference1 this index is designatedCl.
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THEINFLUENCEOFPRIORPLASTICE~TENsIONFORMONELMETA1
ON THE MODULUSOF ELASTICITYAND ON lTS STRESSCOEFFI.
CIENTS

The values of l?, and 00 given in figures 5, 7, and 11

have been used in deriving diagrams of a difFerent

type in figures 6, 8, and 12. These derived diagramE

represent the variation of the modulus of elasticity

and its linear stress coefficient with prior plastic exten-

sion. Abscissas represent percentages of prior plastic

extension. Ordinatm of two of the curves represent

~values of the modulus of ehisticity; the ordinate scale

for these curves is at the left of each figure. Ordinates

of the other curve represent values of the stress coeffi-

cient of the modulus; the ordinate scale for this curve is

at the right of each figure.

The eqerimentally determined points in figures 6,

8, and 12 have been numbered to correspond to the

consecutively numbered stress-modulus lines in figures

5, 7, and 11. Before the gen eral trend of the curves in

figures 6, 8, and 12 is considered, attention will be

given to the abrupt oscillations (at pairs of expdnen-

ta.1points) due to the influence of the extension spacing

and of the variation of the rest interval. Except for

rnonel metal G-8 (fig. 12), the oscillations in the curve

for CO are qualitatively similar to the correspomiing
oscillations in the curve for EO. Each abrupt rise or

drop in a curve for ED is accompanied by a similar

change in direction in the curve for co.
The abrupt oscillations in the curves for EO and 0,

(figs. 6,8, and 12), however, are accompanied by oppo-

site oscillations in the corresponding proof stress-

extension curves (figs. 2, 4, and 10). This relationship

is in accordance with the fact that the modulus-exten-

sion curves are based on stress-deviation curves, -ivhere-

as the proof-stress-extension curves are based on

stress-set curves. It has been shown that a difference

in steepness of the stress-deviation curves of a pair

(due to the influence of the extension spacing and of

the variations of the rest interval) is accompanied by

the opposite difference in steepness of the corresponding

stress-set curves. Examples of opposite vaniation of

the modulus-extension curves and the proof-stress-

extension curves may be found by comparing the pairs

of experimental points listed below, with the corre-

sponding pairs in figures 2, 4, and 10; pair 19-20 of

figure 6; pairs 9–10, 13–14, and 15-16 of figure 8; pair

5–6 in the d~agram for monel metal Gin figure 12; and

pairs 5-6 and 7–8 in the diagram for monel G-8 in

figure 12. Numerous examples of similar relationship

may be found by comparing diagrams of the same two

types obtained with metals yet to be discussed. A

similar relationship was also found for the 18:8 chro-

mium-nickel steels discussed in the previous report.

The magnitude of such oscillations, as shown in the

previous report, is affected by the duration of the rest

interval. Increase in the rest interval tends to de-

crease the slope of the stress-set curve and to increase

the initial slope (i%) and the curvature (co) of the

corrected stress-strain curve. In this respect, the

effect of increase of the rest interval is opposite to the

effect of decrease of internal stress. Such an effect of

the rest interval, therefore, evidently cannot be attrib-

uted to negative creep, which generally occurs during

rest after plastic extension. The effect of the rest

interval apparently is some kind of softening effect,

This softening effect, at least for a while, is greater than

any beneficial effect of relief of internal stress b,y nega-

tive creep.

The variation of EO with prior plastic extension

(figs. 6, 8, and 12) is represented by lines connecting

the experimental points. These graphs give no dis-

tinct impression of a general upward or downward

trend; with plastic extension of annealed monel metal

to the beginning of local contraction (figs. 6 and 8),

the modulus of elasticity remains nearly constimt,

The basic curves for annealed monel metal, however,

probably follow the courses indicated approximately

by the dotted lines. The basic curve for monel metal

G-14 rises gradually to a maximum, at plastic extension

of 10-15 percent, and then descends at a decreasing

rate. The basic curve for monel metal G–12 rises

rapidly to a maximum, at a plastic extension of 2-5

percent, then descends at a decreasing rate, and finally

reascends. The modulus-extension curves for annealed

monel metal are very diflerent from the curves for the

18:8 chromium-nickel steels discussed in the previous

report and also very different from the curves for

dher metals discussed in sections IV to VIII. As

shown in section X, the course of these basic EO curves

is due to the combined influence of three factors.

The E. curves for work-hardened monel metal (fig.

12) show no distinct evidence of upward or downward

trend. Tensile extension of these specimens, which

bad already been severely cold-worked, would be ex-

pected to cause very little change in the modulus of

dasticity.

The 00 curves for annealed monel metal G–I4 ancl

2–12 (figs. 6 and 8) are similar in general trend. The

trend is better indicated in figure 8 than in figure 6

~ecause of the more numerous experimental points

)btained with metal G-12. Each curve starts mt a

rery low value of 00 and rises, with irregular oscilla-

Lionsj until it reaches a maximum at prior plastic

>xtension of about 10 percent. In the curve for metrd

2–12, the most rapid rise is within the first 3 percent of

?rior plastic extension. In the curve for metal G-14,

f enough experimental points had been detenniued,

;he most rapid rise probably would begin at a prior

?lastic extension of a little more than 3 percent, as

ndicated by the curved broken line in figure 6.

The highest point in each curve for 00 (in figs. 6 nnd

3) is the point at which the corresponding stress-
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modulus line (figs. 5 and 7) changes from a curve to a

straight lime. The strongly curved stress-modulus

lines 10 (figs. 5 and 7) give low points 10 in the modulus-

extension curves of figures 6 and 8. The straight

stress-modulus lines 12 in figures 5 and 7 give high

points in the modulus-extension curves of figures 6 and

8, respectively.

Beyond the highest point in the C, curves (figs. 6

and 8), each curve descends at a gradually decreasing

rate and is still descending slightly at the beginning of

local contraction. With further extension, by draw-

ing or by rolling, the curve \vould be expected to be-

come practically horizontal. This expectation is con-

firmed by the horizontal. course of the CO curve for

severely cold-worked monel metal G (fig. 12). As

would be e.spected, COis lower for monel metal G than

for annealed monel metal that has been extended to

the beginning of local contraction (figs. 6 and 8).

The evidence therefore indicates that plastic extension

beyond the maximum in the CO curves tends to cause

continuous descent at a decreasing rate. Reasons for

the rise and descent of the Co curve are given in sec-

tion X.

Annealing work-hardened monel metal at 800° l?. for

relief of internal stress causes the Cl curve to take a

different course from that of the curve for unannealed

metal G. The CO curve for monel metal G-8 (fig. 12)

starts at a very low value of CO and rises continuously

throughout the extent here shown (to the beginning

of local contraction). The influence of internal stress

and of other factors on the course of the CO curve is

discussed in section X.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE CURVATURE
OF THE STRRSS-MODULUS LINE FOR MONEL METAL

The rise and the descent of the COcurves for annealed

monel metal (figs. 6 and 8) with plastic extension means

that the slope of the stress-modulus line first decreases

and then increases. Within the range of plastic ex-

tension that causes the slope of the stress-modulus line

to decrease, the line is curved. Consideration must

now be given to the variation of this curvature with

prior plastic extension. An index of the curvature of

the stress-modulus line is C’, the coefficient of the last

term in equation (5). The variations of the curvature

of the stress-modulus line for annealed monel metal

are shown by the values of C’ obtained from the stress-

modulus lines for monel metal G-14 and &12 (figs.

5 and 7) plotted as ordinates in figure 46, with abscissas

representing prior plastic extensions.

The quadratic stress coefficient (C’) of the modulus

was obtained directly from the stress-modulus curves

in the following manner: Straight lines were drawn

tangent to the curves at the zero values of stress. For

some conveniently selected value of stress, which was

the same for each curve of the series obtained with a

single specimen, the deviation of this line from the

curve was measured. This deviation, divided by the

product of ~. and the stress squared, gave the value

of cf.
The C’ curves in figure 46 start at low values of C’

and rise rapidly to a maximum, -which is reached at a

plastic extension of about 1 percent. The value of

C’ at the maximum is many times the initial value.

With further plastic extension, the curves have a gen-

eral downward trend and disappear at plastic extension

of about 10 percent. At this extension, the stress-

modulus line becomes straight and Co reaches a maxi-

mum (figs. 6 and 8). The C’ curves for annealed

monel metal (fig. 46) show that plastic extension fist

increases and then decrease: the curvature of the stress-

modulus line. The reasons for this variation of CO

and C’ are given in section X.

THE FORMOFTHE STRESS-DEVIATIONCURVEFORMONELMETAL

These variations of Co and C’ with plastic extension

are evidently due to variations in form of the stress-

strain and the stress-deviation curves. The general

equation for the stress-strain curve is derived from

equation (3)

e=iS/E=S/E@ — CoS——C’&) (4)

where e is the total elastic strain. As the linear and

quadratic correction terms are generally small compared

with 1, equation (4) may be written

e= (l/Eo) (~+ CDS*+ C’S) (5)

The strain corresponding to the tangent to the stress-

strain line at the origin is S/EO. The deviation (Cd) from

this tangent is

%=-~/Eo= (1/Eo) (COW+ C’S) (6)

When the stress-modulus line is straight, C’ is zero and

the last term of equation (6) disappea& The stress-

deviation relationship corresponding to a straight

stress-modulus line, therefore, is represented by

Ed= Co&’*/ED (7)

which is the equation for a quadratic parabola. When

Co is zero, C&2 of equation (6) disappears. The stress-

deviation line corresponding to this relationship is

represented by

Ed= C’@/Eo (8)

which is the equation for a cubic parabola.

The stress-deviation curve for monel metal that has

been plastically extended more than about 10 percent,

therefore, is a quadratic parabola. The initial stress-

modulus line obtained with monel metal G-12 (fig. 7)

and stress-modulus lines 2 and 3 obtained with monel

metal G-14 (fig. 5) are vertical at the origin, indicating

that Co is zero. The corresponding stress-deviation

curves are cubic paxabolas. As Co for line 1 obtained
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with monel metal G-14 is very small, the correspond-

ing stress-deviation curve evidently approximates a
.

cubic parabola. The other curved stress-modulus lines

in figures 5 and 7 evidently are derived from stress-

deviation curves that are cubics intermediate between

a quadratic and a cubic parabola.

THE SECANTMODULUSAT ANY STRESS

The secant modulus at any stress maybe calculated

from corresponding values of l?~ and Cl provided that

the stress-modulus line is straight. When the stress-

modulus line is curved, the modulus at a given stress

may be calculated from 170by means of equation (5)

if the values of both CO and C’ are known. The inter-

mediate curves in figures 6, 8, and 12 represent the

variations of the secant moduli corresponding to some

arbitrarily selected stresses. h figures 6 and 8, CUrVeS

ZZSOshow the variation of ‘the secant modulus corre-

sponding to a tensile stress of 50,000 pounds per square

inch. In figure 12, curve -?71Wshows the variation of

the modulus corresponding to a tensile stress of 100,000

pounds per square inch. These curves have not been

extended to the left of the point of change of the stress-

modulus line from a curve to a straight line. This

point of change is indicated by the change from a

brolien to a solid line in the curves of variation of

EO and CO. Modulus values corresponding to stresses

between zero and either 50,000 or 100,000 pounds per

square inch can be estimated from these diagrams by

interpolation.

THE EFFECTOFANNEALINGON THE INITIAL PAIR OFSTRI?9S-SET
CURVESANDONTHEDERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESONCOLD-DRAWN
MONELMETAL.

The effect of annealing on the initial pair of stress-

set curves obtained with cold-drawn monel metal is

shown in the dkgram at the right of figure 3. The

curves there shown are the initial pairs of curves ob-

tained with the metal as received and after annealing

at $00, 1,200, and 1,400° F. The stress-set curves are

in the lower row.

Annealing at 800° F for relief of internal stress has

increased the steepness of both the first and the second

curves, throughout the extent here shown. Annealing

at either 1,2oo or 1,400° F, for complete recrystalliza-

tion, has greatly depressed both stress-set curves of the

initial pair. The softening effect of the annealing at

1,400° F evidently was somewhat greater than the

softening effect of the annealing at 1,200° F.

The effects of annealing on the proof stresses ob-

tained by the first and the second loading are shown in

the two diagrams for monel metal in figure 20. One

of these diagrams, designated” first loading,” represents

proof stresses obtained from the initial stress-set curve

after annealing at various temperatures. The diagram

designated “second
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loading” represents results ob-

tain~d from the second stre&-set ‘curve of each initial

pair. Abscissas in these diagrams represent tempera-

tures in degrees; ordinates represent proof stresses.

Results obtained with unannealed, cold-drawn monel

metal are plotted at an abscissa representing room

temperature (700 F). The broken lines connecting

corresponding points at abscissas 70° F and 800° 1?do

not represent the actual variation of proof stresses with

temperature. The actual variation is not linear.

As illustrated by the diagram designated “first load-

ing,” annealiig for relief of internal stress (at 800° F)

has caused great improvement in the 0.001-, the 0.003-,

and the O.01-percent proof stresses. This annealing,
however, has slightly decreased the 0.03-percent proof

stress and has considerably- decreased the O.l-percent

proof stress. As illustrated by the diagram designated

“second loading,” annealing at 800° F has lowered all

the proof stresses relative to the proof stresses obtained

(by second loading) with the metal as received. The

0.003-percent proof stress and the O.01-percent proof

stress obtained by second loading with the metal

annealed at 800° F, however, are greater than the

corresponding proof stresses obtained by first loading
with the metal as received.

Annealing for the relief of internal stress, therefore,

causes much improvement in the initial proof stresses

that may be considered indices of elastic strength but

causes some decrease in the initial proof stresses that

may be considered indices of yield strength. On

second loading, however, much of the improvement

due to relief of internal stress by annealing evidently

is lost. This relationship is in accordance with the

previously discussed initial descent of the lower proof-

stress-extension curves for monel metal G-8.

THE EFFECT OF ANNEALING ON THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY ANI)
ON ITS STRESS COEFFIENT FOR COLD-DRAWN MONEL METAL

In the consideration of the effect of annealing on the

modulus of elasticity and on its stress coefficient, attcm-

tion will be confined to results derived from initial

stress-modulus curves. Results so obtained are shown

in the diagram at the left of figure 21.

The modulus at zero stress (lZJ evidently is little

affected by annealing. No change has resulted from

annealing (at 800° F) for relief of internwl stress; a

slight decrease has resulted from annealing for re-

crystallization, at 1,200 and 1,400° F. The linear

stress coefficient (CO) of the modulus, however, has

been greatly decreased by annealing for relief of internal

stress. Not much further change has been caused by

annealing for recrystallization. The probable varia-
tion of the quadratic stress coefficient C’ with annealing

temperature is represented approximately by the broken

curve.
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IV. THE TENSILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF INCONEL
AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND BY
ANNEALING

DESCRfPTIONOFTHE INCONEL

The composition of the Inconel is given in table ‘I.

As the precentage of iron is small, the alloy may be
classed as nonferrous. This alloy, which is of the

Nichrome type, has good resistance to plastic deforma-

tion and to oxidation at elevated temperatures. As it is

practically a single-phase alloy, its elastic strength

depends chiefly on plastic deformation and only

slightly on heat treatment.

The alloy was supplied in the form of cold-drawn

round rods, which had not been subsequently annealed.

l?or investigation of the elastic properties, one specimen

was tested as received, one specimen -was annealed at

at 850° ?? for relief of internal stress, and one speci-

men was annealed at 1,750° 1? for complete recrystalli-

zation. Details of the annealing treatment are given

in table III. These specimens were tested by the same

methods that were used for monel metal. In discus-

sing the results obtained with Inconel, attention will

be directed first to the metal in a relatively soft condi-

tion, after annealing at 1,750° l?.

THE lNFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTICEXTENSIONON THE STRESS-
SET CURVEAND ON THE DERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESFORFULLY
ANNEALEDlNCONEL

Correlated stress-deviation and stress-set curves ob-

tained with fully annealed Inconel are shown in the

diagram at the right of figure 13. AU the curves in this

diagram were obtained with a single specimen of In-

conel, which had been annealed at 1,750° ~. The

curves were obtained consecutively, with intervening

stages of prior plastic extension. Proof stresses derived

from these curves are plotted in figure 14.

Stress-set curves 1 and 2 (fig. 13) have about the same

curvature. A very difEerent relationship, however,

exists between the curves of every otb er pair. The fist

curve of each of these pairs is less steep than the second.

This difference in slope tends to increase with an in-

crease in the prior plastic extension. The difference in

slope between the stress-set curves of a pair causes an

abrupt rise in the proof stress-extension curves. The

influence of the extension spacing and of the variations

of the rest interval evidently is qualitatively the same

for Inconel as for monel metal.

The oscillations, which are due to the influence of the

extension spacing and the variations of the rest interval,

are superposed on a basic curve of variation of proof

‘stress with prior plastic extension. The form of this

basic curve would be more clearly revealed if all the

experimental points had been determined with long

prior rest intervals. The superposed oscillations would

thus have been minimized. The course of the basic

curve in figure 6, however, can be qualitatively deter-

mined by tracing it through the low points of the super-

posed oscillations. Point 1, based on the initial stress-

set curve was obtained after a. very long rest interval.

The basic curve, therefore, should start from this point

and should pass through the other points that have been

determined with a long rest interval.

The basic curves for the 0.001-, 0.003-, and O.O1-

percent proof stresses evidently descend rapidly and

reach a minimum at slight plastic extenslcm. The

curves for the 0.03- and O.1-percent proof stresses have

slight initial downward trend. The minimum is at

about point 7 in the curves for the 0.001- and 0.003 -

percent proof stresses, at about point 5 in the curve for

the O.01-percent proof stresses, and at point 2 in the

curves for the 0.03- and O.I-percent proof stresses. The

extension at the minimum evidently tends to decrease

with an increase in the value of the permanent set on

which the proof stress is based. In this respect, the

proof stress-extension curves for Inconel resemble the

corresponding curves for annealed monel metal (figs. 2

and 4).

With further plastic extension, the curve for the

O.001-percent proof stress has practically no general

upward or downward trend. The other curves have a

general upward trend. The superposed oscillations in

the lower three curves tend to increase in amplitude

with prior plastic extension.

THElNFLUENCEOFPRIORPLASTICEXTENSIONONTHESTRESS-SET
CURVEAND ON THE DERIVEDPROOF STRESSESFOR WORK-
HARDENEDlNCONEL

In the diagram at the left of figure 13 are stress-devia-

tion and stress-set curves obtained with cold-drawn,

unannealed Inconel L. The proof stresses derived from

these stress-set curves are plotted in a diagram in figure

10, which shows the variation of the proof stresses with

prior plastic extension. The stress-set curves in figure

13 and the derived experimental points in figure 10$ are

correspondingly numbered.

These experiments with ummnealed work-hardened ,

J-nconel L were made befores the testing procedure was

as fully developed as in the experiments described in

the preceding portion of this report. The experimental

points were not distributed in pairs. Moreover, no

long rest intervals were provided (except the interval

prior to determination of the initial stress-set curve).

Most of the experimental points were obtained with a

very short prior rest interval.

The initial stress-set curve for Inconel L (fig. 13) is

much less steep than curve 2. This relationship is

revealed also by the relative heights of the correspond-

ing points in the proof-stress-extension curves. In

each of these curves point 2 is higher than point 1.

Because of the absence of distinct pairs of experimental

STheInconelL testsweremade40monthsbeforetheexperimentswitharmealed
Irrmnel (L-8.5 and L-17.5).
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points, the influence of the extension spacing is less

conspicuous in this dia=gam than in the previously con-

sidered diagrams of this type. The influence of dwa-

tion of the rest interval, however, is clearly revealed.

The two stress-set curves that were obtained with a

relatively long prior rest interval (fig. 13) are much less

steep than the other curves, and the corresponding

points in each of the lower three proof-stress-extension

curves (fig. 10) are at depressions.

The depression in each of these curves, however, is

not due entirely to the influence of duration of the rest

interval. The oscillations due to variations of the rest

interval are superposed on a basic curve of variation of

proof stress with prior plastic extension. The exact

course of this basic curve could be determined only by

experiments with all the rest intervals long. Neverthe-

less, some conclusions can be drawn as to the probable
course of this curve. Although points 2 and 3 were

both obtained with short rest intervals, point 3 in each

curve is higher than point 2; this difleren”ce in height is

very great in the curves for 0.001 percent and 0.003

percent proof stresses. This relationship appears to

indicate that the initial rise in each of the curves as
drawn is due largely to an initial rise in the basic curve.

Similm reasoning leads to the conclusion that the second

rise in the lower two curves as drawn is due largely to a

rise in the basic curve. The basic curves, therefore,

probably are qualitatively similar to the curves as

drawn. Ii the curves as drawn, however, the rise,

descent, and reascent are accentuated by the differences

in duration of the rest interval. The basic curve for

cold-drawn ummnealed Inconel L, therefore, probably

is similar in form to the curve for cold-drawn un-

annealed mohel metal G (fig. 10).

A specimen of work-hardened Inconel was annealed

at S50° F for relief of internal stress. The specimen

was then extended by small stages, and stress-deviation

and stress-set curves were obtained as usual. They are

shown in the diagram for kconel ~8.5 in figure 13.

A comparison of the initial stress-set curves for metals

L and &8.5 shows that annealing for relief of internal

stress has greatly increased the steepness of the stress-

set curve. l?roof stresses derived from these imrves

have been plotted in the diagram at the right of figure

10, in which abscissas represent prior plastic extensions.

The experimental points in this diagram are arranged in

pairs. The first point of each pair was obtained with a

long prior rest interval; the second point was obtained

with a relatively short rest interval. As in previously

described dkgrams, the second point of each pair

generally is higher than the fist. The influence of

duration of the rest interval and of the extension

spacing, therefore, is qualitatively the same for this

metal as for the metals previously described.

The basic 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof-stress

curves, for Inconel that had been annealed for relief of

internal stress, evidently have an initial rise to a maxi-

mum, followed by abrupt descent. In this respect,

these curves resemble the basic curves for unannealed

monel metal G and unannealed Inconel L, rather than

the curves for monel metal (G-8), which was annealed

for relief of internal stress. This unexpected relation-

ship possibly is due to incomplete relief of internal stress

by the annealing at 850° l?. Slight internal stress re-

ma&ing after this treatment would be reduced, rather

than increased, by plastic extension, and thus ~iould

account for the initial rise of the proof-stress-extension

curves.

THE VARIATIONOF ‘rHE MODULUSOF ELASTICITYWITH STRESS
FOR INCONEL

The corrected stress-deviation curves for Inconel, in

the upper row of figure 13, are curved from the origin.

The modulus of elasticity for Inconel as for monel metal,

evidently tends to decrease with an increase of stress.

From the corrected stress-deviation curves for Inconel

have been derived curves of variation of the modulus of

elasticity with stress (fig. 15). The curves are num-

bered consecutively to correspond to the stress-clevia-

tion curves from which they are derived. The plastic

extension prior to determination of each stress-modulus

line may be found by reference to the correspondingly

numbered points in the derived diagrams of figures 12

and 16, which will be described later.

In the diagram for fully annealed Inconel, in the

lower row of figure 17, stress-modulus line 1 (as drawn)

is straight and vertical. Not much importance, how-

ever, should be assigned to the straightness of this line,

because a slight change in either the uncorrected initial

stress-deviation curve or the initial stress-set curve

(fig. 13) would change the initial stress-modulus line

(fig. 15) to a slightly curved line. Curved lines were

obtained with fully annealed monel metal (figs. 5 and

7) and with other annealed single-phase metals to be

described later.

Stress-modulus lines 2 to 6, inclusive, obtained with

annealed Inconel (fig. 15), are curved from the origin.

The curvature decreases from line 2 to line 6. Lines

11 to 16, inclusive, are straight. l?or lines 7 to 10, in-

clusive, the course of the ideal line is less clearly indi-

cated. It may be that the curvature of these lines

should decrease gradually in passing from curve 7 to

curve 10. Not much error probably has been intro-

duced, however, by drawing these lines straight. The

evidence, therefore, indicates that prior plastic extm-

sion of a few percent causes the stress-modulus line for

annealed Inconel to become practically straight. As

would be expected, consequently, the stress modulus

lines for the more severely cold-worked Inconel L

(fig. 15) are practically straight except in the upper

part.

The stress-modtius lines for work-hardened Inconel

ir8.5 (fig. 15), which had been annealed for relief of
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internal stress, are slightly curved. The slope .of the

initial line is much less than the slope of the initiil

stress-modulus line for unm.nealed Inconel L (in the

same figure). The annealing, moreover, has decreased

the value of l& This relationship will be discussed

later in connection with figure 21.

THEINFLUENCEOFPRIOIf PLASTICEXTENSIONON THE MODULUS
OFELASTICITYAND OF ITS STRESS-COEFFICIENTS FOR INCONEL

The values of l?, and do, given in figure 7, have been

used in deriving diagrams to represent the variation of

the modulus of elasticity, and of its stress-coefficients,

with prior plastic extension. The experimentally de-

termined points in these diagrams (figs. 12, 16, and 46)

have been numbered to correspond with the consecu-

tively numbered stress-modulus lines (fig. 7).

Before the general trend of the curves in figures 12

and 16 is considered, attention will be given to the

abrupt oscillations due to the influence of the extension

spacing and of the variations of the rest interval. In

the diagram for annealed Inconel (fig. 16), the abrupt

oscillations of the 00 curve are qualitatively similar to
the oscillations of the .?3’0curve. Each abrupt rise or

drop in the curve for&, at a pair of experimental points,

is accompanied by a similar abrupt change in direction

in the curve for CO. The correspondence in oscillations

is less pronounced in the l?. and co curves for unan-

mmled work-hardened Inconel L (fig. 12). This fact

probably is due to the absence of distinct pairs of ex-

perimental points, and hence, to the absence of a pro-

nounced influence of extension spacing.

A comparison should also be made between the mod-

ulus-extension curves (fig. 16) and the proof stress-

extension curves (fig. 14) obtained with annealed Inconel

L-17.5. The abrupt oscillations at pairs of experimental

points in the curves for 130and co, with few exceptions,

are accompanied by the opposite oscillations in the

proof stress-extension curves. As previously mentioned

in the discussion of monel metal, such a relationship is

to be expected. No such correspondence in oscilb

tions, however, is found by comparison of the modulus-

extension curves with the proof-stress-extension curves

for work-hardened Inconel L (figs. 12 and 10, respec-

tively).

Consideration will now be given to the general trend

of the lZo curve for annealed Inconel L-17.5 (fig. 16).

The variation of lZo with prior plastic extension is

represented by the lines connecting the experimental

points. The basic curve, as indicated by the dotted

line representing its course, rises rapidly to a maximum

and then descends at a decreasing rate. The maximum

in this curve is at the point of change of the stress-

modulus line (fig. 15) from a curve to a straight line.

The course of the modulus-extension curve depends on

the interrelationship between three factors, to be dis-

cussed in section X.

407300°41—22

The & curve for unannealed work-hardened Inconel

L (fig. 12) descends rapidly from the origin. The rate

decreases rapidly, however, and the curve becomes

practically horizontal at a prior plastic extension of

~bout 2 percent. As the course of the curve beyond the

beginning of local contraction is always somewhat

wratic, the slight rise of the curve beyond about 2 per-

wnt extension may not represent a rise of the basic

mrve. The -?30curve for work-hardened Inconel differs

greatly in form from the curve for work-hardened

nonel metal (fig. 12). The EO curve for ~orli-hmd-

med Inconel L-8.5 (fig. 12), which was annealed for

relief of internal stress, starts much lower than the

mrve for unannealed, worlc-hardened Inconel L, and

descends much more slowly. The reasons for these

Forms of the 170curve are given in section X.

The (70 curve for annealed bconel L-17.5 (fig. 16)

c of Co and rises rapidly tostarts at a very low value

point 7. Beyond point 7 the curve descends, at first

rapidly, but at a gradually decreasing rate, without

any indication of a reascent. The highest point in the

CO curve is the point at which the stress-modulus line

(fig. 15) changes from a curve to a straight line. At this

point, C’ (the index of curvature of the stress-modulus

line) becomes zero. The variation of C’ with plastic

extension is shown in figure 46. With increase in the

plastic extension from zero, C’ increases rapidly from

a low value to a high maximum, then dwcen ds less

rapidly, and reaches zero at about the same prior plastic

extension at -which CO reaches a maximum (fig. 16).

The C’ curve for Inconel (fig. 46), therefore, is similar

in this respect to the curves for annealed monel metal

(in the same figure).

In the diagram for unan.nealed work-hardened

Inconel L (fig. 12), the basic CO curve descends con-

tinuously at a decreasing rate. The reascent in the

curve as drawn in figure 12, for the reason given above,

may not indicate a reascent in the basic curve. The

basic CO curve probably is similar in form to the basic

Eo curve.

In the diagram for Inconel that has been annealed

for relief of internal stress (L-8.5 of fig. 12), the COcurve

starts at a very low tialue, and rises slowly. The trend

of this curve, therefore, is similar to the trend of the CO

curve for monel metal G-8. As previously stated, the

annealing of Inconel at 850° 1? may have left con-

siderable internal stress. With plastic extension, the

internal stress would at first tend to change very little.

It is possible thus to account for the slowness of the

ascent of the COcurve for metal L-8.5.

As the stress-modtius lines for Inconel L-8.5 (fig. 15)

are slightly curved, the stress-coefficient of the modulus

is not constant, and only the initial rate of change of

0Tho C’ curve for anrrwled Incrmel (fig. 46)probably shouldstart at a value of C“
greater than zero, comparable with the values of C’ at the origins of the curves for
monel metal. ThB hss heen discussedpreviously.
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the modulus with stress is represented by 00. The

average rate of change between zero stress smd 100,000

pounds per square inch stress (designated OIN) has

been plotted in figure 12 to show the variation of this

index with prior plastic extension. The index evidently

differs appreciably from 0,.

The slight curvature of the stress-modulus lines for

Inconel L-8.5 possibly is not unusual for a work-

hardened metal that has been annealed for relief of

internal stress. The decrease in C’. caused by anneal-

ing for relief of internal stress possibly tends to be

accompanied by an appearance of a slight curvature of
the stress-modulus line. The stress-modtius lines for

annealed, work-hardened monel metal G-8 (fig. 11),

however, are practically straight.

The intermediate curves in the diagrams for Inconel

(figs. 12 and 16) represent the variations of the secant
moduli corresponding to axbitraxily selected stresses.

In figure 16, the li’~o curve shows the variation of the

secant modulus corresponding to tensile stress of 50,000

pounds per square inch. In figure 12 the -Z& curve

shows the variations of the secant modulus correspond-

ing to a tensile stress of 100,000 pounds per square inch.

The curve for annealed Inconel has not been extended to

the left of the point of change of the stress-modulus line

from a curve to a straight line.

TEE EFFECTOF ANNEALINGON THE lNITIAL PAIR OFSTRESS-SET
CURVESAND ON THE DERIVEDPROOF STRESSESFOR COLD-
DRAWNINCONEL

The dlect of annealing on the initial pair of stress-set

curves may be observed by comparing the first two

curves of each of the three diagrams in figure 13.

Annealing at 850° F for relief of internal stress evidently

has increased the steepness of both the fret and second

curves. The second curve obtained with Inconel

L-8.5 is only slightly less steep than the ht. JR this

respect this metal differs from monel metal G-8, for

which the second curve is considerably less steep than

the first. This difference possibly is due to a difl%reuce

in the degree of relief of internal stress. Annealing

monel metal at 800° F is known to eliminate most of
the internal stress. It is possible that somewhat more

internal stress remains after annealing Inconel at 850° F.

The effect of annealing on the initial proof stresses,

and on the proof stresses derived from the second stress-

set curve of each initial pair, is shown in the two diagrams

for Inconel in figure 20. One of these diagrains, desig-

nated %ret loading,” represents proof stresses obtained

from the initial stress-set curve at three temperatures.

The other diagram, designated “second loading,”

represents results obtained from the second stress-set

curve of each initial pair. Abscissas in these diagrams

represent annealing temperatures; ordinates represent

proof stresses. Results obtained with unannealed,

cold-drawn Inconel are plotted at an abscissa repre-

senting room temperature (700 F). The broken lines

connecting corresponding points at abscissas 700 F

and 850° F do not represent the actual variation of

proof stresses with temperature. The actual variation

is not linear.

As illustrated by the diagram designated “fist

loading,” annealing for the relief of internal stress (at

850° F) has caused great improvement in the O.OO1-

and 0.003-percent proof stresses, and has caused slight

improvement in the 0.0 l-percent proof stress. This

annealing, however, had no effect on the 0.03-percent

proof stress and slightly lowered the O.l-percent proof

stress. As represented by the diagram designated

CCsecond loading,” annealiig at 850° F has greatly

increased the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses,

has slightly increased the O.01-percent proof stress, and

has slightly lowered the 0.03- and O.l-percent proof

stresses relative to the proof stresses obtained by second

loading with the metal as received. Annealing for

relief of internal stress, therefore, causes much improve-

ment in the (initial) proof stresses that may be con-

sidered indices of elastic strength, but causes some

decrease in the proof stress (O.1 percent) that maybe

considered as an index of yield strength. The effect of

annealing for relief of internal stress, on the initial proof

stresses, is qualitatively tb e same for Inconel as for

monel metal (fig. 20).

By means of these two diagrams for Inconel, it is

possible to compare the results of relief of internal

stress due to annealing at 850° F with the results of

relief of internal stress due to slight plastic extension.

This relationship is revealed by comparing the heights

of corresponding curves in the first-loading and second-

loading diagrams, at abscissas representing 850° F

and 70° F, respectively. This comparison shows that

the slight plastic extension during first loading caused

about as much improvement in proof stresses as did

the annealing at 850° F. The rise of the second-

loading curves, between abscissas representing 70° F

and 850° F, however, indicates that the slight plastic

extension during the first loading did not remove all

the internal stress.

THEEFFECTOFANNEALINGONTHEMODULUSOFELASTICITYAND
ON ITS STRESSCOEFFICIENTFOR COLD-DRAIVNlNCONEL

In considering the effect of annealing on the modulus

of elasticity, and on its stress coefficient, attention will

~e contined to results derived from initial stress-

nodulus lines. Results so obtained are shown in the

iiagram at the right of figure 21.

The initial modulus at zero stress (lZ’0) evidently is

iecreased by annealing at 850° F, and it is still further

iecreased by annealing at 1,750° F. The modulus of

;everely cold-worked Inconel L, therefore, is lowered
~y annealing. This evidence alone might appear to

reply that the modulus (for Inconel) is always in-

:reased by cold work. As shown in figures 12 and 16,
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however, cold work under some conditions may decrease

the modulus. Fully annealed Inconel (fig. 16) when

plastically extended, shows a rapid increase of EO until
the prior plastic extension reaches about 1.9 percent.

With further plastic extension, Eo decreases. Un-

aunealed, cold-drawn Jiconel (fig. 12), however, shows

a rapid decrease of lZOwith prior plastic extension. The

complex variation of the modulus of elasticity with

plastic deformation and with annealing evidently is

due to the operation of more than one factor. These

factors are discussed in section X.

The linear stress-coefficient (00) of the modulus evi-

dently is greatly decreased by annealing for relief of

internal stress. l?urther decrease is caused by anneali-

ng for recrystallization. The effects of annealing on

00 and Eo therefore, are qualitatively similar. The 00

curve for Inconel is similar to the 00 curve for monel

metal (fig. 12), but the E. curve for Inconel differs

greatly from the E. curve for monel metal.

v. THII T13NSILII ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM-
MONEL METAL AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC DEFOR-
MATION AND BY HEAT TREATMENT

DESCRIPTIONOF THE ALUMINUM-MONELMETAL

Aluminum-monel metal, unlike monel metal and

Inconel, may have its strength greatly increased by heat

treatment. Heating to 1,450° 1? or higher gives a

solid solution consisting of a single phase. Rapid

cooling from this temperature preserves this ‘single

solid solution practically unchanged. h this condi-

tion the metal is relatively soft and is easily workable;

it probably differs little in properties from ordinary

annealed monel metal. Reheating to 1,000-1,100° F,

however, causes a precipitation of a second microcon-

stituent in finely divided form, and thus causes great

increase in hardness.

The alnminum-monel metal supplied for this investi-

gation was in two d.i.fEerentconditions. Both samples

probably had been heated to about 1,450° 1? and

rapidly cooled; both samples had then been cold drawn.

One of the samples (J) had then been reheated, probably

to 1,000-1,100° F; the other sample (H) had not been

reheated. Sample (H), as shown in table II, is some-

what softer than the severely cold-drawn monel metal

G; the other sample (J) is much harder. The tensile

strengths of metals H, G, and J are 116,960, 125,700,

and 164,150 pounds per square inch, respectively.

THE INFLUENCEOFPR1ORPLASTIC EXTENSIONON THE STRESS-
SET CURVEAND ON THEDERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESFOR~ORK-
HARDENEDALUMINUM-MONELMETAL H

Stress-deviation and stress-set curves obtained with

aluminum-monel metal are shown in figure 17. The

proof stresses derived from the stress-set curves are

plotted as ordinates in figure 18, with the corresponding

prior plastic extensions as abscissas. In the diagram

it the left of each of these figures are curves obtained

,vith work-hardened aluminnm-monel metal @).

The intital stress-set curve for monel metal His much

ess steep than the second stress-set curve. This

“relationship is similar to that found for nnannealed,

work-hardened monel metal (G) and Inconel (L). As

;he e~eriments with ahnninnm-monel metal were

nade before the test procedure had been fully de-

~eloped, all the curves but one were obtained with

:hort prior-rest intervals. The experimental points in

?ach stress-set curve, moreover, are too few to show

nore than qualitative relationships between the curves

~f this series. The one curve obtained with a rela-

tively long prior-rest interval, however, is less steep

;han the following curve. The influence of duration of

kherest interval, therefore, is qualitatively the same for

duminum-monel metal as for the ordinary monel metal

md Inconel.

The intervals of plastic extension between the de-

terminations of stress-set curves, as shown in the

diagram at the left of figure 18, are of approximately

the same length, instead of being alternately long and

short as they are in all but one of the previously dis-

cussed diagrams of this type. The wide oscillations due

to the combinations of extension spacing and rest

intervals used in the previous tests, therefore, are not.

found in the curves for this material.

The initial trend of each of the basic curves (&. 18)

evidently is upward. The curves for the 0.001-, 0.003-,

and 0.0 l-percent proof stresses then descend to a mini-

mum at small plastic extension (point 5). The second

minimum, at point 8, probably is due to the influence

of the relatively long prior-rest interval. The basic

curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses

probably consist of an initial rise and descent, followed

by a reascent, at least to the beginning of local con-

traction. This basic curve thus resembles the curve

for the work-hardened alloys previously discussed,

monel metal G and Inconel L (fig. 10). The initkd

rise and descent of the curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-

percent proof stresses, however, is much lees steep for

alnminnm-monel metal H than for monel metal G or

Inconel L. This difference maybe due to the fact that

the stress-set curves for aluminnm-monel metal (as

previously stated) me based on too few experimental

points.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR HRAT-
TREATED ALUMINUM-MONEL METAL J

Stress-set curves for hea&treated ahuninnm-monel

metal J are shown in the diagram at the right of figure

17. (No stress-detiation curves were obtained with

this heat-treated alloy.) The proof stresses derived

from these stress-set curves are plotted as ordinates in

the diagram at the right of figure 18, with prior plastic
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extensions as abscissas. This alloy had been heat-

treated by the manufacturers. The temperature of

reheating, as previously stated, generally ranges from

1,000 to 1,100° II’. At this temperature, the strengthen-

ing effect of previous cold work is not entirely elim-

inated, and the alloy is further strengthened by the

precipitation of a iinely divided rnicroconstituent.

The initial stress-set curve is steeper than the second

curve. k this respect, the heatitreated aUoy J differs

from the work-hardened alloy H; it is similar to fully

annealed monel metal (G-12 and G-14), to annealed

Inconel (L-17.5), and to work-hardened monel metal

and Inconel that have been anuealed for the relief of

internal stress (G-8 and L-8.5). The reheating treati

ment of ahnninum-monel metal (at 1,000–1, 100° 1’)

apparently has removed most of the internal stress

due to the previous cold work. A d.ifEerence in the in-

ternal stress would account for the difference between

metals H and J with respect to the relative steepness

of the stress-set curves of the fist pair.

As shown in figure 18, the experimental points and

the stress-set curves horn which they are derived, are

distributed in pairs, separated by relatively long

intervals of prior plastic extension. The first stress-

set curve of each pair -was determined after a relatively

. long rest interval; the second stress-set curve was deter-

mined after a very short rest interval. The influence

of the extension spacing and of the duration of the rest

interval has caused the fist stress-set curve of each pair

(fig. 17), with the exception of the fist pair, to be much
less steep than the second curve. In figure 18, conse-

quently, the second experimental point of each pair

except the first pair is higher than the first. This differ-

ence in height of the experimental points of a pair.

increases with the prior plastic extension. The rela-

tively great d%erence between the rest intervals for

the points of each pair has caused the abrupt rises of

the curves to be generally greater in figure 18 than in

most of the previously discussed diagrams of this type.

In spite of the short rest interval prior to point 2, in

the diagram for the metal J in figure 18, the curves for

the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses show an

initial rapid descent. This rapid descent doubtless is

the initial trend of the basic curve. The qualitative

course of the basic curve may be traced through the

experimental points representing long rest intervals.

The first minimum in this curve is reached at small

plastic extension, probably less than 1 percent. The

curve then rises, and attains a maximum. The basic

curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses

show practically no continued upward trend. The

basic curve for the O.01-percent proof stress also shows

an initial descent to a minimum. The 0.03- and O.1-

percent proof stress curves, however, show no initial

descent but have a general upmurd trend at a gradually

decreasing rate.

The basic curves for heat treated ahnninum-monel

metal, therefore, are qualitatively similar to the basic

curves obtained with the monel metal and Inconel that

have been either fuUy annealed or annealed for the

relief of internal stress.

THE VARIAllON OF THE MODULUSOF ELASTICITYWITH STRESS
FOR ALUMINUM-MONELMETAL

Because no stress-deviation cu.ryes were obtained

with heat treated aluminum-monel (J), no information

has as yet been obtained about the modulus of elasticity

of this alloy. Stress-deviation curves, however, were

obtained with the work-hardened ahnninum-monel

metal (12). These curves are shown in the upper row

of the diagram at the left of figure 17. l?rom these

stress-detiation curves have been derived curves of

variation of the modulus of elasticity with stress.

These curves are shown in the lower diagram of figure 7.

The vertical direction of the initial stress-modulus line

(fig. 7) cannot be accepted without additional evidence.

This line is based on only three points in figure 17. All

of the other stress-modulus lines for ahunimun-monel

metal H (fig. 7) axe sloping and straight except near

the upper end. In this respect they are sim.ila.r to the

stress-modulus lines obtained with the previously

described cold-worked metals G and L (figs. 11 and 15).

As shown in section III, a straight, sloping stress-

modulus line is obtained when the stress-deviation line

is a quadratic parabola. This line is the characteristic

stress-detiation line for cold-worked monel metal and

Inconel. Moreover, the sloping stress-modulus line

has been shown (reference 1) to be the characteristic

stress-deviation line for cold-worked 18:8 alloy.

THEINFLUENCEOF PEIORPLASTICEXTENS1ONON THE MODULUS
OF ELASTICITY AND OF ITS STRESS COEFFICIENTS FOIt ALUMI-
NUM.MONEL METAL H

h figure 19, values of -?%and 00, derived from the

stress-modulus lines in figure 7, are plotted as ordinates,

and the corresponding prior plastic extensions are

plotted as abscissas. The experimentally determined

points in figure 19 have been numbered to correspond

to the consecutively numbered stress-modulus lines in

figure 7.

In previously described diagrams of this type (figs.

6, 8, 12, and 16), oscillations in the ~~ curve generally

are accompanied by similar oscillations in the 00

curve. Because of the absence of distinct pairs of

experimental points in the curves of figure 19, however,

such a relationship does not appear in this figure.

The EO curve shows no distinct evidence of either

upward or downward trend; the oscillations are within

a very narrow range. In this respect, as would be

expected, the Eo curve for cold-worked ahuninum-

monel. metal H resembles the curve for cold-worked

monel metal G (fig. 12).
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The 00 curve (fig. 19), as drawn, rises abruptly from

zero, As previously shown, however, the initial value

of GOis based on the probably incorrect vertical direction

of the initial stress modulus line (fig. 7); the initial

value possibly should be much greater. The 00 curve,

moreover, would be expected to oscillate within a

narrow range, M does 00 curve for cold-worked monel

metal G (fig. 12). .

VI. THE TENSILE ELAS!I’IC PROPERTIES OF 18:S
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC
DIH?ORMATION AND BY ANNEALING

DEsCRIPTION OF THE 18:8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

The previous report considered the elastic properties

of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel as affected. by plastic

deformation. Consideration will now be given to the

elastic properties of this alloy as affected by annealing,

especially annealing for the relief of internal stress.

I?urther consideration will then be given to the i.nfkence

of plastic deformation.

The 18:8 alloy used in this continued investigation

was supplied in two different degrees of hardness,

designated “half-hard” and “hard.” The different

degrees of hardness are due to different amounts of

cold drawing. Both the half-hard metal (DM) and

the hard metal (DH) are from the same heat. The

composition is given in table I.

Specimens of half-hard and hard metal were tested

as received. Other specimens, before testing, were

“annealed” for complete recrystallization and soften-

ing. l?or complete recrystallization, it is necessary to

heat this alloy only to about 1,200° l?. I?or the com-

plete solution of any precipitated carbides, however,

it is necessary to heat the aUoy to about 1,800° F.

Rapid cooling from this temperature prevents repre-

cipitation of the carbides and the alloy is in its softest

condition. The softening treatment actually given

consisted in heating to 1,830° F and in quenching in

water. Other sp~cimens were annealed at various

temperatures to obtain various degrees of relief of
internal stress. Details of these treatments are given

in table III.

THE EFFECT OF ANNEALING ON THE INITIAL PAIR OF STRESS-SET
CURVES AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR 18:8
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

The specimens as received and after annealing at

various temperatures were subjected to tension tests

to obtain correlated stress-deviation and stress-set

curves. The initial pair of each of these types of curve

was obtained with every specimen. A few of the

annealed specimens were extended, by numerous small
stWes, to the beginning of local contraction, and corre-

lated stress-deviation and stress-set curves were de-

termined after each stage of extension. In the study

of the influence of annealing on elastic strength, how-

wer, attention will be cotied to the initial pair of

stress-set curves and to the derived proof stresses.

The stress-set curves (and the stress-detiation curves)

of each initial pair have been determined (as usual)

with practically no intervening plastic extension. Pairs

of stress-set curves obtained with the specimens as

received and after annealing at various temperatures

me shown in the lower row of figure 22; corresponding

pairs of stress-deviation curves are shown in the upper

row. In the diagrams at the left and right of figure

22 are results obtained with half-hard metal DM and

with hard metal DH, respectively. The duration of

the anneal, unless otherwise indicated, was 30 minutes.

Before the influence of annealing temperature on

either the fist or the second stress-set curve is con-

sidered, a comparison will be made between the first

and second stress-set curves of each pti. In each

diagram of figure 22, the second stress-set curve of

each pair is steeper than the first. This difference in

steepness is greatest for the initial pair of stress-set

curves, for both DM and DH, and tends to decrease

with increase in the annealing temperature, at least up

to 9000 F. These di.fTerences in steepness also are

greater for the hard metal than for the half-hard metal.

The di.flerence in steepness between the first and

second stress-set curves is qualitatively the same for

this work-hardened 18:8 alloy as received as it is for

the work-hardened monel metal G (fig. 9), the work-

hardened Inconel L (fig. 13), a:d the work-hardened

aluminurn-monel metal H (fig. 17).

The influence of the annealing temperature on either

the first or the second stress-set curve may be seen in

the lower row of curves in figure 22. The fist stress-

set curve becomes steeper with an increase in the

annealing temperature to 900° F;’ with a further in-

crease in the annealing temperature to 1,830° F, the

curve becomes much less steep. The second stress-set

curve becomes steeper with an increase in the annealing

temperature to 700° F; with a further increase in the

annealing temperature to 900” F the curve becomes

slightly less steep throughout the extent here shown.

If the curves are compared throughout a wider range

of stress, however, very little di.ilerence is found be-

tween the (second loading) curves obtained after an-

nealing at 700° F and then at 900° F. With a further

increase in the annealing temperature to 1,830° F, the

curves become much less steep. These variations are

qualitatively the same for half-hard and hard metal.

The variations of the proof stresses with annealing

temperature are shown in the four diaggams of figure 23.

The diagrams designated “first loading” and “second

loading” are derived from the first and second curves,

respectively, of the pairs of curves in the lower row of

figure 22. Ordinates in these diagrams represent proof

stresses, and abscissas represent annealing tempera-

tures. h abscissa of 70° F is used to represent results
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obtained with specimens as received. All the experi-

mental points at 1,830° F were obtained with a speci-

men of initially half-hard material DM. Because

almost the same proof stresses would be obtained by

annealing either initially half-hard or hard material at

1,830° F, the experimental points obtained with the

half-hard material DM have been plotted in both the

upper and lower diagrams of figure 23.

All the curves in the diagrams representing fist load-

ing, and most of the curves in the diagrams representing

second loading, rise to a maximum at an annealing

temperature of 900°–9500 F, and then descend at a

decreasing rate. The initial rise is generally greater in

a curve representing first loading than in the correspond-

ing curve representing second loading. b the diagram

representing first loading of half-hard metal DM, each

curve rises (from 70° F) first at an increasing, then at a

decreasing rate. In the corresponding diagram for hard

metal DH, the curves for the 0.001-, 0.003-, and 0.01

percent proof stresses have a slight initial descent.

This initial descent may be due to unavoidable inaccu-

racies in measurement. These curves possibly should

be nearly horizontal up to an annealing temperature of

about 500°. Additional experiments would be required

to determine whether the steep rise of the curves with

an increase in annealing temperature above 500° F is

characteristic of a severely work-hardened 18:8 alloy.

In the second-loading diagram for hti-hard material,

there is no evidence of any important rise of the curves

of vm.iation of the 0.001-, 0.003-, and the O.01-percent

proof stresses. Because of the wide scatter of experi-

mental points of the lower two curves, the evidence for

the indicated initial descent of these curves must be

considered inconclusive. The curves for the 0.03- and

the O.10-percent proof stresses rise considerably through-

out this range of temperature. Annealing this half-

hard metal for relief of internal stress, therefore, evi-

dently causes no important improvement in the proof

stresses that may be viewed as indices of elastic strength

(on second loading). Such annealing, however, evi-

dently does cause some improvement in the proof

stresses that may be viewed as indices of yield strength.

In the second loading diagram for hard metal DH,

the curves for the 0.003- and the O.01-percent proof

stresses rise considerably with an increase in the anneal-

ing temperature from 70° F to about 700° F. This

rise suggests that there should be a similar important

rise in the less accurately determinable curve for the

O.001-percent proof stress. The curve for the 0.03-

percent proof stress also rises with an increase in the

annealing temperature, probably to 800° or 900° F.

No clear evidence of a general upward trend, however,

is found in the curve for the O.l-percent proof stress.

Annealing this hard metal for relief of internal stress

evidently causes some improvement in the proof

stresses that may be vievied as indices of elastic strength

(on second loading) but causes practically no improve-

ment in the proof stress (O.l-percent) that may be

viewed as an index of yield strength.

RELIEFOF INTERNAL STRESSBY PLASTIC EXTENS1ONAND BY
ANNEALING

The rise in the proof-stress curves with an increase of

the anneal&g temperature from 70° F to 900° 1?

probably is due chiefly to relief of internal stress.

This diminution of the internal stress probably is

caused by local creep of the metal in the regions where

the stress’ is greatest. Annealing at temperatures as

low as 500° F evidently caused important relief of

the internal stress in the half-hard metal DM. In the

hard metal DH, relief of the internal stress evidently

is slight at’ temperatures below about 750° or 800° F.

In both the half-hard and the hard metals, the maxi-

mum relief of internal stress probably is caused by

annealing at 900° to 950° F.

Some manufacturers of stairdess steel have advocated

annealing at a temperature of 390° to 570° F for about

36 hours. It has been thought that the long time at

this relatively low temperature would have much of

the beneficial effects that are caused by annealing at

900° F. In order to investigate the possibilities of this

suggested heat treatment, specimens of metals DM

and DH were heated at 482° F for 44 hours. The

results are represented by the stress-detiation and

stress-set curves in figure 22 and by the indicated

experimental points in figure 23. The results show that

the long time at this temperature has caused little

increase of the proof stresses above the values obtained

by annealing at the same temperature for 30 minutes.

A comparison of the corresponding second-lending

and fhskloading diagrams throws some light on the

interrelationship between the relief of internal stress

by annealing and the relief of internal stress by slight

plastic extension. At an abscissa representing 70° 1?

~ach curve for second loading is much higher than the

corresponding curve for first loading. The slight plastic

zxtension in determining g the initial stress-set curve

MS, therefore, greatly increased the proof stresses.

%mi.lnr elevation of proof stresses by slight plnstic

xdension has been found with work-hardened monel

netal and with work-hardened Inconel (fig. 20). The

& ect of the slight plastic extension of these metals,

as shown in figures 20 and 23, is qualitatively similor

to the effect of annealing for the relief of internal stress.

A part of the elevation of the proof stresses caused

by the slight plastic extension is due to work-hardening;

a part is also due to the influence of the duration of the

rest interval. The second-loading curves in this figure

were obtained after a rest intetial of 31 to 37 minutes,

whereas the initial curves were obtained long after

the cold drawing and generally weeks after the machin-

ing. This difference in the duration of the rest interval
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is responsible for some of the difference in height

between the fist-loading and second-loading curves.

Nevertheless, much of this difference in height would

be found (as shown in the previous report) even if the

rest intervals prior to both the fist and second loading

were long.

The second-loading curves at an abscissa (70° l?)

representing unannealed material generally differ little

in height from the fist-loading curves at an abscissa

(900° l?) representing maximum ;elief of internal stress

by annealing. This relationship (with due allowance

for the previously mentioned influence of the duration

of the rest interval) suggests that the slight plastic

extension required for determining the initial stress-set

curve has relieved most of the internal stress in the

ummnealed metal. The rise in most of the second-

loading curves with an increase in the annealing tem-

perature from 70° 1? to 900° 1’ apparently indicates

that this extension has not removed all of the internal

stress, especially in the hard metal DH.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENS1ON ON THE DERIVED
PROOF STRESSES FOR FULLY ANNEALED 18:8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL
STEEL

A specimen of the initially half-hard metal DM, which

had been given a softening treatment at 1,830° F and

had then been used in obtaining the experimental points

at an abscissa representing 1,830° 1? in figure 23, was

extended further by numerous small stages. After

each of these stages, correlated stress-deviation and

stress-set curves were determined. Because the forms

of such curves for 18:8 alloy steels have been thor-

oughly illustrated in the previous report, these curves me

not shown in this report. The derived proof stresses,

however, have been used in studying the variation of

these proof stresses with prior plastic extension. This

relationship is shown in figure 24.

The experimental points in this diagram are distrib-

uted in pairs. The first three pairs are separated by

relatively short intervals of plastic extension; the other

pairs are separated by relatively long intervals. The

influence of the extension spacing and of the duration of

the rest interval causes an abrupt rise in the. curves

between the first and second experimental points of

each pair. The relatively large rises at pairs 11–12,

19–20, and 23–24 evidently are due to the very short

rest intervals before the determination of the second

experimental points of these pairs. The rise in the

curve at a pair of experimental points also tends to

increase with an increase in the total plastic extension.

In these respects, therefore, the 18:8 alloy is qualita-

tively similar to monel metal, Inconel, and aluminum-

monel metal.

The oscillations due to the combined influence of the

extension spacing and the duration of the rest interval

are superposed on a basic curve of variation of proof

stress with prior plastic extension. The form of the

basic curve may be determined approximately by as-

suming that the curve starts at the indicated origin

and traverses the low points of the superposed oscil-

lations. (The assumption that the basic curve follows

approximate~y the low points of the oscillations -would

give a qualitatively correct form but not a correct

position. l?or a correct position,” the basic curve

probably should traverse more nearly the midpoints of

the oscillations.) The basic curves for the 0.001- and

0.003-percent proof stresses have an initial upward

trend from the origin to point 7, at a prior plastic

extension of about 2 percent. The trend is then re-

versed, and the curves descend to a minimum at

point 13, at a prior plastic extension of about 16 percent.

With further plastic extension, oscillations of the basic

curve continue, with no general upward trend in the

curve for the O.001-percent proof stress, but with a

slight upward trend in the curve for the 0.003 percent

proof stress. The basic curves for the 0.01-, 0.03-, and

O.1-percent proof stresses evidently rise from the origin,

at a gradually decreasing rate.

The initial rapid rise and descent of the 0.001- and

0.003-percent proof-stress curves for fully annealed

18:8 chromium-nickel steel is similar to the course of

the curves for the annealed 18:8 alloy steel 2A–1

considered in reference 1. The initial course of these

curves, however, is very diflerent from the course of

the proof stress-extension curves for the other fully

annealed alloys that have been discussed in this report.

All the proof stress-extension curves for fully annealed

monel metal (figs. 2 and 4), and the lower three curves

for Inconel (fig. 14), have an initial rapid descent to a

minimum. Similar descent is found in the lower

three curves for heat-treated aluminum-monel metal

J (fig. 18).

The fully annealed monel metals G-12 and G-14, the

fully annealed Inconel Ii-17.5, and the heat-treated

aluminum-monel metal J probably were initially free.

from internal stress. The initial descent of the proof-

stress-extension curves for these metals (figs. 2, 4, 14,

and 18), therefore, probably is due to the predominant

influence of increase of internal stress. As the annealed

18:8 alloy DIM–18.3 also probably was initially free

from internal stress, the initial rise of the proof-stress

curves could not be due to relief of internal stress.

The descent following the initial rise, however, must

be due to an increase of internal stress. This relation-

ship suggests that the internal stress increased con-

tinuously throughout the initial rise and descent of the

basic curves but that the depressing influence of the

increasing internal stress was overcome at first by the

elevating influence of work-hardening. Eventually,

the influence of the increasing internal stress predomi-
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nated over the influence of the work-hardening, thus

causing the proof-stress curves to descend.

The initial trend of a proof-stress-extension curve

(for a metal initially free from internal stress) evidently

depends on the relative magnitudes of the elevating

infiuence of work-hardening and the depressing influ-

ence of increasing internal stress. A metal with a

high initial rate of work-hardening tends to give a

proof-stress-extension curve with an initial rise and

descent, such as the lower two curves obtained with

18:8 alloy DM–18.3 (fig. 24). A metal with a lower

initial rate of work-hardening tends to give a curve

with an initial descent, such as the cprves obtained

with fully annealed monel metal, fully annealed Inconel,

and heat-treated aluminum-monel metal.

THE lNFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSIONON THE PROOF
STRESSRSFORWORK-HARDENEDIS:8CHROMIUM-NICKELSTEEL
ANNEALEDFOR RELIEFOFINTERNALSTRESS

The maximum relief of internal stress for 18:8 alloy,
aS sho~ k figure23, is caused by annealing at about

900° F. Specimens of half-hard and hard 18:8 alloy,

which had been annealed at 900° F and used in obtain-

ing data for figure 23, were then extended by numerous

small stages to the beginning of local contraction.

After each of these stages, correlated stress-deviation

and stress-set curves were determined. I?rom the

stress-set curves, which are not shown in this report,

proof stresses have been derived. These proof stresses

are plotted against plastic extensions in figure 25.

The experimental points in this figure are distributed

in pairs. The influence of the rest interval and of the

extension spacing has caused the second experimental

point of each pair, with only one exception, to be higher

than the first. The resultant oscillations in the curves

as drawn make it diflicult to determine the entire course
of each of the basic curves. The course of such a curve

may be established by determining g all the experimental

points with long prior rest intervals. In the absence of

such a series of experimental points, however, the forms

of the basic curves in figure 25 may be determined by

assuming that these curves would traverse approxi-

mately the points that have been determined with a

relatively long prior-rest interval. In such a study,

consideration must be given to the possibility of a re-

bound of the basic curve between adjacent low points.

The initial trend of each basic curve in figure 25 may

be readily determined. This trend is indicated by the

relative positions of points 1 and 3. If point 3 is below

point 1, a rise from point 1 to point 2 may be attributed

to the influence of the relatively short rest interval prior

to the determination of point 2. This is the probable

reason for the rise from point 1 to point 2 in the 0.003 -

percent proof stress curve for half-hard metal DM–9

and in the lower three curves for hard metal DH–9.

The initial trend of each of these curves, as indicated

by the relatively low position of point 3, is downward.

I

The initial trend of every other curve in figure 25 is

upward.

In the diagram for metal DM–9, the exceptionally

high rebound from point 3 to point 4 (in the lower two

curves), followed by the still greater recoil to point 5,

may possibly be due to a rapid rise and fall of the basic

curve. Additional experiments, therefore, are needed

to determine whether &he fist minimum in these curves
is at point 3 or point 5. In the diagram for metal

DH–9, the basic curves for the 0.001-,0 .003-, and O.O1-

percent proof stresses evidently reach a minimum at, a

prior plastic extension of about 0.5 percent, then rise

rapidly throughout the further extent here represented.

The most significant feature in figure 25 is the initial

descent of the lower two curves for metal DM–9 and of

the lower three curves for metal DH–9.

In the initial trend, the basic curves for metals DM-9

and DH–9 are similar to the curves for another work-

hardened metal that had been annealed for relief of in-

ternal stress (monel metal G-8, fig. 10). The basic

curves for metals DLM–9 and DH–9 are also similar to

the curves for the fully annealed monel metal (figs. 2

and 4), the fully annealed Inconel L-17.5 (fig. 14), and

the heat-treated aluminum-monel metal J (fig. 18).

Because all these alloys probably were nearly free from

internal stress, the initial descent of the (lower) proof-

stress-extension curve probably is due to the pre-

dominating influence of increase of internal stress.

TIDZ VARIATION OF THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY WITH STRE9S
FOR FULLY ANNEALED 18:8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

After each stage of plastic extension of the specimen

of annealed chromium-nickel steel represented in figure

24, a corrected stress-deviation curve was obtained.

(The curves thus obtained are not shown in this report.)

From each of these curves has been derived a graph

representing the variation of the modulus of elasticity

with stress. The stress-modulus lines thus obtained

(fig. 26) are numbered consecutively in order of the

corresponding prior plastic extensions. The plastic ex-

tension prior to the determination of each stress-

modulus line is indicated by the abscissa of the corre-

spondingly numbered experimental point in figure 27,

-&ch is derived from figure 26.

Stress-modulus lines 1 to 13 and lime 15 are curved

from the origin; the other stress-modulus lines are prac”

tically straight. Within a range of prior plastic exten-

sion from zero to about 15 percent (fig. 27), therefore,

this alloy gives curved stress-modulus lines. After

further plastic extension, the stress-modulus lines are

straight.

Adjacent to each stress-modulus line is a number

representing the linear stress-coefficient (O.), based on

the initial slope. Stress-modulus line 1, as indicated

by the value of zero for 00, is practically vertical at the

origin. Very low values of (70have been found also for

the initial curves obtained with fully annealed monel
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metal (figs. 5 and 7) and fully annealed Inconel (fig. 15).

A general discussion of the forms of the initial stress-

modulus line and the initial stress-deviation curve, for

fully annealed metals, is given in section X.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENS1ON ON THE MODULUS
OF ELASTICITY AND ON ITS STRESS COEFFICIENT FOR FULLY
ANNEALED 18:8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

The values of.& and co given in figure 26 have been

plotted M ordinates in figure 27, with abscissas repre-

senting prior plastic extensions.

Before the general trend of the curves in figure 27

is considered, attention will be given to the abrupt

oscillations due to the combined influence of the exten-

sion spacing and the duration of the rest interval. In

the curves for -?70and 0., the abrupt oscillations (ahnost

without exception) are qualitatively similar; each

abrupt rise or drop in the curve for Eo, at a pair of

eqerimental points, is accompanied by a similar

abrupt change in direction in the curve for Co. l~ost

of the abrupt oscillations in the curves for Eo and co,

however, are accompanied by opposite oscillations in

the proof stress-extension curves (fig. 24). The oscilla-

tions in these curves for 18:8 chromium-nickel steel

are similar to the oscillations in the curves for monel

metal and Inconel.

The approximate course of the basic curve for E. is
indicated by the dotted line (fig. 27). This line is

based chiefly on the experimental points obtained with

relatively long prior rest interval. The basic E. curve
for this annealed 18:8 alloy, like the basic E. curves
for annealed monel metal (fig. 8) and annealed Inconel

@g. 16), has an initial rise, followed by descent at a

decreasing rate. The approach to a horizontal direc-

tion, however, is much slower in the Eo curve for the

18:8 alloy than in the curves for the annealed monel

metal and Inconel. Unlike the curves for monel metal

G-12 (fig. 8), and possibly Inconel (fig. 16), moreover,

the E. curve for the 18:8 alloy (fig. 27) gives no

evidence of reascent. The reasons for these forms of

the E. curve are given in section X.

The basic C’Ocurve for annealed 18:8 alloy (fig. 27)

starts at a very low value of C’O(practically zero) and

rises rapidly to a maximum at a prior plastic extension

of about 15 percent. With further plastic extension,

the curve has a general downward trend, at a gradually

decreasing rate. The CO curve, therefore, is qufllta-

tively similar to the E. curve. The Co curve also is

qualitatively simikw to the CO curves for annealed

monel metal (figs. 6 and 8) and annealed Inconel

(fig. 16).

The highest point in the COcurve (fig. 27) corresponds

approximately with the point of change of the stress-

modulus line from a curve to a straight line (fig. 26).

Throughout the rise of the CO curve (fig. 27), the cor-

responding stress-modulus line is curved. The varia-

tion of the curvature of the stress-modulus line, within

this range of plastic extension, is illustrated by the

diagram for metal llh&18: 3 in figure 46. The C’

curve in this diagram rises abruptly with slight plastic

extension, and then takes a general down-ward course.

The second experimental point of a pair tends to be

at the bottom of an oscillation. The abrupt oscilla-
tions in this curve thus are qualitatively similar to the

oscillations in E. and (?Ocurves. The basic @ curve

for the 18:8 alloy is qualitatively similar to the &

curves of monel metal and Inconel (in the same figure),’

and is also qualitatively similar to the basic curve for

18:8 alloy 2A–1. The curve for alloy 2A–1 is de-

rived from data in reference 1. This curve diflers
quantitatively from the other curves in figure 46 in

that it has a smaller initial rise and a more regular

downward course from the maximum.

MODULUS.E~ENSIONCURVESFOR~ORK-FiARDENED18:8CHRO-
MIUM-NICKELSTEELANNEALEDFORRELIEFOFINTERNALSTRRSS

The modulus-extension curves for half-hard 18:8

alloy DN!l-9 and hard 18:8 DH–9 are shown in figure 28.

The specimens used in obtaining these diagrams were

amealed (before test) at 900”. 1? for maximum relief

of internal stress. The experimental points in figure

28 are derived from a consecutive series of stress-modulus

lines. The first pair of stress-modulus lines, for both

half-hard and hard 18:8 alloy, are shown in figure 29.

The initial stress-modulus line for the half-hard metal

D~–9 is slightly curved and is nearly vertical at the

origin. The stress-deviation line on which this stress-

modulus line is based, therefore, is approximately a

cubic parabola (sec. III). The initial stress-modulus

line for hard metal DH–9 is nearly vertical but is

straight. With further plastic extension, all the stress-

modulus lines for both half-hard and hard metal (not

shown in this report) are straight.

Because the initial stress-modulus line for half-hard

metal DLA4-9 is curved from the origin (fig. 29), broken

lines are drawn from point 1 to point 2 of the graphs for

EOand Coin the diagram at the left of figure 28. I?or

the same reason, the graph for EICOis not extended to

the left of point 2.

At the pairs of experimental points in figure 28, there

are few abrupt rises or descents in the curves for E.
and O.. The abrupt changes generally are the same in

direction for both the 270and Co curves and are opposite

in direction to the corresponding changes in the proof

stress-extension curves @g. 25).

The basic E. curve for half-hard material (fig. 28)

probably rises from point 1 to point 2. This rise

accompanies the change of the stress-modulus line from

a curve to a straight line. (See Dkl-9 curves, fig. 29).

Beyond point 2, the basic curve evidently descends at a

decreasing rate. The basic E. curve for hard metal

DH–9 also descends at a gradually decreasing rate.

The E. curves for both half-hard and hard metal,
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therefore, are similar in form to the EO curves for full~

annealed 18: S alloy Dhf-18.3 (fig. 27).

The basic 00 curves for both half-hard and hard 18: f

alloy annealed for relief of internal stress (fig. 28) rise

continuously, throughout the extent here shown. h

the curve for half-hard metal DM-9, the rapid rise

from point 1 to point 2 accompanies the change of the

stress-modulus line from a curve to a straight line

(fig. 29). These basic curves for work-hardened 18:8

alloy are similar in form to the curve obtained with

another work-hardened alloy that had been annealed

for relief of internal stress (monel metal G-8, fig. 12).

The rising trend of these C?Ocurves probably charac-

terizes -work-hardened metal that has been suitably

annealed for the relief of internal stress. The influence

of internal stress on the 00 curve is discussed further in

section X.

The intermediate curve in each of the diagrams in

figure 28 represents the variations of the secant modulus

corresponding to an arbitrarily selected value of the

stress. In the diagram at the left, the curve for lZlw

shows the variations of the modulus corresponding to a

tensile stress of 100,000- pounds per square inch. This

curve has not been extended to the left of the point of

change of the stress-modulus line from a curve to a

straight line. In the diagram at the right, the curve

for ~oo shows the variations of the modulus correspond-

ing to a tensile stress of 200,000 pounds per square inch.

l’HE EFFECTOF ANNEALINGON THE INITIAL PAIR OF STRESS-
MODULUS CURVES FOR COLD-DRAWN 18:8 CHROtiUM-NICKEL
STEEL

In figure 29 are shown the initial pair of stress-

modulus lines for half-hard and hard 18:8 chromium-

nickel steel, as received and after annealing at various

temperatures. In the diagram for the half-hard metal

DM, the second stress-modulus line for the metal

annealed at 900° 1? is straight, at least in the lower

part; all the other stress-modulus lines are slightly

curved from the origg. The first curve of each pair
gives a very low value of Q.; the second curve gives a

much higher value. Slight curvature is found in some
of the stress-modulus lines for the five half-hard 18:8

alloys discussed in the previous report. Curvature

generally is not found in the initial stress-modulus lines,

but it may appear after slight plastic extension and

disappear after more plastic extension.

In the diagram for the hard metal DEf (fig. 29), all

the stress-modulus lines are practically straight, at

least in the lower part. Very low values of 00 are de-
rived from both the stress-modulus lines for the metal

as received, and the second stress-modulus line for

the metal annealed at 900° l?; a slightly higher value

of 00 is derived the second stress-modulus line for the

metal annealed at 900” F.

Much higher values of 00 are derived from all the

other stress-modulus lines of this diagram. The low

values of 00 obtained with metals DM and DH as

received are very diflerent from the values obtained

with the five 18:8 alloys discussed in reference 1. All

five alloys, both in ha~-hard and hard condition, gfive

high values of CO. With plastic extension, the value of

co (for each of the five hard 18:8 alloys) decreased,

but remained somewhat higher than the highest value

given in figure 29. I?ossible reasons for this grent

difference in behavior between the five 18:8 alloys

discussed in reference 1 and metals DM and DH dis-

cussed in this report are given in section IX

THE EFFECT OF ANNEALING ON THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND
ON ITS STRESS COEFFICIENT FOR COLD-DRAWN 1S:8 CHROMIUM.
NICKRL STEEL

The values of 170and co for the first stress-modulus

curve of each pair in figure 29 have been used in deriv-

ing the curves for E. and co in figure 30. These curves

show the variation of the initial values of lZo and co

with annealing temperature. An abscissa correspond-

ing to 70” F has been used in plotting results for tlm

metals as received.

The E. curve in each diagram rises continuously with

increase in the annealing temperature. The value of

l?. is much higher for fully annealed metal (represented

by the right end of each curve) than for the metal as

received. A similar relationship was found for the

five 18:8 alloys considered in the previous report. The

curve of variation of -?70with annealing temperature

for those alloys probably would be similar to the Z’.

curve for metals DM and DH (fig. 30).

The E. curves for 18:8 alloys DM and DH (fig. 30),

however, difFer greatly in trend from the corresponding

23’0curves for monel metal and liIconcl (fig. 21). The

reasons for this diilerence may be found in section X.

The Co curves for metals DM and DH are low at

the left, rise somewhat in the middle, and descend to a

very low value at an abscissa representing fully annealed

metal. The relatively high part of each curve is within

the range of annealing temperature for relief of internal

stress without important loss of strength. These

curves apparently diiler greatly from the correspond-

ing curves for monel metal and Inconel (fig. 21), par-

ticularly in the range of temperature between 70° 1?

and 900° F. Within this range, the curves for the

18:8 alloys rise, and the curves for monel metal and

bconel (as drawn) descend. The exact course of the

00 curves for monel metal and Inconel, however, is

lot established throughout the range of annealing

temperature from 70° F to 800° F or 850° F. The

rise and descent of the Co curves for metals DM and

DH, moreover, may not be the typical trend for 18:8

alloys. As previously stated, metals DM and DH

$ve much lower values of both E. and Co than the

ralues obtained with the five 18:8 alloys considered

n the previous report.
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The results of the annealing treatment at 482°’1?

for 44 hours are represented (fig. 30) by dlamond-

shaped shaded points. These results show that the

long time at this temperature has caused little change

in 130but has decreased 00 considerably below the cor-

responding values obtained by annealing for 30 minutes.

The longer annealing time has decreased the curvature

of the stress-strain line but (as shown in fig. 23) has

had little effect on the proof stresses.

ASSEMBLED DATA ON THE INFLUENCE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION
AND OF ANNEALING ON Eo AND COFOR 18:8 CHRO~UM-~CKEL
STEEL

The 18:8 alloy steels DM and DH differ from the

five 18:8 alloys considered in the previous report not

only in the idial values of 00 but also in the values

for 170. It has seemed desirable, therefore, to assemble

for comparison the characteristic values of lZOobtained

with all these alloys. In figure 30, consequently, have

been plotted initial values of l% and values obtained

after tensile extension nearly to the beginning of local

contraction. The two diagrams in this figure give

information about the influence of plastic deformation

and of annealing on the modulus of elasticity and on
its stress coefficient. The 18:8 alloys discussed in the

previous report are designated by numerals 1 to 5;

following each of these numerals is a letter indicating

the degree of hardness of the alloy as received; the

fully annealed, ha~-hard, and hard alloys are desig-

nated, respectively, by the letters A, B, and C. Values

obtained with half-h ard and hard alloys are plotted in

their respective dlagrmns. Values obtained with the

alloys as received are plotted at an abscissa represent-

ing 700 l?, values obtained with f~y annealed fL~OYS

are ,plotted, in both diagrams, at ~ abscissa repr~en~

ing an annealing temperature of 1,830° F.

The initial values of i% obtained with the 18:8 alloys

considered in the previous report are much greater than

the corresponding values obtained with alloys DM and

DH (fig. 30). After tensile extension nearly to th(

beginning of local contraction, however, a lower valu~

for E. was obtained with the fully annealed alloy 2A

than with the fully annealed alloy Dh!l-18.3. Th(

value for half-hard alloy lB, after similar tensile exten-

sion, is about the same as the value obtained with alloy
J)M w received. (Alloy DM was not extended to th[

beginning of local contraction.) After similar tensih

extension of the hard alloys 2C, 3C, 4C, and .5C, th~

values for l?o remain higher than the value obtainec

with alloy DH as received.

As the values for E. and CO are generally higher fol

the five alloys considered in the previous report thar

for alloys DM and DH, the values obtained witl

rdloys DM and DH may be exceptionally low. Thes~

low values cannot be attributed to abnormality in chem-

ical composition. The chemical composition of metals

)M and DH is within the range of composition of the

ive 18:8 iilloys considered in reference 1, and differs

ittle from the composition of alloy 2. The rapid rise

)f the proof stresses of these Woys with relief of internal

kress (fig. 23), moreover, indicates that the low initial

~alues of 130and 00 for metals DM and DH (fig. 30)

:annot be attributed to low internal stress. The

nfluence of crystal orientation in causing such diRer-

mces in EO and 00 is considered in sections IX and X.

HI. THE TENSILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF 13:2
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC
DEFORMATION AND BY HEAT TREATMENT

DESCRIPTIONOl?THE 13:2CHROMIUM-NICEELSTEEL

The stainless steels hitherto discussed in this report

md in reference 1 are practically single-phase cloys.

rhe elastic strength of these alloys maybe increased by

:old-work but not (to an important extent) by heat

treatment. The stainless steel now to be considered,

13:2 chromium-nickel steel, maybe strengthened either

by cold-work or by heat treatment. In another im-

portant respect, moreover, this steel differs from the

alloys previously considered. The space lattice of each

Df the alloys previously considered is face-centered

cubic. The 13:2 chromium-nickel steel, either after

strengthening heat treatment or in the softest condi-

tion, has a ferritic matrix. The space lattice of this

matric is body-centered cubic.

The steel used in this investigation was supplied in

the form of round rods. The chemical composition is

given in table I. The heat treatment given by the

manufacturers consisted in heating to 1,240° F and

cooling in the furnace. As no other heat treatment is

mentioned by the manufacturers, probably no heat

treatment intervened between the hot-rolling and the

reheating to 1,240° l?. Heating to about this tempera-

ture and cooling slowly is the most convenient treatment

for softening. Heating to about 1,750° 1? causes the

carbides to go into solution and thus makes the alloy

(at that temperature) practically a single-phase aus-

tenitic slloy. As the transformation of this alloy on

cooling is slow, only partial transformation occurs on

cooling in air. Suitable heat treatment consists in cool-

ing in air from 1,750° F, and reheating to the desired

temperature for tempering.

In order to investigate the effect of heat treatment on

the elastic properties, consequently, specimens were

heated to 1,750° lj’, cooled in air, and reheated to vari-

ous temperatures, ranging from room temperature to

1,7500 F. After tempering, the specimens were cooled

in the furnace.’ Details of the heat treatment are

given in table III.

: The elaaticpropertiesprobably arenot affectedby the rate of coolingafter temper-
ing at temperaturesup to about 1,240°F. Greater toughness,however, probably
would be obtainedby coolingin air.
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THE EFFECT OF TEiWPERiNG ON THE IMTIAL PAIR OF STRESS-SE
CURVES AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSliX3 FOR 13:
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

With each of these specimens, an initial pair of cor

related stress-deviation and stress-set curves wert

determined. The pairs of stress-set curves are showz

in the lower row of figure 31. Corresponding pairs O:

stress-deviation curves are shown in the upper row.

The second stress-set curve of each pair is steeper thar

the first. This difference in steepness is very great ti

the first pair, which was obtained with a specimen thai

had been air-cooled from 1,750° F and not afterwa.ri

reheated. The ditlerence in steepness decreases with ar

increase in the tempering temperature, up to about 850° F

With further increase in the tempering temperature,

the difference in steepness increases and is very great ir

the specimens that were tempered at 1,450° and 1,750° F

The pair designated A, like the first pair, was obtained
with a specimen that had been cooled from 1,750° F,

The indicated difference in the rate of cooling from this

temperature accounts for the difference in steepness oj

corresponding curves of the two pairs. The pafi

designated B (heated to 1,240° F by the ma,nufae

turers), as would be exTected, dif?ers little from the paiI

obtained with a specimen that had been air-cooled from

1,750° F and tempered at 1,200° F.

The variation of steepness with annealing tempera-

ture is much greater for the first curve than for the

second curve of a pair. These variations may best be

studied by considering the iduence of annealing tem-

perature on the proof stresses. Proof stresses derived

from the stress-set curves in figure 31 have been plotted

as ordinates in figure 32, with the abscissas representing

tempering temperatures. The diagrams designated

“first loading” and “second loading” are derived from

the first and second curves, respectively, of the pairs of

stress-set curves of figure31.

The course of each curve (fig. 32) is largely due to

the variation of microstructure with the tempering

temperature. The initial rise is largely due to harden-

ing of the metal caused by transformation of retained

austenite and precipitation of fine particles of carbide.

At the maximum, which is the same for all curves in

each diagram but not the same in the two diagrams,

the microstructure consists of fine particles of carbide

dispersed in a matrix of ferrite. The descent of the

curves is due to the growtli and the decrease in number

of the carbide particles. The reascent, with an increase
in the tempering temperature above- about 1,250° F, is

due to increasing re-solution of the carbide particles and

to partial reprecipit.ation in finer form during the cooling

fmm.the .temperiqg .t.ern.pe.rature. The .:?te .of coding

from the tempering temperature evidently is important

when this temperature is above about 1,250° F.

The initial rise in the curves (fig. 32) is similar to the
initial rise in the curves of variation of proof stresses of

18:8 alloy with annealing temperature (fig. 23). The

initial rise in the curves for the 18:8 alloy, and in the

curves for monel metal and Inconel (fig. 20), is duo

chiefly to relief of internal stress. The relief of internal
stress is also an important factor but is not the only

factor, in the initial rise of the curves for 13:2 alloy

(fig. 32), especially in the diagram representing first

loading. The internal stress in this alloy is due not to

cold-work but to the volume changes (caused chiefly

by the partial transformation of the austenite) during

the cooling in air from 1,750° l?.

In the diagram for first loading, the ascent of the

curves (between 70° F and 700° F to 800° l?) is

caused by two factors, the relief of intixnal stress and

the variation of microstructure. The relative import-
ance of these two factors varies with the amount of

permanent set on which the proof stress is based,

The influence of relief of internal stress is relatively

large for the curves representing 0.001-, 0.003-, and

O.01-percent proof stresses and is small for the other

two curves. As the slight plastic extension during the

first loading causes important changes in internal

stress, the following comparison of the diagga.ms

representing fist and second loading gives information

about the relative importance of the variation of

internal stress and the variation of microstructure as

causes of the initial ascent of the curves.

In the diagram for fist loading, the ascent of the

curves is due to a change in both microstructure nnd

in internal stress; in the diagram for second loading,

the ascent probably is due almost entirely to a chango

in the microstructure. A comparison of the ascents
of the lower curves in the two diagrams makes it possi-

ble to estimate approximately how much of the ascent

~f the curves in the diagram is due to relief of internal

;tress. In such a comparison, however, consideration

;hould be given to the fact that the rise of the lower

xmves in the diagram for second loading probably has

>een diminished somewhat by restoration of internal

;tress during the first loading after annealing at 700° N

;O 800° l?. As stated in section III, tensile extension

)f specimens in which the internal stress is zero or at a

ninimum, causes increase of internal stress and tlms

iends to lower the proof stresses. For this reason, the

:urves at the maximum in the diagram for second load-

ng may have been somewhat depressed. This efl’ect,

~owever, probably is small. The total ascent of the

:urve for 0.003-percent proof stress (the best estab-

lished of the lower curves) is slightly more than twice

~sgreat in the diagram for the first loading than in tho

liagram for the second loading. Somewhat more

han half the ascent of this curve in the diagram for

irst loadfig, therefore, proba~ly is due to relief of

nternal stress. The remainder of the ascent is due to

, change of microstructure.

At an abscissa representing 1,750° F, in each dia-
Tam, are two series of experimental points. The
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lower series represents results obtained with a specimen

that had been heated to 1,7500 J? and cooled in the

furnace. This specimen had not been previously

heated to 1,750° 1? and cooled in air, as had all the

specimens represented by the small circles. Such a

prior treatment, however, would not have affected the

results obtained by heating to the same temperature

and cooliig in the furnace. The upper series of experi-

mental points, at the same abscissa, are merely repeti-

tions of the experimental points plotted at 70° F.

This repetition appears justified by the fact that

tempering at 1,750° F and cooling in air would be

merely a repetition of the treatment that was given to

the specimen represented at an abscissa of 70° l?.

Cooling in the furnace from 1,750° F evidently gives

lower proof stresses than does cooling in air from the

same temperature. By very slow cooling, the proof

stresses may be decreased still more. Excessively slow

cooling probably would permit a snflicient precipitation

and growth of carbides to reduce the proof stresses to

the values obtained by tempering at about 1,250° F.

Tempering at about 1,250° F, however, is the most

convenient treatment for softening.

The ex~erirnental points at 1,240° represent results

obtained with this alloy as received. The report of

bent treatment by the manufacturers indicates that this

alloy was heated to 1,240° 1? and cooled in the furnace.

No mention is made of any heat treatment intervening

between the hot-rolling and the tempering. The proof

stresses for this alloy (fig. 32) are about the same as if

the alloy had been given a solution treatment, followed

by nir cooling, prior to the tempering at 1,240° F. This

solution treatment, however (as shown below), had

great efi’ect on the values of 170and O..

THE EFFECT OF IIEAT TREATMENT ON THE INITIAL PAIR OF
STRESS-MODULUS LINES, ON THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
AND ON ITS STRESS-COEFFICIENT FOR 13:2 CFiROMIUM-~CKEL
STEEL

The initial pair of stress-modulus lines, obtained with

specimens that had been given the previously described

heat treatments, are shown in figure 33. These stress-

modulus lines are derived from the stress-deviation

curves in the upper row of figure 31. All the stress-

modulus lines except the first line obtained after temper-

ing at 1,200° F, are practically straight. In this

respect, these stress-modulus lines obtained with a heat-

treated alloy resemble the lines obtained with single-

plmse alloys that have been hardened by considerable

plastic extension (figs. 11, 15, and 26). A noteworthy

feature in figure 33 is the great difference in slope and

in position at the origin, between the lines of pair B

and the lines obtained by tempering at 1,200° 1? after

air-cooling from 1,750° l?. This difference is in accord-

ance with the great difference in initial steepness and in

curvature between the two corresponding pairs of

stress-deviation lines (fig. 31). The lines of pair B in

igure 33 were obtained with a specimen of the alloy

w received. The only heat treatment given to this

metal (as reported by the manufacturers) was furnace-

~ooling from 1,240° ~. The great difference in the

dope of the lines of these two pairs, therefore, may be

~ttribut ed to an effect of the solution treatment. A

possible effect of this solution treatment is suggested

n section IX.

The values of EO and CO obtained from the stress-

rnodulus lines of figure 33 have been used in deriving a.

iiagram to represent the variation of these indices with

beat treatment. This diagram is shown in figure 34.

I’he curve for EO in this figure shows no evidence of

~enmal upward or downward trend throughout the

retire range of tempering temp eratnre. The curve for

00shows no general upward or downward trend through-

mt the range of temperature from 70 to 1,450° F;

between 1,450 and 1,750° J? there is evidence of an

upward trend. (The lower experimental point at

1,750° F, for reasons given in connection with fig. 32,

k merely a repetition of the point at 70° F.) These

mrves are based entirely on values obtaiD ed with the

specimens that had been heat treated by the authors.
At an abscissa representing 1,240° F are plotted the

values of 130and C’. obtsined with the alloy as received.

These points are far above the corresponding curves.

I’he value of 00 is about 10 times the mean value ob-

tained with the specimens heat treated by the authors.

The high values of EO and Co obtained with the alloy

M received are not due to an unstable condition, re-

movable by plastic extension. Even after plastic ex-

tension to the beginning of local contraction (fig. 38),

the values of E. and C’. remsin higher than any of the

values obtained with specimens that had been given

the solution treatment (fig. 34). Although this solution

keatment (heating to 1,7500 F and cooling in sir)

probably caused some change in the distribution of the

precipitated carbides, this change in microstructure was

not enough to have an important effect on the proof

stresses (fig. 32) and probably was not enough to have

important effect on .EOand O.. The great effect of the

solution treatment on E. and co probably may be

attributed to ari effect of this treatment on the crystal

mientation. Difference in crystil orientation has

been mentioned previously as a possible cause of differ-

ences in values of E. and 00 for 18:8 alloy (sec. VI).

The subject is discussed further in section IX.

When for any reason both E. and Co are higher for

one metal than for another, it may be of interest to

know the range of tensile stress within which the one

metal remains superior to the other in effective modulus

(E). This information may be obtained by calculating

the stress at which the effective modulus of elasticity

would be the same for both metals. This stress S. can

be estimated by the use of two simultaneous equations,

of the general form of equation (2). In these two
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equations the values of E and & evidently are the same.

If the ratio of the larger to the smaller values of EO
and C!. be represented by m and ~ respectively, the

value of the stress at which the elastic strain is the

same for the metal in the two conditions is given by

m—1
8.=

CO(mn–l)

(9)

In this equation, co represents the smaller of the twc

values of this index.

The stress (&) at which the effective modulus would

be the same for the 13:2 alloy in the two conditions.

may be estimated from equation (9) by using the values

for 170and COgiven in figure 34. The value for& thus

obtained is about 85,000 pounds per square inch.

Throughout a range of stress up to the highest indicated

proof stress value (fig. 34), therefore, the 13:2 alloy as

received is superior (in effective modulus of elasticity)

to the alloy after air-cooling from 1,750° 1? and temper-

ing at 1,200° B’ (fig. 32).

THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR 13:2
CHROiWUbl-NICKEL STEEL

With the specimens heat-treated by the authors,

only the initial pair of stress-set (and stress-deviation)

curves were determined. A specimen of the alloy as

received, however, was extended by small stwges to the

beginning of local contraction; after each of these

stages, correlated stress-deviation and stress-set curves
were determined. The stress-set curves are shown in

the lower row of figure 35. The proof stresses derived

from these curves are plotted as ordinates in figure 36,

with abscissas representing the prior plastic extensions.

As shown in figure 36, all the extensions between deter-

minations of the experimental points were small. The

points, therefore, are not arranged in distinct pairs as

they are in nearly all the previously discussed diagrams

of this type.

After some of the stages of extension, a cycle of

stress between 1,000 and 80,000 pounds per square inch

was introduced before the detecrnination of the next

stress-set curve. This cycle invariably caused the next

stress-set curve to be steeper than the preceding curve

(fig. 35) and thus caused an experimental point follow-

ing such a cycle to be the top of a wide vertical osciUa-

tion, especially in the curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-

percent proof stresses (fig. 36). l?rom these tops, the

descent generally is abrupt, even when the next experi-

mental point has been obtained with a short prior rest

interval; increase in the duration of this rest interval

tends to increase the extent of the drop. This effect

of duration of the rest interval is illustrated by the

results obtained with a relatively long prior rest interval.

Each of the four stress-set curves obtained with a long

prior rest. interval (fig. 35) is less steep than the curves

immediately preceding and following, and each corre-

sponding experimental point in figure 36 is at the boti

tom of a wide vertical oscillation.

The basic curves for the 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1 percent

proof stresses evidently rise from the origin, at a de-

creasing rate. The course of the lower two basic

curves cannot be followed with certainty because of the
wide oscillations. The initial trend, however, can be

determined qualitatively by considering the low points

of the oscillations. A comparison of the heights of

points 1 and 5 thus shows that the initial trend is up-

ward. The steep rise and descent in the curve as clrawn

between points 1 and 5 probably is due to a steep rise

and descent in the basic curve. The descent of the

curve as drawn between points 3 and 5, however,

probably is hastened by the influence of the long rest

interval prior to the determination of point 5. The

fist minimum in the basic curve, therefore, may be at

somewhat more than 1 percent prior plastic extension.

Because of the tempering at 1,240° l?, this alloy m

received probably was free from internal stress. Plastic

extension of a metal initially free from internal stress

tends to increase the internid stress from zero to a

maximum (sec. III) and thus tends to cause the initial

trend of the lower proof-stress-extension curves to be

downward. Whether the actual initial trend is down-

ward or upward, however, depends on the relative

magnitudes of two opposing factors: the depressing

iniluence of the increasing internal stress and the

elevating influence of the work hardening.

Various ndices have been used to represent the rate

of work hardening. A valuable index is the extension

at the beginning of local contraction (maximum load).

As shown by an arrow in figure 36, however, the exten- ~

sion Qf 13:2 alloy E at maxtium load is only about 7

percent. According to this index, therefore, the rate of

work-hardening of this alloy is small. And yet the

initial rise of the proof-stress curves suggests that the

influence of the rate of work-hardening of this alloy

predominated over the influence of increasing internal

stress. It should be noted, however, that the 13:2

alloy contains hard particles in a relatively soft f erritic

matrix. The rate of work-hardening that determines

the initial course of the proof-stress-extension curve for

such an alloy probably is the rate of work-hardening of

Lhe rnatrk. This rate, for the 13:2 alloy, is much

yeater than the rate of work-hardening of the dlo y as

~ whole, which is represented by indices such as the

xtension at maximum load. The rate of work-

lardening of the matrix of the 13:2 alloy evidently is

peat enough to predominate, at first, over the de-

pressing influence of increasing internal stress.
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THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE MODULUS
OF ELASTICITY AND ON ITS STRESS COEFFICIENT FOR 13:2 CHRO.
MIUM-NICKELSTEEL

After each stage of plastic extension represented in

figure 36, a corrected stress-deviation curve was deter-

mined; these curves are shown in the upper row of

figure 35. I?rom these curves are derived the stress-

modulus lines shown in figure 37. All the stress-

modulus lines are practically straight. The lines vary

greatly in slope and in the indicated value of li30,

corresponding to the variations in curvature and the

initial slope of the stress-deviation lines in figure 35.

The influence of plastic extension on these variations

is shown in figure 38.

The combined influence of duration of the rest inter-

val and the intermediate cycle, introduced between

some of the stages of plastic extension and the deter-

mination of the next stress-deviation curve, is qualita-

tively the same in the curves for .E, and 00 (fig. 38).

Three of the points obtained with long prior rest interval

are at the tops of oscillations in both curves; the other

point obtained with long prior rest interval is at the

top of an oscillation in the curve for .& and is near a

top in the curve for CO. These oscillations are opposite

in direction to corresponding oscillations in the proof-

stress-extension curves (fig. 36). In this respect, the

13:2 alloy behaves like all the alloys previously dis-

cussed in this report and in the previous report.

The basic 170curve probably descends continuously

at a decreasing rate. The downward trend evidently

continues at least to an extension of 7 percent, the point

of maximum load. As the contraction beyond this

point localizes very slowly, it was found possible to

extend the curves considerably further. Beyond the

point of maximum-load, however, the superposed

oscillations tend to become erratic.

The curve for the 13:2 alloy diilers in form from the

curves for monel metal (figs. 6 and 8) and annealed

Inconel (fig. 18), and is qualitatively similar to the

curves for 18:8 alloy (figs. 27 and 28). The approach

to a horizontal direction, however, is much more rapid

in the curve for the 13:2 alloy than in the curves for

the 18:8 alloys. The reasons for these differences in

the form of the lZ’Ocurves are given in section X.

The basic 00 curve evidently has an initial rise to a

maximum at prior plastic extension of about 1 percent.

Beyond this maximum, the basic curve descends at a

decreasing rate to a nearly constant value. The

course of the basic curve for the 13:2 alloy, therefore,

is qualitatively similar to the course of the 00 curve for

annealed monel metal (figs. 6 and 8), annealed lhconel

(fig. 18), and annealed 18:8 alloy (fig. 27). The reasons

for the courses of these curves are given in section X.

Throughout. the entire course of the 00 curve for 13:2

alloy (fig. 38) the indicated values of Co are about 10

times the values obtained with the same alloy after

air-cooiing from 1,750° F and tempering (fig. 34).

VIII. THE TENSILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF COPPER
AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATION

SOMEGENERALCHARACTERISTICSOFCOPPERANDADESCRIPTION
OF THE COPPERUSEDIN THIS INVES2TGATION

Because of the important differences that have been

found in the elastic properties of the metals considered

in this report, especially the diilerences in the curves for

EOand Co, it is desirable to include in the investigation

metals diilering widely in composition, in elastic

strength, and in the modulus of elasticity. only thus

is it possible to study adequately the interrelationship

between the vaxious factors ailecting the elastic proper-

ties of metals. The alloys previously considered do not

difFer greatly in the modulus of elasticity or in elastic

strength. Much 10WW values of the modulus of elas-

ticity, however, are found for some commercial alloys,

even for some that may be classed as high-strength

Llloys: The modulus of elasticity of copper and of

~ome of its alloys is little more than half the values

obtained with the metals previously considered. In

~trength also copper diflers greatly from the metals

previously studied; the tensile strength of fully annealed

topper is little more than one third that of fully annealed

monel metal or 18:8 alloy.

Because information about the elastic properties of

SOpper was needed in connection with an investigation
of creep of metals, a short study has been made of the

Jastic properties of this metal as affected by plastic

extension. The results of this study, when compared

with the results obtained with the much stronger metals

previously considered, have thrown much light on the

interrelationship of factors affecting the form of the

stress-strain curve and the values ‘of -?70and CO. The

results obtained with copper are therefore included in

this report.

The copper used in this investigation is “oxygen

free” copper. It was supplied in the form of cold-rolled
round rods. A specimen of this copper was tested in the

work-hardened condition. Additional specimens were
annealed at 600° and 800° F, respectively. The lower

temperature is just above the recrystallization range.

Details of the annealing treatment are given in table III.

THEINFLUENCEOFPRIORPLASTICEXTENSIONONTHESTRESS-SET
CURVEAND ON THE DERIVEDPROOFSTRESSESFORANNEALED
COPPER

The two specimens (N–6 and N–8) of fully annealed

copper were extended by short stages to the beginning

of local contraction; after each of these stages, a stress

deviation curve and a stress-set curve were determined.

These curves are shown in figures 39 and 41. Proof

~tresses derived from the stress-set curves are plotted
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as ordinates in figures 40 and 42 respectively, with

abscissas representing prior plastic extensions.

The first four stages of extension, as shown in figures

40 and 42, are short; the other stages are alternately

long and short. The stress-set curves thus -were deter-

mined in pairs. The first stress-set curve of each pair

was determined after a relatively long rest interval;

the second curve -was determined after a short rest

interval. The influence of the extension spacing and of

the duration of the rest interval causes the second stress-

set curve of each pair (figs. 39 and 41) to be steeper than

the first, and thus causes the second experimental point

of each pair in figures 40 and 42 to be higher than the

first. In this respect, copper is similar to all the metals

previously considered in this report.

The form of each basic curve in figures 40 and 42 can

be determined qualitatively by tracing a curve from the

origin approximately throwgh the experimental points

obtained with long prior rest intervals. Tbe general

trend of each basic curve, with the exception of the

curves for the O.001-percent proof stress, is contin-

uously upward. In figure 42 the basic curve for the

O.001-percent proof stress evidently has an initial rise

to a maximum, followed by a descent to a minimum at

plastic extension between 2 and 5 percent. In figure

40, the initial course of the basic curve is less certain.

A curve drawn from the origin through points 3, 5, and

7 would first! rise, then dbcend, and again rise, all
within a plastic extension of about 2 percent. It seems.

more probable, however, that this basic curve is similar

to the corresponding curve in figure 42. Each of these

two basic curves probably has an initial rise, followed by

an abrupt descent to a minimum.

The initial trend of the basic curve for the O.OO1-

percent proof stress in figure 42, and probably in figure

40, is similar to tbe initial trend of corresponding curves

obtained with fully annealed 188 cbxomium-nickel

steel (fig. 24) and with 13:2 chomium-nickel that had

been softened by tempering (fig- 36). & initiaJ do~-

ward trend, however, is found in the corresponding

(lower) curves for fully annealed monel metal (figs.

2 and 4), fully annealed Inconel (fig. 14), and heat-

treated aluminum-monel metal (fig. 18). All these

metals, because of the thermal treatment, must have

been initially free from internal stress. Tensile exten-

sion of metals initially free from internal stress (sec. III),

causes an increase of internal stress from zero to a maxi-

mum and thus tends to cause a descent of the lower

proof-stress-extension curves to a minimum. This

tendency, however, is opposed by the elevating ten-

dency of tbe tensile work-haxdening. When the rate

of work-hardening is sufficiently high, the elevating

influence of work-hardening at tit predominates over

the depressing influence of @creasing internal stress

and the proof-stress-extension curve has an initial rise.

When the initial rate of work-hardening is not sufficient

to overcome the influence of increasing internal stress,

the curve has an initial descent. Even if the influence

of work-hardening predominates at first, the influence

of ‘increasing internal stress eventually predominates

and the curve descends.

A high rate of work-hardening has been mentioned

as the probable’ cause of the initi~l rise of the lower

proof-stress-extension curves for fully annealed 18:8

alloy (fig. 24) and for the 13:2 alloy that had been sof-

tened by tempering (fig. 36). To the same cause may

be attributed the rise of the curve for the O.001-percent

proof stress for annealed copper (fig. 42 and probably

fig. 40).

An index of the ganeral rate of work-hardening is the

tensile extension at maximum load (beginning of local

contraction). This extension is about 33 percent for

annealed monel metal G–14, 34 percent for mmealed

monel metal G-12, 35 percent for annealed Inconel

L-17.5, 11); percent for heat-treated aluminum-monel

metal J, 70 percent for annealed 18:8 alloy Dhl-18.3,

14 percent for tempered 13:2 alloy E, and 40 percent

for annealed copper FT-6 and N–8. With the exception
of the 13:2 alloyls the extension at maximum load is

greater for the second four than for the first four metals.

The fit four of this list of eight metals are metals

whose (lower) proof-stress-extension curves have an

initial descent; the second four are metals whose proof-

stress curves have an initial rise.

The initial rate of work-hardening may be repre-

sented by the ratio between the yield stress after slight

plastic extension and the initial yield stress. Such

indices have been obtained from the curves for the

O.10-percent proof stress by determining the ratio

between the proof stress at an extension of 3 percent

and the initial proof stress. These indices for the eight

metals previously mentioned are:

Monel metal &14---------------------------------- 1.26
Mouel metal &12---------------------------------- 1.2’7
[nconel h17.5------------------------------------- 1.44
Aluminum-monel metal IT--------------------------- 1.19
13:2 alloy E--------------------------------------- 1.43
18:8 a~OYDM–18.3-------------------------------- 1.74
Copper N-6---------------------------------------- 2.22
Copper N–8---------------------------------------- 2.29

The fit four in this list give proof-stress-extension

curves with initial descent; the second four give curves
with initial rise. This index places the 13:2 alloy on

the border line between the two groups. An index

representing the matrix of this alloy, however, un-

doubtedly -would be much higher, possibly nearly as

high as that for the 18:8 alloy. The indices for the

three single-phase metals in the second group of four

are much higher than the indices for the three single-

phase metals of the first groups of four. The evidence

8The low txxtensionfor the 13:2 alloy is due to a low mte of hardeningof thisII11OY
es a whole and does not indicate a low rate for tho ferritic matrix. For this
the mto of work-hardeningprobably IShigh.
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therefore supports the view that the relationship

between the rate of work-hardening and the rate of

increase of internal stress determines the initial trend

of the (lower) proof-stress-extension curves, when the

initial internal stress is zero or a very low value.

THE INFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTICEXTENSIONON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR WORK-
HARDENED COPPER

The stress-deviation and stress-set curves obtained

with work-hardened copper (N) are shown in the dia-

gram at the right of figure 41. The proof stresses

derived from the stress-set curves are plotted in the

diagram at the right of figure 40, in which abscissas

represent prior plastic extensions. The influences of

duration of the rest interval and of the extension

spacing evidently are qualitatively the same for this

metal as for all the other metals considered in this

report.

The lower two proof-stress-extension curves show

wide oscillations. It is uncertain whether the basic

curves, like the curves as drawn, have an initial rise

rmd descent. If they do, work-hardened copper is

similar (in this respect) to the other unannealed work-

hardened metals considered in this report and in the

preceding report.

THE lNFLUENCEOl?PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENS1ONONTHESTRESS-
MODULUSLINESFOR COPPER

J?rom the stress-deviation curves in the upper rows

of figures 39 and 41 are derived curves of variation

of the modulus of elasticity with stress (fig. 43). The

initial stress-modulus line for annealed copper N–8,

and lines 4 and 8 for annealed copper N–6, are practi-

cally straight; all the other stress-modulus lines are

curved from the origin. Some adjacent stress-modulus

lines in figure 43 differ greatly in curvature and in

initial slope. Lines 1, 4, and 8 for metal N–6 are

nearly straight, whereas the adjacent lines are strongly

curved. Lines 4 and 8 for metal N–8 are vertical at

the origin, whereas the adjacent lines are much less

steep. With prior tensile extension, the stress-modulus

line for annealed copper does not become straight, as

it does for the metals previously considered. The

curvature of some of these lines, especially some lines

near the beginning of each series, is much greater than

the curvature of any stress-modulus lines for the other’

metals 9 considered in this report.

The initial stress-modulus lines for metals N–6 and

N–8 give very high values of (?.. The initial value of

0, for metal N–8 is the highest value obtained with

the metals considered in this report.

The influence of prior plastic extension on the curva-

ture of the stress-modulus line is shown in figure 47.

In this figure, abscissas represent prior plastic exten-

SIn such a comparison,allowancomusthe made for the difierenccsin the ordinate
scalesof correspondingdiagrams.

407300°41—23

sions and ordinates represent values of 0’, the index of

curvature of the stress-modulus line. The experi-

mental points in figure 47 are numbered to correspond

to the stress-modulus lines in figure 43. The initial

value of @ (fig. 47) is zero for copper N–6 and is very

small for copper N–8. With slight plastic extension,

@ rises rapidly to a yery high maximum and then

descends rapidly. (The fact that this maximum is

much higher for N–8 than for N–6 may possibly be

attributed to the somewhat softer condition of N–8

because of the higher annealing temperature.) This

rise and descent is followed by two smaller abrupt rises

and descents and then by a slow downward trend, at

gradually decreasing rate and with gradually decreasing

oscillation. These curves for annealed copper axe

similax in general form to the previously discussed

curves of the same type obtained with other metals

(fig. 46). All these curves have an initial rise followed

by less rapid descent. The initial rise and descent are
abrupt for all these metals, except in the curve for the

annealed 18:8 alloy 2A–1, derived from data presented

in reference 1. In one important respect, however, the

curves for annealed copper (fig. 47) differ from the

curves for the other metals (fig. 46). The quadratic

stress coefficient of the modulus does not become zero,

at least within the range of tensile extension. Even
after more severe cold-working, as illustrated by the

curved stress-modulus iines for cold-rolled copper

N (fig. 43), 6“ has not decreased to zero.

THE INFLUENCEOFPRIORPLASTICEXTENSIONONTHE MODULUS
OF ELASTICITYAND ON ITS STRESSCOEFFICIENTl?ORCOPPER

The values of -?ZOand CO derived from the stress-

moduhs curves in figure 43 are plotted as ordinates in

figures 44 and 45, with abscissas representing the

prior plastic “extensions.

The abrupt rises or descents at pairs of experimental

points, with few exceptions, are qualitatively the same .

in the curves for -7Z0and O.. In both curves, moreover,

these abrupt rises or descents are generally opposite

in direction to the abrupt rises or descents in the proof-

stress-extension curves (figs. 40 and 42). Copper is

similar in this respect to all the other metals considered

in this report.

The basic .7iZ0curve (figs. 44 and 45) first descends

rapidly at a decreasing rate and reaches a minimum

at a slight plastic extension. With further extension,

the curve rises at first raipidly and then at decreasing

rate throughout the whole range of tensile extension.

At the begimning of local contraction, the modulus of

elasticity has risen ahnost to the initial value. As

shown in the diagram for ummnealed, cold-rolled copper

at the right of figure 44, the -Z. curve continues to rise

slightly with tensile extension. The llo curve for cop-

per, therefore, difFers greatly from the curve obtained

with any other metal considered in this report. As
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the EO curves in figures 44 and 45 are similar in form,

and as these two curves were obtained with specimens

that had been annealed at two diilerent temperatures,

the form of the modulus-extension curve for annealed

copper is well established.

These curves for copper are the only modulus-exten-
sion curves (in this report) that give unmistakable

evidence of a reascent. The curves for annealed

monel metal G-12 (fig. 8) and azmealed Inconel (fig. 16)

apparently have a slight reascent. The curve for

annealed 18:8 alloy (fig. 27) after an initial rise descends

continuously at a decreasing rate. The course of the

EO curve for annealed copper must be due to the in-

fluence of two or more variables. The reascent of the

curve, as shown in sections JX and X, is probably due

to a change of crystal orientation.

The basic GOcurve for annealed copper IN-6 and N-8

(figs. 44 and 45) descends rapidly from the origin, at a

decreasing rate, and reaches a minimum at a prior

extension of a few percent. With further plastic

extension, the curve evidently rises at a gradually

decreasing rate and eventually becomes practically

horizontal. The basic 00 curve is qualitatively similar

to the basic EO curve. The 00 curve for copper differs

greatly from the co curves for annealed monel metal

(figs. 6 and 8), annealed Inconel (fig. 16), ahuni.nurn-

rnonel metal (fig. 19), annealed 18:8 alloy (fig. 27), and

13:2 chromium-nickel steel (fig. 34). The differences

in form of the EO and 00 curves for different metals

are due to the combined iniluence of three variables,

which are discussed in section X.

The variation of 0’ with plastic extension of unan-

nealed, cold-rolled copper N is shown in the small

diagram at the right of figure 47. The course of this
c~ve, when Compmed with the course of the & curves

for annealed copper, indicates that 0’ eventually tends

to decrease with increase in the degree of cold-work

but probably does not disappear as it does with inititiy

harder metals. With a harder metal, such as wmealed

monel metal, annealed Inconel, or annealed 18:8 alloy,

as shown in figure 46, C’ disappears after moderate

tensile extension. With a still harder metal, such as

the tempered 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E, even the

initial stress-modulus line is straight (fig- 37).

IX. CRYSTAL ORIENTATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

‘rHE DIRECTIONALVARIATION OF THE MODULUSOF RLASTICITY
OF SINGLE CRYSTALS

The great diilerences in form of the modulus-exten-

sion curves for single-phase face-centered cubic metals

(figs. 6,8, 16,27,44, and 45) indicate that during plastic

extension the modulus is influenced by two or more

variables. One of these variables is crystal orientation.

Plastic deformation tends to change the orientation of

the grains from a random to a preferred orientation.

Because of directional variation of the modulus of elas-

ticity of a metal crystal, the change to a preferred orien-

tation may greatly affect the mean modulus of elas-

ticity of a polycrystalline aggregate.

In the study of the directional variation of the modu-

lus of elasticity of metal crystals, attention will be con-

fined to the two types of space lattice represented by

the metals considered in this report. These are face-

centered and body-centered cubic lattices. The d~ec-

tional variation of the modulus in these. lattices is

illustrated by the diagrams in figures 49 to 52, which

are adaptations of diagrams in reference 2. These

diagrams are drawn with spherical coordinates having

their origins at the intersection of the three mutually

perpendicular axes of symmetry. The surface shown in

each figure is the locus of all points representing (by

distance and direction from the origin) values of the

modulus of eh-isticity. The axes represented in each

figure are the cubic axes of crystal symmetry.

b the discussion of crystal orientation, use will be

made of the lhlfler indices of crystal planes and direc-

tions. A crystal plane is thus represented by the recip-

rocals of the ratios of the intercepts of the three princi-

pal axes. A cubic plane is thus represented by (100), an

octahedral plane by (111), and a dodecahedral plane by

(110). A crystal direction is designated by the plane

to which the direction is normal. In order to distin-

guish a direction from a plane, use is made of a form of

bracket symbol. Thus, a direction making equal

angles with all three principal axes is denoted by [111],

the direction of a cubic axes of symmetry by [100], and

the dodecahedral direction by [110]. In figures 49 to

52, however, the principle crystal directions am denoted
by letters, the significance of which is indicated in the

legend of figure 49.

A typical diagram of variation of the tensile modulus

of elasticity (E) of a face-centered cubic metal is the

diagram for gold (fig. 49). The modulus for this metal

is least in the direction of the cubic axis (C) and greatest

in the direction of the octahedral axis (0). The ratio

between these maximum and minimum values for gold,

as given in reference 2, is 2.71. For copper and silver ~

(see reference 2), the ratios are 2.85 and 2.55, respec-

tively. Diagrams for copper and silver, therefore,

would be similar to the diagram for gold (fig. 49). The

diagram for aluminum (fig. 50), however, is very difler-

ent in form. As indicated by this nearly spherical

diagram, the ratio of values of the modulus in the octa-

hedral (0) and the cubic (C) directions is not far from

1.0. The value given in reference 2 is 1.2. The dia-

gram for aluminum probably is exceptional among the

liagrams for pure metals with face-centered cubic

lattices.

A diagram for a body-centered cubic metal, alpha

ion, is shown in figure 51. This diaagram is similar

D form to the diagram for gold (fig. 49). The ratio
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of values of the modulus of elasticity in the octahedral

(0) and cubic (C) directions is given in reference (2)

as 2.15. l’or tungsten; another body-centered cubic

metal, the corresponding ratio is given as 1.0. A. dia-

gram for tungsten, like the diagram for aluminum

(fig. 50), evidently is nearly a sphere.

The directional variation of the shearing modulus

(~, as mustiated by the diagram for alpha iron in
figure 52, is evidently opposite to the variation of the;

tensile modulus. The maximum value of the shearing

modulus is in the direction of the cubic axis, which is

the direction of minimum value of the tensile modulus.

The minimum value of the shearing modulus is in the

direction of the octahedral axis, which is the direction

of maximum value of the tensile modulus. The ratios

of the max&mm to the minimum values of the shearing

modulus for alpha iron, gold, copper, and silver are

1.93, 2.28, 2.48, and 2.26, respectively. These ratios

are slightly less than the corresponding ratios for the

tensile modulus. I?or aluminum and tungsten, which

give nearly spherical diagrams of directional variation

of the tensile modulus, the ratio of maximum to mini:

mum values of the shearing modulus is small, 1.16 for

aluminum and 1.0 for tungsten. Shearing-modulus

diagrams for these metals evidently would be nearly

spherical.

When the directional vaxiatiofi of the modulus of

elasticity is as great as it is for copper or alpha iron,

the orientation of the crystals may have great effect

on the modulus of elasticity of a polycrystalline aggre-

gate. Change from random to preferred orientation

may greatly affect the mean value of the modulus of

elasticity. Consideration, therefore, must be given to

the influence of plastic deformation on the orientation

of grains in a polycrystalline aggregate.

CYLINDRICAL AND PARALLELEPIPEDAL DEFORMATION

In the study of the influence of plastic deformation

on crystal orientation, it is convenient to consider two

types of uniform deformation. One of these types is

cylindrical deformation; the other is parrallelepipedal

deformation.

cylindrical deformation causes equal percentage

changes in two. dimensions and a necessarily opposite

change in the third dimension. In cylindrical deforma-

tion, therefore, the ratio between two of the dimensions

remains unchanged, although the external form is not

necessarily cylin&lcal. Cylindrical deformation may

be produced by tensile extension, by drawing, by rolling

of rod or wire, or by axial compression of a cylinder.

I?andlelepipedal deformation is illustrated by the

deformation of a cube into a rectangular parallelopiped,

whose three principal dimensions are unequal. The

unidirectional rolling of plate or sheet is the most com-

mon example of this type of deformation. Although

the width of the sheet remains practically unchanged

by rolling, the ratios of the three dimensions change

greatly. Another example of parallelepipedal deforma-

tion is the deformation of single crystals under uni-

directional loading. Such deformation is by slip on

crystallographic planes. Slip generally starts on only

one series of planes and in one direction on each plane.

This slip causes change of direction of the plane with

reference to’ the duection of loading and change of an

initially circular to an elliptical cross section. Deforma-

tion of single crystals by unidirectional loading, there-

fore, is parallelepipedal. Single crystals, however, can

be subjected to cylimhical deformation. The orienta-

tion thus produced generally diflers from the orientation

produced by unidirectional loading.

THE INFLUENCEOFPLASTICDEFORMATIONON CRYSTALORIEN.
TATION OFFACE-CENTEREDCUBICMETALS

Tensile extension of specimens cut from single crystals

of aluminum, as shown by Taylor and Elam (reference

3), causes a [112] direction of the crystal to approach

and finally to reach the direction of tensile loading.

(The [112] direction is indicated approximately by

letters E in fig. 49.) These results have been confirmed

by investigations by others.

Cylimhical extension of single crystals of face-cen-

tered cubic metals, however, causes a different kind of

crystal orientation, as has been shown by a recent

investigation by Vacher (reference 4). Cylindrical

specimens of copper, some consisting of single crystals

and some of two crystals, were swaged cold to various

degrees of reduction, ranging from 30 to 95 percent.

If the octahedral axis initially made the smaller angle

with the axis of the specimen, the crystal approached

the octahedral [111] orientation; otherwise, it

approached the cubic [100] orientation. The orien-

tation caused by cylindrical extension of single crystals,

therefore, differs greatly from the orientation caused

by unidirectional tension.

The cause of this difference is the lateral restraint

necessary for cylindrical extension of single crystals.

If either an octahedral axis or a cubic axis is in the

dwection of extension, either three or four planes of

slip and either six or eight directions of slip, respec-

tively, axe symmetrically placed with reference to the

direction of extension, and the resolved shearing stresses

in these symmetrically placed directions are equal. If

this alinement could be maintained during tensile

extension, the extension would be by cylindrical

deformation and not by the usual parallelepipedal

deformation of single crystals by tensile extension.

This alinement, however, is metastable for tensile

extension; a small deviation from alinement would

cause still further deviation. A small lateral restraint,

however, would preserve the alinement and thus keep

either the cubic axis or the octahedral axis in the direc-

tion of the specimen axis. When neither the octahedral
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axis nor the cubic axis is initially in the direction of

the specimen axis, extension with lateral restraint

(as by swagging) evidently causes approach to either

octahedral or cubic orientation.

In a polycrystalline aggregate under cylindrical

deformation, each crystal is under lateral restraint by

adjacent crystals and thus undergoes cylindrical

rather than parallelepipedal deformation. ‘ Cylindrical

extension of a polycrystalhe aggregate of a face-

centered cubic metal, therefore, might be expected to

cause some of the crystals to assume the cubic orienta-

tion and others to assume the octahedral orientation.

Such a duplex orientation of polycrystalline aggregates

was found long before the recent investigation of

cylindrical extension of single crystals. It was shown

by Ettisch, Polanyi, and Weissenberg (references 5

and 6) that hard-drawn wires of face-centered cubic

metals have both cubic and octahedral orientations

(double-fiber texture). Sachs and Schiebold (reference

7), however, found that aluminum has ahnost entirely

the octahedral orientation. This conclusion was con-

firmed by Schmid and Wassermann (reference 8), who

also showed that the orientation textures of face-cen-

tered cubic metals are qualitatively similar but that

they difFer considerably in the proportions of [111]

and [100] orientations. They. found the following

proportions:

Percentages

[100] [111]
Muminum----------------------------------- O 100
Copper-------------------------------------- 40 60
Gold---------------------------------------- 50 50
Silver--------------------------------------- 75 25

Schmid and Wassermann also found that the amount

of preferred orientation in wire is small in the outer

la,yer but increases toward the center. lln the outer

layers, moreover, the preferred crystal axes are not

exactly in the direction of the wire axis but make a

small angle, so that the orientation is conical rather

than longitudinal. This angle, however, decreases

toward the center and, at a certain depth, the orienta-

tion becomes longitudinal. Vargha and Wassermann

(reference 9) found that the orientation texture is the

same in the interior of both drawn and rolled wires

aid that the same duplex orientation is produced by

tensile extension.

Cold-drawn wires of nickel were found by Greenwood

(reference 10) to have a double-fiber texture, consisting

of [100] and [111] orientations with the [111] orientation

predominating. As binary alloys of nickel and copper

form a continuous series of solid solutions, all these

alloys in the form of rod or wire would be expected

to have qualitatively similar texture. Cold-drawn rods

of monel metal, essentially a nickel-copper alloy, are

said (reference 11) to have a double-fiber texture, with

the [111] orientation greatly predominating.

Compression of single crystals of aluminum was

investigated by Taylor (reference 12). The results

were reported to indicate a preferred orientation with a

dodecahedral [110] direction parallel to the direction

of compression. limestigation by others has led to a

similar conclusion as to the preferred orientation after

cylindrical compression of either single crystals or

polycrystalline aggregates. Recent papers by Ba,mett

and Iievenson (reference 13) and by Barrett (reference

14), however, have led these authors to somewhat

diiferent conclusions. They report that the deformation
texture of axially compressed cyIinders, either of single

crystals or polycrystalline aggregates, does not consist

of a single preferred orientation. They find a rather

wide range of orientations of which the mean orienta-

tion is [110]. Single crystals and grains of a poly-

crystalline aggregate assume a range of orientations,

with fragmentation of crystals probably starting at the

beginning of deformation and increasing with the defor-

mation. No grains or fragments were found with [111]

orientation and very few with [100] orientation. The

orientation generally ranged from [110] to about [113].

The preferred orientation is viewed in references 13

and 14 as a dynamic equilibrium between opposing

tendencies, .a tendency to approach [110] orientation

and a tendency toward random orientation.

Rolling of plate or sheet produces parallelepipedrd

deformation with one dimension practically unchanged,

one dimension greatly reduced, and one dimension

greatly increased. Several investigators (references 15,

16, and 17) have suggested that the preferred orientat-

ion thus produced in the direction of the reduced

dimension is the same as the orientation produced by

unidirectional compression and that the orientation in

the direction of extension (direction of rolling) is the

same as the orientation produced by unidirectional

tension. Contradictory results, however, have been
reported in investigations of the orientation of rolled

plate or sheet. Many of these apparent contradictions,

however, probably are due to nonuniform deformation

throughout the cross section. There is now general

agreement as to the preferred orientation of plate or

sheet that has been carefully rolled in one direction.

The preferred orientation of rolled p~ate or sheet, of

polyc~stalli.ne face-centered cubic metals, consists rLp-

proximately of a [112] orientation in the direction of

rolling and a dodecahedral [110] orientation in the

direction of decrease of thickness. The preferred orien-

tation in the direction of rolling evidently is the same
as that of a single crystal extended by unidirectional

tension. The orientation in the direction of decrease

of thickness evidently is the same as that of either a

single cqptal or a polyc~stalline aggregate in the

direction of unidirectional compression.

Few investigations have been made of the orientation

produced by rolling single crystals. Pickus and
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Mathewson (references 18 and 19) have recently studied

the effect of compressing single crystals by means of a

device used by Wever and Schmid (references 16 ?nd

17). This device is a mold in which the metal is so

compressed that the deformation is similar to that

caused by rolling. As the thickness decreases, the

width is kept unchanged, and extension is in only one

direction. Results of investigation by Piclms and

Mathewson with alpha brass, a face-centered cubic

alloy, led them to the conclusion that a. [112] direction

tends to rotate into the direction of extension and a

[110] direction into the direction of compression. These

results indicate that the orientation produced by de-

formation of the rolling type is the same for single

crystals M for polycrystalline aggregates. This orien-

tation is different from the orientation produced by

cylindrical deformation.

THE INFLUENCE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION ON THE CRYSTAL
OIUENTATION OF BODY-CENTERED CUBIC METALS

The most common body-centered cubic metals are

nlpha iron, chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten.

Carbon steels are body-centered cubic unless the com-

position and heat treatment are such as to produce

austenite (gamma iron), a face-centered cubic metal.

A body-centered cubic metal alloyed with iron tends to

produce a body-centered cubic alloy; a face-centered

cubic metal (such as nickel or manganese), if alloyed in

suficient percentage, may cause the alloy to be face-

centered cubic. The space lattice of steels containing

iron, carbon, chromium, and nickel therefore depends

on the proportions of these elements. If the ratio of

nickel to chromium is sufhciently high, as in the 18:8

chromium-nickel steel, the alloy is face-centered cubic.

Otherwise, as in the 13:2 chromium-nickel steel, the

alloy (after ordinary heat treatment) is body-centered

cubic.

As shown by lZttisch, Polanyi, and Weissenberg

(reference 5) and confirmed by a number of other

investigators (reference 20), cold-drawn iron gives pre-

ferred [110] orientation in the axial direction. A recent

investigation by Barrett and Levenson (reference 21)

leads to the same conclusion. Dodecahedral [110] ori-

entation with no trace of other textures was found after

severe plastic extension by drawing, or by esvaging

followed by drawing. This orientation was found with

iron, iron-silicon alloys, and iron-vanadium alloy and

was found with both single crystals and polycrystalline

aggregates. The single crystals generally became frag-

mented whether or not constraint was imposed (by

adjacent crystals or by the die walls).

Unidirectional compression of cylinders of alpha

iron has been investigated by Barrett (reference 22).

Some cylinders were cut from single crystals; others

were cut from polycrystalline aggregates. The orienta-

tion produced by compression of the single crystals was

found to depend on the initial orientation. If either a

JOO] direction or a [111] direction initially made a

small angle (less than about 170, with the axis of the

;pecimen, the crystal orientation changed so as to

iecrease the angle and finally brought that crystal

lirection into alinement with the axis of the cylinder.

[f neither the [100] nor the [111] direction initially made

J small angle with the axis of the cylinder, the crystal

formed differently oriented portions, [100] and [111]

wientations, and thus ceased to be a single crystal.

Polycrystalline aggregates of iron, when compressed in

the form of cylinders, were found to have duplex texture,

:onsisting of both [100] and [111] orientations.

Cylindrical compression of body-centered cubic metals

widently causes qualitatively the same preferred

mientation that is caused by cylindrical extm.sion of

face-centered cubic metals. Cylindrical extension of

body-centered cubic metals causes the same orientation

[110] that is caused approximately by cylindrical com-
pression of face-centered cubic metals.

Somewhat different orientation of body-centered

cubic metals is caused by parallel epipedal deformation.

Many investigations have been made of the preferred

orientation in cold-rolled iron and steel plate or sheet.

Contradictory results have been reported. A few

investigators have reported two, or even three, super-

posed textures. ~urdjenow and Sachs (reference 23)

found evidence of both [100] and [111] directions normal

to the plate or sheet. lMost investigators, however,

now generally aggee that the texture consists chiefly

of a dodecahedral [110] direction in the direction of

rolling and a cubic [100] direction normal to the plate

or sheet. There is a considerable range of angular

deviation, however, about each of these directions.

The range of deviation tends to decrease with decrease

in the thickness by rolling (references 24 and 25).

Thin cold-rolled plate or sheet thus has a [110] direction

in the direction of rolling and another [110] direction

parallel to the width of the sheet. These [110] directions

are the directions of greatest (relative) extension.

The orientation in the direction of rolling, conse-

quently, is the same as the orientation in the direction

of the axis of a cold-drawn or rolled rod or wire or of a

specimen extended by unidirectional tension. In a

direction normal to the plane of the sheet, however, the

orientation is not the same as the previously discussed

duplex orientation in the direction of axial compression

of an iron cylinder (reference 22).

Prefemed orientation maybe found not only in cold-

worked metal but also in hot--worked metal. Gensamer

and Vukmanic (reference 20) have investigated the

orientation of iron sheet that had been rolled at 780° C.

and 910° C. The texture was found to be qualitatively

similar to that of cold-rolled sheet. In the sheet rolled

at 910° C., however, the texture was less distinct than in

the sheet rolled at 780° C.
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THE EFFECTOFANNEALINGON CRYSTALORIENTATION

At one or more stages in severe cold--working, the

tnetal sometimes must be annealed so as to permit the

desired additional cold work. It is therefore important

to know the effect of such annealing, on preferred

orientation. Consideration must also be given to the

possib~lty of changes of orientation due to annealing for

relief of internal stress.

In the consideration of the effect of annealing on

preferred orientation, attention will be fist given to

face-centered cubic metals. It has been shown that

cylindrical extension of polycrystalline face-centered

cubic metals generally causes a duplex texture,

with both [100] and [111] directions in the direc-

tion of extension. Annealing such a metal tends

to cause a decrease in the number of crystals with [111]

orientation and an increase in the number of crystals

with [100] orientation. Farnham and O’Neill (ref-

erence 26) obtained such a result by annealing hard-

drawn copper wires. Even after annealing at a tem-

perature too low to cause recrystallization, 130° C

(266° F), they found appreciable change in the pro-

portion of the [100] and [111] orientations. After

annealing at 280° C (536° F), a temperature that

caused complete recrystallization, the orientation was

found to be ahnost entirely cubic. Similar results

have been obtained by other investigators with other

face-centered cubic metals.

Annealing aluminum after plastic extension, accord-

ing to reference 8, caused no new preferred orientation.

Annealing at temperatures above 500° C, however,

was said to give a random orientation. Burgers and

Louwerse (reference 27) found that, when single crystals

of aluminum are deformed by compression and then

recrystallized (at 600° C), new grains appear with

orientations Wlerent from those of the parent crystal.

Polycrystalline aluminum, after axial compression, was

reported to have a [110] orientation and to retain this

orientation after recrystallization. A diflerent con-

clusion, however, was recently reached by Barrett

(reference 14). He found that the deformation and

recrystallization textures of axially compressed high-

purity aluminum are of the same type. Practically the

same results were obtained whether the compressed

cylinders were single crystals or polycrystalline ag-
gregated. The texture obtained, as previously stated,

consists of a range of orientation with mean orientation

approximately [110].

Collins and Mathewson (reference 28) state that no

simple relation was found that would rationalize the

relation of the orientation of a recrystallized aluminum

grain to that of the original crystal.

Cold-rolled sheet of face-centered cubic metals, as

previously stated, generally has a [112] direction in

the direction of rolling and a dodecahedral [110]

direction normal to the surface. Recrystallization
tends to cause a new orientation with cubic axes in the

direction of rolling, in the direction of the normal to

the surface, and in the direction of the width of the

sheet. Such results have been obtained by Goler and

Sachs (references 29, 30, and 31), with copper, silver

and gold. They also found that the tendency to re-

orientation on annealing diilers greatly for different

face-centered cubic metals. With recrystallized silver,

alpha brass, and alpha bronze, they found a [112]

direction in the direction of rolliig and a [113] plane in

the plane of rolliig. Recrystallization therefore caused

no change in the longitudinal orientation but caused

approach to [100] orientation in the direction of the

normal to the surface. The tendency to reorientation

on annealing evidently is much less for these metals

than for copper, nickel, gold and probably for other

face-centered cubic metals. With aluminum sheet,

Goler and Sachs (reference 32) found no new preferred “

orientation after annealing.

The same authors (reference 30) also point out that

the effect of annealing on crystal orientation is sensitive

to impurities and to shght variations in treatment.

Two specimens of copper with practically the same

rolling texture had very different textures after appar-

ently the same annealing treatment. One specimen

had random orientation, the other had anew preferred

orientation. Farnham and O’Neill (reference 26) also

found that impurities in copper may greatly nffect the

tendency to change from a deformation texture to a

recrystallization texture.

The recrystallization texture of body-centered metals

has been studied almost entirely with sheet material.

The texture of body-centered polycrystalline metals

>fter rolling in sheet form consists, as previously stated,

]f a [110] direction in the direction of rolling and in

\he direction of the width of the sheet, and a [100]
iirection nornd to the surface. The recrystallization

\exture of iron has been studied by Barrett (reference

24), by Gensamer and Lustman (reference 33), and by

~thers. They found that recrystallization causes rota-

;ion of the rolling texture about 15° to 17° each way

ibout the normal to the surface of the sheet. (such
.otation may be visualized with the help of the diagram

n fig. 51.)

Cold-rolled or drawn rod or wire of body-centered
mbit metals has been showh, as previously stated, to

~ave a [110] direction in the direction of the axis of the

.od or wire and generally a random radial orientation.

[t seems probable that recrystallization of a rod or a

,tie would cause rotation of the defoliation texture,

ust as it causes rotation of the texture of a plate or

;heet.
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THE DIRECTIONAL VARIATION OF THE ELASTIC STRENGTH OF A
SINGLE CRYSTAL

It is important to know the influence of crystal

orientation not only on the modulus of elasticity and

on its stress coefilcient but also on elastic strength. It

can be shown that crystal orientation has qualitatively

similar effects on elastic strength and on the modulus of

elasticity. The directional variation of the elastic limit

in a face-centered cubic crystal has been calculated by

13. Schmid (reference 34) on the basis of his observation

that the critical shear stress (stress necessary to cause

slip, resolved in the direction of slip), is constant and

independent of the normal stress on the plane of slip.

The results of his calculations are represented by the

diagram in figure 53. The elastic limit evidently is

greatest in an octahedral direction, the direction in

which the modulus of elasticity is greatest. The ratios

of values of the elastic limit in the cubic, the dodeca-

hedrrd, and the octahedral directions are 1:1:1.5. The

dhectional variation of the elastic limit, therefore, is

less than the directional variation of the modulus of

elasticity for metals such as those represented in the

diagrams of figures 49 and 51.

With 100 percent preferred orientation, a bar or

sheet would become practically a single crystal, and

its elastic limit in any direction -would be very low.

l?or practical purposes, grains with preferred orientation

should be intermingled with grains having random

orientation.

THE INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL ORIENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
MODULUS-EXTENSION CURVE

The great directional variation of the modulus of

elasticity of most metals (figs. 49 and 51) suggests that

change of crystal orientation may have considerable

effect on the variation of the modulus with plastic

extension. The effect of change from random to

preferred orientation evidently would depend on the

type of preferred orientation. If the preferred ori-

entation is of the duplex type, the variation of the

modulus of elasticity with prior plastic extension would

depend on the relative numbers of grains approaching

the [111] and [100] orientations. Increase in the pro-

portion of grains with [111] orientation would tend to

cause increase in the modulus of elasticity; increase

in the proportion of grains with [100] orientation would

tend to cause decrease in the modulus of elasticity.

Of the metals considered in this report, copper and

monel metal tend to form a duplex texture with pre-

dominance of [111] orientation. As Inconel is an alloy

containing more than 80 percent of nickel and as nickel

tends to forma preferred orientation with predominance

of the [111] orientation, Inconel probably tends toward

predominance of the [111] orientation. No information

has as yet been found about the preferred orientation

of the 18:8 alloy. The 13:2 alloy, because of its

.
ferritic matrix, probably tends to form a [110] orienta-

tion. Change of orientation of monel metal, copper,

Inconel, and 13:2 alloy from random to preferred,

therefore, probably would tend to cause increase of the

modulus of elasticity. Change from a recrystalliza-

tion texture, with further plastic extension, probably

would have a similar effect. The effect of change of

orientation during plastic extension, however, is only

one factor affecting the form of the modulus-extension

curve. The form of this curve depends on the inter-

relationship of three important variables, which will

now be considered. ‘

X. THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE AS AFFECTED BY

PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION AND BY ASSOCIATED

VARIABLES

THE FORM OF THE STRESS-DEVIATION CURVE FOR ANNEALED OR
TEMPERED METALS

As a basis for study of the influence of prior plastic

extension on the form of the strek-strain (or stress-

deviation) curve, attention should first be given to the

form of the stress-deviation curve for a fully annealed

metal or for a metal that has been heat treated so as to

be free from the influence of cold-work and internal

stress. The form of the stress-detiation curve may be

deduced from the form and the slope of the stress-

modulus line. When the stress-modulus line is straight,

the corresponding stress-deviation curve is a quadratic

parabola. When the stress-modulus line is curved, the

stress-deviation curve may be approximated either by

superposition of a cubic parabola on a quadratic parab-

ola or by a single parabola whose exponent is between

2 and 3.

In table IV are listed the forms of stress-deviation

curves and the derived indices of curvature for various

metals that have been either fully annealed or tempered.

One of these metals, 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E,

consists of ferrite and carbides; the others are single-

phase metals. The forms of the stress-deviation curves

and the derived indices are listed for both first and

second loading. Attention will be given first to the

initial curves for single-phase metals.

The initial stress-deviation curves for two of the

single-phase metals listed in table IV, monel metal

G-12 and 18:8 alloy DIM–18.3, are cubic parabolas.

The curve for monel metal G-14 is nearer to a cubic

than to a quadratic parabola. The curve for copper

N–6 is a quadratic parabola, and the-curve for copper

N–8 is nearly a quadratic parabola. The curve for the

annealed” 18:8 alloy 2A–1, discussed in reference 1, is

intermediate between a quadratic and a cubic parabola.

The stress-strain curve obtained with Inconel is straight.

As stated in section IV, however, this curve is based

on too few experimental points to give conclusive evi-

dence as to the typical form of the stress-deviation

curve for annealed Inconel. If the nearly vertical
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stress-modulus line (00= O) for this metal actually is

slightly curved, as appears probable, the stress-devia-

tion curve is a cubic parabola.

On second loading, the stress-deviation curves for

monel metal G-14 and Inconel L-17.5 are cubic parab-

olas, thus giving confirmatory evidence as to the

tendency of the curves for annealed monel metal and

Inconel to be approximately cubic parabolas. The

second-loading curves for the 18:8 alloys and for copper

are intermediate between a quadratic and a cubic

parabola.

The curves for the 13:2 alloy, both on first and second

loading, are quadratic parabolas (fig. 35). They thus

resemble the curves obtained with cold-worked single-

phase alloys, such as monel metal, Inconel, and 18:8

alloy (figs. 9, 13, and 22). The strengthening of the

ferrite matrix of the 13:2 alloy by carbides, like the

strengthening of a metal by cold-work, evidently tends

to make the stress-deviation curve a quadratic parabola.

With prior plastic extension of the annealed single-

phase metals discussed in this report, with the exception

of copper, 00 first increases. This fact is illustrated by

the initial rise of the curves for C’Oin figures 6, 8, 16,

and 27. Within the range of extension that causes this

increase of 00, 0’ rises rapidly and then descends, as

illustrated by the curves in figure 46. The relationship

between C’ and 00, however, varies as illustrated by the

curves in figure 48. As COincreases with plastic exten-

sion, ~ first increases and then decreases. In this

respect, all these curves in figure 48 are similar. They

are also similar in form to the curves in figure 46.

The ratio of @ to GO,which is indicated by the ratio

of ordma.te to abscissa in figure 48, evidently tends to

decrease with increase of CO and hence with in~rease in

prior plastic extension. This decrease of 0’/00 is an

indkation of decrease in the order of the parabola.

Point 1 in the curve for 18:8 alloy I)h!-18.3 thus indi-

cates that the corresponding stress-deviation curve is a

cubic parabola. Point 14 indicates that the corre-

sponding curve is” a quadratic parabola. The ~ter-

medlate points indicate various orders intermediate

between a quadratic and a cubic parabola.

While the order of the parabola tends to decrease

(probably continuously) until the curve becomes a

quadratic parabola, the curvature evidently fist

increases and then decreases.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE VARIATION OF EnAND Co WITH PLASTIC
EXTENS1ONOF COPPER

The form of the basic’ E. curve for copper (figs. 44

and 45) indicates that the variation of the modulus

with plastic extension is influenced by at least two factors

acting simultaneously. At least one factor evidently

tends to cause descent of the curve at a decreasing rate;

at least one factor tends to cause ascent at a decreasing

rate. At fit, the depressing influence is dominant

and the curye descends; the elevating influence then

becomes dominant and the curve rises. The reascent

of the cm%e for copper may be attributed to the change

of crystal orientation with plastic extension. Approach

to the preferred orientation with plastic extension of a

copper rod, as shown in section IX, tends to cause

increase of the tensile modulus of elasticity. The

factor tending to cause descent of the modnlus-exten-

sion curve will be considered later.

Curves of variation of the modulus of elasticity with

extension have been reported by other investigators.

IKuntze (reference 35), in an investigation of the elastic

properties of copper, obtained curves qualitatively

similar to the Eo curves in figures 44 and 45.10 He
attributed the initial descent of the curve for annealed

copper to increasing internal stress and the subsequent

ascent of the curve to the influence of ~’pure plastic

deformation” (deformation free from the influence of

varying interval stress). These conclusions, as will be

shown, are incorrect. The effects of internal stress and

pure plastic extension are opposite to those surmised

by Knntze. lhrthermore, the course of the EO curve

is affected by an additional important factor, the change

of crystal orientation.

Curves qualitatively similar to the curves in figures

44 and 45 have also been obtained by I.Gnvai (reference

36) with copper, nickel, and aluminum. With Armco

iron and mild steel, however, he obtained curves that

descend continuously at a decreasing rate. A similar

effect of the plastic extension of steels was reported by

Honda and Yamada (reference 37). The modulus

values obtained by Kawai, however, me not values of

E. but are based on a range between variable maximum

and minimum values of stress and strain. No study

was made of the form of the stress-strain curve.

The initial descent of the curves for copper, nickel,

and aluminum as well as the continuous descent of the

curves for steels were attributed by IKawai to increas-

ing internal stress. He thus expressed agreement with

the views of Heyu (reference 38), Sachs (reference 39),

and Honda and Yamada (reference 37),11 that intro-

duction of internal stress decreases the modulus of

elasticity. His views evidently are also in agreement

with the previously mentioned incorrect views of

~untze (reference 35). The ascent of the curves for

copper, nickel, and aluminum was attributed by lIawai

to change of crystal orientation. According to his

views, therefore, the course of the modulus-extension

curve is due to the combined influence of two factors,

increasing internal stress and change of crystal orien ta-

tion. He thus overlooked one of the three important

factors affecting the course of the modulus-extension

curve. The factor overlooked by lKawai, however, is

10& theIXIFJeS plotted by Kuntze reprrj$,enttke vmiations of the “Dobnungs.
zahl,” the reciprocalof Young’s modrdnsof elasticity, thesecurvesme invcrtml Wftb
referenceto the I?ocurves in figs. 44and 45.

n A~eement with th~ viaws of Kawai is not apparent in reference37.
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different from the previously mentioned factor over-

looked by lKuntze (reference 35).

IQwai classified the stress-modulus curves for body-

centered and face-centered cubic metals in two distinct

types, the one having a descent followed by a rise, the

other having a continuous descent. In order to explain

these two types, the assumption was made that ap-

proach to preferred orientation tends to cause less

increase of the modulus when the lattice is body-

centered than when it is face-centered. As illustrated

by the curves in figures 6, 8, 12, 16, 27, 38,44, and 45,

however, the modulus-extension curves ca.mot be

placed in two distinct classes. lh.n%hermore, approach

to the preferred orientation (sec. IX) of some face-

centered cubic metals tends to cause decrease of the

modulus.

llrroneous views as to the influence of internal stress

have been reached because attention has been confined

to the slope of the stress-strain curve at some indefinite

point. Study of the variation of the modulus of elas-

ticity with plastic extension should envisage the entire

stress-strain curve; it therefore should include in its

scope EO, 00, and 6“. By such study, it can be shown

that introduction of internal stress does not generally

cause decrease of Eo. Internal stress, however, is one

of three important factors affecting the form of the

modulus-extension curve, though it is not the cause

of the descent of the curves in figures 44 and 45.

The descent of these curves is due to an important

factor not mentioned by IKawai. This factor is prob-

ably connected with the structural changes (other than

change of orientation) that cause work-hardening of a

metal, such changes as slip on crystal planes, lattice

distortion, grain fragmentation, etc. The factor that

tends to depress the 00 curves, therefore, will be termed

the “work-hardening” factor. The three important

variables affecting the course of a modulus-extension

curve are: crystal orientation, internal stress, and the

work-hardening factor. Although all three factors

may affect the course of the curve simultaneously, a

short curve may manifest the influence of only one

factor; a long curve may manifest successively the

influence of two factors, or even of all three factors.

The C’. curves for copper (figs. 44 and 45) are quali-

tatively similar to the EO curves. This similarity

indicates that the same two influences cause the descent

and the rise of both these curves. The descent of the

00 curves, therefore, is due to the defiant ~uence

of the work-hardening factor; the reascent is due to the

dominant influence of the change of crystal orientation.

THE DIRECTIONAL VARIATION OF THE STRESS-COEFFI~ENT OF
THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

No published information has been found regarding

the variation of the curvature of the stress-strain line

with the direction in a metal crystal. The reascent of

the C’. curves for copper accompanying the reascent of

the % curves (figs. 44 and 45), however, suggests that

the variation of 00 with the direction in a metal crystal is “

qualitatively similar to the variation of -?& Evidence

tending to substantiate this view may be found by

comparing certain values of EO and 00 for diilerent

metals of the same type, and for the same metal after

diflerent heat treatments.

In section VI, it is shown that the values of both lZO

and C’. obtained with 18:8 chromium-nickel steels

DM and DH are much lower than the values obtained

with the five 18:8 alloys considered in reference 1.
This difference in elastic properties cannot be attributed .

to difference of chemical composition and probably not

to difference of microstructure or to diilerence in

internal stress. The dif?ierence in elastic properties

possibly is due to a difference in crystal orientation.

The 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E (sec. VH) gave

much higher values of both EO and (70 after tempering

at 1,240° F. by the manufacturers than after the high-

temperature-solution treatment by the authors. These

differences cannot be attributed to a difference in

microstructure or to a difkrence of internal stress but

possibly may be attributed to a dif?ierence of crystal

orientation. After treatment by themawfacturers, the

13:2 alloy probably retained the deformation texture;

after the solution treatment by the authors, the alloy

possibly acquired a recrystallization texture. The

recrystallization texture of a body-centered cubic alloy,

as stated in section IX, is generally derived from the

deformation texture by rotation of the crystals about

15° in each direction from the preferred orientation

[110]. Such rotation from a [110] direction toward a

[100] direction, as shown in figure 51, would decrease
the modulus of elasticity of the grains in the longi- .

tudinal direction. It is thus possible to account for

the loweT value of 170 obtained with the 13:2 alloy
after the high-temperature-solution treatment. To the

same cause may possibly be attributed the lower value

of (70.

The evidence obtained with the 18:8 alloys, with the

13:2 alloy, and-with copper, therefore, indicates that

the directional variation of the modulus of elasticity is

accompanied by a qualitatively similar variation of the

linear stress coei%cient of the modulus, and hence is

accompanied by a qualitatively similar variation of the

degree of curvature of the stress-strain curve. When

the directional variation of l?o is of the usual type

(represented by figs. 49 and 51), 00 possibly is greater

in a [111] direction than in a [110] direction and much

greater in a [110] direction than in a [100] direction.

THE THREE FACTORSAFFECTINGVAR1A’P1ONOF CoAND C WITH
PR1ORPLASTICEXTENS1ON

In the study of the factors affecting the variations of

stress-strain curve with prior plastic extension, attention

-will first be given to the factors ailecting C!O. The C’O

curves to be considered first are the curves obtained
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with metals that are initially free, or practically free,

from internal stress. With plastic extension of thes[

metals, internal stress is a gen erally increasing variable

The simplest 00 curves for such metals are obtainec

with work-hardened metals that have been annealec

for relief of internal stress. In these short curves, only

one factor is dominant, the influence of increasing

internal stress.

Curves of this kind were obtained with monel metal

G-8 and Inconel L-8.5 (fig. 12) and with 18.8 alloy:

DM-9 and DH–9 (fig. 28). Relief of internal stress

by heat treatment, as shown by comparison of the

corresponding diagrams for annealed and unannealed

metals in figure 12, reduced co for each metal to a very

low value. . With plastic extension after the annealing,

however, the GOcurves for all these annealed metals rise

rapidly at a decreasing rate. This rise evidently is

due to restoration of internal stress.

The next curves to be considered are the longer CO

curves obtained with the fully annealed metals G–12

and G-14 (figs. 6 and 8), L-17.5 (fig. 16), and I)h4-18.3

(fig. 27). Each c, curve for these metals has an initial

rise followed by descent at a decreasing rate. A similar

curve, obtained with the annealed 18:8 alloy 2A–1, is

shown in figure 15 of reference 1. These curves, unlike

the C’. curves for copper (figs. 44 and 45), are dominated

first by an elevating influence, thm by a depressing

influence. The elevating influence is internal stress,

the same factor that causes the rise of the Co curves

for metals G-8 (fig. 12), P8.5 (fig. 12), and Dh4-9 and

DH–9 (fig. 28); the depressing influence is the work-

hardening factor. The dominance of the internal-

stress factor is within the extension rmge of the rapid

rise of internal stress.

Although these curves are not dominated by the

third factor, change of crystal orientation, their course

is somewhat affected by this factor. Change of crystal

orientation with plastic extension tends to increase

the modulus of elasticity of monel metal (sec. IX)

and probably of Inconel, which contains a large per-

centage of nickel. Such a change of crystal orientation

of these metals, like increase of internal stress, would
tend to elevate the Co curye. This elevating factor,

however, is initially less rapid than the change of

internal stress. The reorientation factor does not

usually become dominant until the depressing influence

of the vorli-ha.rdening factor has become considerably

weakened. Even then, it does not become dominant

in the CO curves for annealed monel metal, lnconel,

and 18:8 alloys (figures 6, 8, 16 and 27). The initial

rise of these curves consequently is due to the domi-

nant influence of internal stress.

If internal stress in these alloys were as high at the

beginning of plastic extension as it is after extension

of 15 percent or more, the CO curves probably would

start at very high values of COand would descend con-

tinuously at a decreasing rate. The curves thus would

manifest the influence of the work-hardening factor

alone.

Increasing internal stress with prior plastic extension

moreover, probably is the cause of the initial increuo

of the quadratic stress coefficient C’ (figs. 46 and 47).

The rise and the descent of the C’ curves, like the rise

and the descent of the Co curves, is due to the influence

of two factors. At first the influence of increasing

internal stress is dominant and the curves rise; soon the

influence of the work-hardening ‘factor becomes domi-

nant and the curves descend. Dominance of the work-
hardening factor begins sooner in the C’ curves than

in the Co curves.

The basic Co curve for the 13:2 chromium-nickel

steel (fig. 38) is similar to the CO curves for annealed

monel metal (figs. 6 and 8), Inconel (fig. 16), and 18:8

alloy (fig. 27) in that each curve rises initially to a

maximum and descends at a decreasing rate. This

metal, after tempering at 1,240° l?. by the manufac-

turers, probably retained its dodecahedral [110] de-

formation texture (sec. X); the crystal orientation,

therefore, -would change little with tensile extension.

Tensile extension, however, would be expected to cause

initial rapid rise of internal stress. The initial rise of

the Co curve (fig. 38) can therefore be ascribed to the

dominant influence of increasing internal stress. The

descent at a decreasing rate is due to dominance of the

work-hardening factor. In the long, nearly horizontal

part of the basic curve, the two opposing factors evi-

iently are nearly in balance.

The descent from the maximum is much less in this

mrve than in the curves for the three single-phase

alloys. This relationship suggests that the work-hard-

ming factor may vary with the rate of work-hardening

]f the metal. A Co curve influenced solely by the work-

lardening factor would be the reverse in form of a curve

)f variation of the O.l-percent proof stress with prior

]lastic extension. The greater the ascent of the proof
;tress-extension curve, the greater probably would be

;he descent of the corresponding curve of variation of

?0 under the influence of the work-hardening factor

done.

The Co curves for annealed copper (figs. 44 and 45) do

lot manifest an effect of internal stress. Variation of

nternal stress, nevertheless, probably has some effect

m the course of these curves. The absence of an initial

ise of the Co curve may be attributed to the relative

oftness of this metal. Because of the softness of cop-
ter, initial work-hardening with plastic extension is

apid and the increase of internal stress is rather slow.

~he work-hardening factor thus predominates over the

nternal stress factor and prevents an initial rise of the

70 curve. In the absence of influence of change of

rystal orientation, the Co curve for copper probably

Todd descend continuously at a decreasing rate.
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The factors affecting the CO curve are generally less

easily distinguished in the curves for una,nnealed work-

hnrclened metals than in the curves for fully annealed

metals, because slight plastic extension of the work-

hardened metals generally causes rapid decrease of

internal stress and thus tends to cause initial descent

of the (?Ocurve to a minimum. (With further plastic

extension, the internal stress increases and thus tends

to elevate the co curve). The work-hardening factor

tends to cause continuous descent of the (70 curve,

although the influence of this factor maybe slight if the

metal was severely cold-worked prior to the tensile

extension. Two factors therefore tend to cause initial

descent of the C’. curve for unannealed work-hardened

metals. The third factor, change of crystal orientation,

tends to elevate the 00 curve for most metals but tends

to depress the curve for a few metals, such as silver

(sec. IX). This factor may have important influence,

even though cold-working prior to the tensile extension

has been severe.

The 6’0 curve for unannealed work-hardened monel

metal G (fig. 12) shows no definite trend. The absence

of downward trend of this curve probably is due to

approximate balance between the depressing influence

of relief of internal stress and the elevating influ-

ence of increase in [111] crystal orientation. As the

reduction of cross section by cold-drawing was only

about 40 percent, the change of crystal orientation

probably was far from complete. Approach to pre-

ferred orientation during tensile extension, consequently

would tend to elevate the 00 curve and thus -would

oppose the depressing tendencies due to decrease of

internal stress and to the work-hardening factor.

The CO curve for unannealed, cold-drawn Inconel L

(fig. 12) descends at a generally decreasing rate, at

least to an extension of about 2 percent. Similar

curves, obtained with work-hardened 18 :8 alloys, are

shown in figures 11 and 19 of reference 1. The descent

of these curves with slight plastic extension probably

is due chiefly to relief of internal stress.

Relief of internal stress tends to decrease 00, whether

the relief is caused by slight plastic extension or by

annealing. The effect of relief by annealing is revealed

by comparison of the initial values of 00 for monel

metal G and G-8 and for Inconel L and ~8.5 (fig. 12).

Caution is necessary, however, in attributing the ob-

served effects of such annealing to only one of the three

important factors affecting Qo. Annealing for relief of

internal stress generally affects more than one of these

factors. It generally causes some decrease in hardness

in single-phase alloys such as monel metal and Inconel,

as illustrated by comparison of the O.1-percent proof-

stress curves for annealed and unannealed metals in

figure 10. It may also cause structural changes in some

alloys. To such changes may be attributed the fact

that 00 is higher for 18:8 alloys DM and DH after

annealing at 900° F. than for
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the u.mumealed, work-

hardened alloys (fig. 30). That relief of intern~ stress

by the annealing at 900° l?. was not the cause of this

increase of 00 is indicated by the rise of the C’. curves

for these alloys with’ restoration of internal stress

during plastic extension (fig. 28).

FACTORS AFFECTING THE VARIATION OF EO WITH PRIORPLASTIC
EXTENS1ON

The same three factors that determine the variation

of 00 with plastic extension determine the variation of

,?3.. The effects of two of these factors, the work-

hardening factor and the change of crystal orientation,

on the lZo curve for copper (figs. 44 and 45) have been

discussed. The effect of each of these factors on the

~. curve was found to be similar to the effect on the 00

curve. Supplementary evidence that change of crystal

orientation affects these two curves similarly, was also

discussed previously. In the following discussion, ref-

erence will be made to additional evidence as to the

influence of the reorientation factor and the work-

hardening factor on the lZo curve.

There is considerable evidence that internal stress,

like the other two factors, tends to affect the 00 and

E’. curves similarly. This evidence will be presented

first, and attention will then be called to some apparent

contradictions.

The steep ascent and descent of the 170curves for

annealed bconel (fig. 16) and for annealed 18:8 alloy

(fig. 27), accompanying a similar course of the cor-

responding 00 curves, suggests that the l?o and 00

curves for these alloys are dominated by the same two

factors. The rise and the descent of these 00 curves

has been attributed (sec. X) to dominance of increasing

internal stress followed by ‘dominance of the work-

hardening factor. The rise and the descent of the E’.

curves, therefore, probably is due to successive dom-

inance of these two factors.

Additional evidence that increase of internal stress

tends to elevate both the 170and co curves is found in

the diagram for fully annealed monel metal G-12 (fig.

8). The rise of the 00 curve is accompanied by an

initial rise of the EOcurve. As the rise of the 00 curve

has been attributed to dominant influence of increasing

internal stress, the initial rise of the EOcurve may be

attributed to the same factor. The descent of the

E. curve from the maximum, like the descent of

the C’. curve, probably is due to dominance of the

work-hardening factor. The reascent of the E.
curve probably is due to dominant iniluence of change

of crystal orientation. The elevating influence of this

factor evidently is much stronger for this metal than

for Inconel. The E. curve for annealed lnconel (fig.

16) shows only slight evidence of reascent after the

depressing influence of the work-hardening factor has

been considerably weakened.
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The ~ curve for annealed monel metal G-14 (fig.

6), unlike the curve for annealed monel metal G-12

(fig. 8), does not reveal the successive iniluence of all

three factors. The slow initial rise of the curve maybe

due to the combined influence of increasing internal

stress and change of crystal orientation. After this

rise, the influence of the work-hmdening factor evi-

dently becomes dominant and the curve descends at a

decreasing rate. Dominance of any one factor in the

lZOcurve for annealed monel metal is evidently slight.

No tendency to reascent is found in the EO curve for

annealed 18:8 alloy (fig. 27). The continuous descent

of this curve from its maximum suggests the possibili@

that the change of crystal orientation of this alloy may

involve decrease, rather than an increase, in the pro-

portion of grains with [111] orientation. Such a change

would tend to depress the EO curve (and probably the

00 curve). Although this alloy is predominantly face-

centered cubic, it contains a large proportion of na-

turally body-centered cubic elememts (iron and chro-

mium). The proportion of grains with [111] and [100]

orientations, consequently, may be different from the

proportion in an alloy (such as monel metal) of two

face-centered cubic metals. The rapid continuous

descent of the EO curve for the 18:8 alloy, however,

may be primarily due to strength of the work-hardening

factor, in accordance with the high rate of work-harden-

ing of this alloy.
The evidence previously presented indicates that

{ncrease of internal stress tends to cause increase of both

00 and Eo. The evidence now to be considered indicates

that decrease of internal stress tends to cause decrease

of both C70and Eo.
Slight plastic extension of unannealed, severely cold-

worked metal, as shown in the previous report and as

illustrated by a number of examples in this report, tends

to cause decrease of internal stress. In the diag~am for

ummnealed, work-hardened Inconel L (fig. 12), the

effect of such relief of internal stress is revealed by the

rapid initial descent of both the 00 and EO curves.
(This rapid effect, obtained with severely cold-worked

metal, cannot be attributed to the -work-hardening

factor.) Annealing this same cold-drawn alloy for relief

of internal stress has a similar effect, which is revealed

by a comparison of the initial values of E. and Coin the

diagrams for Inconel L and L-8.5 (fig. 12). The relief

of internal stress by annealing has decreased both 00

and l?o.

The initial values of E. and 00 for unannea.led work-

hardened Inconel L (fig. 12) are much higher than the

values obtained by the tensile extension of fully annealed

Inconel L-17.5 (fig. 16). The maximum values oh-,

tained by this tensile extension were attained when the

extension reached about 2 percent. With further ex-

tension, E. reached a minimum about equal to the

initial value for annealed lhconel; the curve them gives

some indication of reascent, probably under the influ-

ence of change of crystal orientation. At the beginning

of local contraction (at about 35-percent extension), how-

ever, EOis f m below the value obtained with unannealed,

cold-drawn Inconel L (fig. 12) and is also far below the

maximum value for annealed Inconel L-17.5 (fig. 16),

Cold-drawing the fully annealed Inconel, after tensile

extension of 35 percent, probably would cause further

increase of Eo. The reorientation factor alone, however,

probably would be insufbcient to increase EO and C’. to

the values found for cold-drawn Inconel L. These high

values probably are due to high internal stress induced

by drawing. Comparison of the diagrams for annealed

lhconel L-17.5 and unannealed cold-drawn Inconel L

therefore gives support to the view that increase of

internal stress tends to cause increase of both 00

and EO.
Additional evidence that variation of internal stress

tends to cause qualitatively similar variation of lZo

may be found by referring to the oscillations superposed

on the basic curves of variation of E. and (70with prior

plastic extension. The oscillations at pairs of experi-

mental points, as mentioned frequently in previous

discussion, generally are qualitatively the same for

corresponding E. and Co curves. Although variations

of the rest interval affect the magnitude of each oscilla-

tion, the oscillations are obtained even when all the

rest intervals are long. The second experimental point

of a pair, in both the EO curve and the 00 curve, gener-

ally is lower than the first. As this abrupt decrease

of C’Ocan be attributed to nothing else than decrease of

internal stress, the accompanying abrupt decrease of

Z?. may be attributed to the same factor. The rela-

tively long plastic extension prior to determination of

the first experimental point of a pair evidently tends to

cause increase of internal stress, and the short plastic

extension prior to determination of the second experi-

mental point tends to cause decrease of internal stress,

These variations of internal stress evidently tend to

sause similar variation of both 00 and Eo.

Attention will now be given to some instances of

increase of 00 associated with decrease of Z’o. An

~xample of this relationship is found in the diagram for

13:2’ chromium-nickel steel E (fig. 38). The rise of

the C’. curve, under the dominant influence of increasing

internal stress, is associated with a descent of the E.
mrve. This fact does not necessarily imply, however,

that increase in internal stress in this metal’ tends to

:ause decrease of Eo. As the work-hardening factor is

iominant throughout the descending portion of the
To Cme, a natW~ surmise is that the continuous

iescent of the EO curve is due to dominant influence of

~he same factor. According to this surmise, the influ-

mce of increasing internal stress is dominant in the

~cent of the G’. curve but the work-hardening factor is

iominsnt in the corresponding portion of the E. curve.
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Such a relationship is compatible with the view that

increasing internal stress tends to elevate both the

00 and ~0 curves.

Other examples of increase of 0, associated with

decrease of EO are found in the diagrams for three

metals that have been annealed for relief of internal

stress, Inconel L-8.5 (fig. 12), 18:8 alloy DM–9 (fig. 28),

and 18:8 alloy DH–9 (fig. 28). Nthough the 00

curves ascend under the dominant influence of restora-

tion of internal stress, the EO curves descend. This

relationship does not necessarily mean, however, that

increasing internal stress tendsto cause decrease of EO
for these metals. There is no apparent reason for such

difference (in influence of internal stress) between

these metals and the same metals in the fully annealed

condition (figs. 16 and 27). The descent of the lG

curves for Inconel L-8.5 (fig. 12) and for 18:8 alloys

DM-9 and DH-9 probably is due to dominant influence

of the work-hardening factor. This view is supported

by the fact that the descent of these curves is associated

with ascent of the corresponding (0.10 percent) proof-

stress-extension curves (figs. 10 and 25).

The opposite trends of these EO and 00 curves is ex-

plainable on the assumption that increasing internal

stress tends to increase both co and EO and that the

work-hardening factor is dominant in the lZo curve but

not in the 00 curve. The effect of the internal stress

factor on Eo or (70can be represented by a curve rising

at a decreasing rate, and the effect of the work-harden-

ing factor can be represented by a curve descending at

a decreasing rate. By superposition of two such

curves, the resultant curve sometfies has an initial

rise followed by descent and sometimes descends con-

tinuously from the origin. This difference in form of

the resultant curve depends on quantitative, not on

qualitative, differences in the component curves. The

forms of all the modulus-extension curves, therefore,

are exqiainable on the assumption that variation of

internal stress tends to cause similar variation of both

C’. md &.

THE TILT OF THE STRESS-STRAIN CUUVEAS AFFECTED BY INTER-
NAL STRESS, CRYSTAL REORIENTATION, AND THE WORK-HARD-
ENING FACTOR

By the” tilt” of the stress-strain curve is meant the
inclination of the curve as a whole, up to the yield point.

The stress-strain curve up to the yield point may be

viewed as the ascending portion of a hysteresis loop.

An index of the tilt of such a loop is the inclination of a

straight line drawn from the origin to the vertex. The

successive loops of a series, as shown in the preceding

report, may vary greatly in mafium width yet change

very little in tilt. Such a change in width involves an

increase in the curvature of the ascending cnrve and

in the slope of the curve at the origin. Increase in the

width causes an increase of both Cl and E.; decrease

in the width causes a decrease in both these indices.

It has been shown that each of the three important

factors tends to cause similar changes in both do and

ZZO. Each of the factors, therefore, evidently tends

either to increase or to decrease the width of the hyster-

esis loop. Consideration will no-iv be given to the

influence of each factor on the tilt of the stress-strain

curve. llformation as to the variation of tilt with

prior plastic extension may be obtained by comparing

the modulus-extension curves for .l&, ESO,or E& with

the corresponding curves for Eo. In the following com-

parison, attention will be confined to metals that were

not in the work-hardened condition prior to the tension

test.

The trend of a curve of variation of EY (the secant

modulus at the yield point) with prior plastic exten-

sion would be qualitatively similar to the trend of the

corresponding curve of variation of .?3’s0,E50, or Eloo.
The trend of a basic -i%, ESO,or E& curve therefore

indicates qualitatively the influence of prior plastic

extension on the tilt of the stress-strain curve. In the

diagram for annealed 18:8 alloy steel (fig. 27), the trend

of the EGOcurve is downward, at least throughout the

extent here shown. A similar trend of the ESOcurve,
throughout its entire extent, is found in the diagram

for 13:2 chromium-nickel steel (fig. 38). In the dia-

grams for annealed monel metal (figs. 6 and 8) and

annealed lnconel (fig. 18), the trend of the ESOcurves
is upward. An up-ward trend of the Z&o curves is also

found in the diagrams for annealed copper (figs. 44 and

45). An upward trend is found when the correspond-

ing EO curve reveals an elevating influence of the re-

orientation factor. A down-ward trend is found when

the Eo curve shows no elevating influence of this factor.

The evidence therefore appears to indicate that the

reorientation factor tends sometimes to tilt the stress-

strain curve backward, and that the work-hardening

factor tends to tilt the curve forward.

The influence of the internal-stress factor on the tilt

of the stress-strain curve is indicated by comparison of

the abrupt superposed oscillations in the E30, EFOor

Eloo curve with the corresponding oscillations in the EO
curves. The oscillations are either absent in the former

curves or are much less than in the latter curves.

Practically no superposed oscillations, at pairs of ex-

perimental points, are found in the .& curves (not

shown in this report). The evidence therefore indicates

that abrupt variations of internal stress, although they

cause similar abrupt variations of EO and CO, cause

practically no change in the tilt of the stress-strain

curve.

According to the available evidence, therefore, the

work-hardening factor tends to tilt the stress-strain “

curve forward and to decrease its curvature. When the

reorientation factor tends to increase EO, it also tends

to tilt the stress-strain curve backward and to increase

its curvature. When the reorientation factor tends to
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decrease EO, it also tends to tilt the stress-strain CUI-W

forward and to decrease its curvature. The internal.

stress factor affects the curvature but probably has littk

effect on the tilt of the stress-strain curve.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions apply to all the metals con-

sidered in this report except as indicated.

1. An incomplete view of the tensile elastic properties

of a metal is obtained by considering either the stress-

strain or the stress-set relationship alone. Considera-

tion should be given to both relationships.

2. In a study of elastic properties, consideration

should be given to the influence of hysteresis and of

positive and negative creep.

3. Both the stress-set relationship and the stress-

strain relationship are much influenced by the duration

of the rest interval and by the extension spacing. The

influence of duration of the rest interval is associated

with negative creep.

4. C?urves of variation of the proof stresses with prior

plastic extension often have many wide, abrupt oscill-

ations superposed on a more gradual wavelike curve.

The wide oscillations are generally associated with

varying duration of the rest interval and with variation

in the extension spacing of the experimental points.

The complexity of form of the proof-stress-extension

curve may be attributed in part to variation of internal

stress with plastic extension.

With prior plastic extension, the proof stresses rep-

resenting permanent set values of 0.03 and 0.1 percent

generally increase continuously. With prior plastic

extension, the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses

generally do not increase or decrease continuously but

either increase to a maximum or decrease to a minimum ;

beyond this maximum or minimum, these proof stress-

extension curves oscillate with little or no general

upward trend. The O.01-percent proof stress may

follow a course similar .to either the two lower or the

two upper proof stresses.

6. The initial trend of the two lower proof-stress-

extension curves, and sometimes of the 0.0 l-percent

proof-stress-extension curve, depends on the initial

change of internal stress and on the rate of work-hard-

ening. Increase of internal stress tends to cause

descent, and work-hardening tends to cause ascent, of

the lower proof-stress-extension curves.

7. When the initial internal stress is high, as it gen-

erally is in unannealed, severely cold-worked metal,

tensile extension tends to cause decrease of internal

stress to a minimum. When the initial internal stress

is zero or at a minimum, as it is in metals that have

been fully annealed or annealed for relief of internal

stress, tensile extension tends to cause increase of

internal stress to a maximum.

8. With plastic extension of unannealed, work-

hardened metals, the 0.001- and the 0.003-percent

proof stresses generally increase considerably to a

maximum, reached at a small percentage of plastic

extension, and then decrease to a minimum. l?urther

extension causes irregular oscillations in the proof-stress-

extension curve.

9. With plastic extension of fully annealed metals,

or of metals that have been annealed for relief of

internal stress, the increasing internal stress tends to

depress, and the work-hardening tends to elevate, the

proof-stress-extension curve. If the rate of work-

hardening of the metal is not high, the infiuence of

the increasing internal stress predominates and the

curve has an initial descent to a minimum. If the
rate of work-hardening is high, as in annealed 18:8

chromium-nickel steel, the i.rdluence of the work-

hardening at first predominates and the curve has an

initial rise. Later, however, the influence of the in-

measing internal stress predominates, and the curve

iescends to a minimum.

10. From corresponding stress-strain and stress-set

mrves may be derived corrected stress-strain curves

to represent approximately the variation of elastic

~train with stress. From the corrected stress-strain

mrves may be derived curves of variation of the

secant modulus with stress.

11. The stress-modulus line for fully annealed single-

phase metals is generally curved. With prior plastic

~xtension, the curvature generally first increases, then

iecreases. With high-strength single-phase alloys,

mch as 18:8 alloy, monel metal, and Inconel, the curva-

;ure of the stress-modulus line generally is negligible

~fter prior extension of more than about 10 percent or

15 percent, and sometimes after considerably less prior

?x~ension. For half-hard and hard alloys of this type,

ihe stress-modulus line is generally straight.

12. The stress-modulus line for an alloy that is

mfliciently hardened by finely dispersed hard particles,

uch as carbides (as an example 13:2 chromium-nickel

nfeel), is straight.

13. The stress-modulus line for an annealed, rela-

tively soft metal, such as copper, is strongly curved.

with prior plastic extension, the curvature first in-

:reases then decreases. Even after severe cold work,

lowever, the stress-modulus line may be slightly

n.mved.

14. Straightness of the stress-modulus line indicates

hat the corresponding stress-strain line is a quadratic

)arabola. The curvature of the parabola may be

ueasured either by the slope (k) of the stress-modulus

ine or by the linear stress coeilicient (O.) of the modulus.

rhe moduhs at zero stress (Eo) may be obtained by

~xtrapolating the stress-modulus line to zero stress,
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15. When the stress-modulus line is curved from the

origin, a second constant (C7’) is needed to represent the

curvature of the stress-modulus line.

16. J?or some fully annealed metals and for some other

metals that are free from effects of cold-work, 00 is

zero, and the stress-strain line, consequently, is a cubic

parabola. The stress-strain line corresponding to a

curved stress-modulus line may be viewed eithe~ as the

result of superposition of a cubic parabola on a quad-

ratic parabola or as a single parabola whose exponent

ranges between 2 and 3. l?or a metal sufficiently

hardened by alloying or by cold-work, the stress-strain

line generally is a quadratic parabola.

17. Increase in the rest interval tends to decrease the

slope of the stress-set curve and thus to decrease the

proof stresses. Increase in the rest interval tends to

increae the initial slope (lZO) and the curvature (CO)

of the “corrected” stress-strain curve.

18. The effect of increase of the rest interval on

Z& CO, and the proof stresses, is opposite to the effect

of relief of internal stress. The effect of the rest

interval is apparently some kind of softening effect,

which (at least for a while) predominates over any

beneficial effect of relief of internal stress by negative

creep.

19. When EO, CO, C’, and the five proof stresses are

known, a fairly good picture is available of the elastic

strength in tension.

20. Because of the great directional variation of the

modulus of elasticity of a metal crystal, change of

orientation of the grains of a polycrystalline aggregate

may greatly affect the course of the modulus-extension

curve. With most face-centered cubic metals, cyl.in-
dricnl extension causes such change of crystal orienta-

tion that EO tends to increase. Some face-centered

cubic metals, however, exhibit the opposite tendency.

With body-centered cubic metals, change from random

to preferred orientation tends to cause some increase

in EO. Annealing may greatly affect the crystal orien-

tation and thus may affect the modulus-extension curve.

21. The directional variation of the stress-coefficient

(O.) of the modulus of elasticity of a metal crystal

probably is similar to the directional variation of the

modulus of elasticity (lZ’O).

22. change of crystal orientation with plastic exten-

sion, therefore, tends to have qualitatively the same

eflect on E. and O..

23. The curves of ‘variation of 00 and .770with prior

plastic extension are continuously affected by three

important factors: Internal stress, crystal orientation,

and the work-hardening factor. Change in dominance

from one factor to another is accompanied by reversal

in curvature. By the “work-hardening” factor is meant
the influence of the structural changes (slip of crystal-

lographic planes, lattice distortion, etc.) other than

change of crystal orientation.

24. The work-hardening factor ahvays
decrease of both E. and Qo.
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tends to cause

25. A variation of internal stress tends to cause a

similar variation of O..

26. A variation of internal stress tends to cause a

similar variation of Eo.
27. The reorientation factor tends to elevate the

modulus-extension curves for copper, monel metal, and

Inconel, has a slight tendency to elevate the curve for

13 :2 chromium-nickel steel, and shows no tendency

to elevate the curves for 18:8 d.loys.

28. Variations of E. and (7., especially variations due

to the influence of the rest interval and of the extension

spacing, generally are accompanied by opposite varia-

tions in the proof stresses, especially the 0.001- and

0.003-percent proof stresses.

29. The tilt of the stress-strain curve as a whole (up

to the yield point) generally varies with the prior plastic

extension. The work-hardening factor tends to tilt

the stress-strain curve forward and to decrease its

curvature. When the reorientation factor tends to

increase Eo, it also tends to tilt the stress-strain curve

backward and to increase its curvature. The internal-

stress factor, although it tends to affect the curvattie,

probably has little efl’ect on the tilt of the stress-strain

curve.

30. Annealing of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel at
about 9000 to 950° 1?for relief of internal stress causes

great improvement kf the proof stresses, especially the

0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses. Annealing for

a longer time at a lower temperitture, about 36 hours at

about 480° I?, causes practically no increase in the

proof stresses above the values that would be obtained

by annealing at the same temperature for 30 minutes.

The longer duration of anneal, however, causes con-

siderable decrease in O..

31. Heat treatment of the 13:2 chromium-nickel

steel at 700° to 900° F causes great improvement in

the proof stresses.

32. Annealing cold-worked monel metal and Inconel
for relief of internal stress causes great improvement

in elastic strength without important loss in tensile

strength.

33. Aluminum-monel metal can be given high elastic

strength by suitable heat treatment.

34. By slight prestretching of a metal having high

internal stress, the reduction of the internal stress is

comparable with that caused by suitable annealing.

Slight prestretching of a metal that has been annealed

for relief of internal stress, however, generally tends to

increase the internal stress to a high value.

NATIONAL BUREAU of STANDARDS,

WASHINGTON, D. C., February %?3,1.940.
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Fmumi l.—Influenm of prior plestic extensionon stress-deviationand stress-setcurvesfor monel metrd G-14 cold-draww annealedat 1,400”F.

Prior exfension, percen}

FIGUBE2.—Inllneneeof prior plsstic e?.tmsionon proof stressesfor monel metal C4-1~cold-draw annealedat l,4fHI”F.
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Monel metal Q-12;cold-draw~ annealedat 1,200°F.
Alumirmm-monel metal ~ quenchedand cold-drawn.

FIOURE7.—Inlluencoof prior plastic extoneionon the stress-modulusline for amealed monel metal f3-12and work-hardenedrdnminum-monelmetal H.

WRE 8,—Inflnenee of prior plaetic extension on the modulus of elasticity and on its stresscoefficient for menel metal Q-12; cold-drawq annealed at 1,200° F.
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Prior extension, percenf

FIGURE 14.—Intluenee of prior plastic extension on proof strews for Ineonel L-17.3 cold-draw annealed at 1,750° F.
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FIGUBE lfi.-lnfluence of prior plsstfc e@msion on the modulus of elasticity and on its :trcss coefficient for Inconel L-17.FA cold-drawn; annealed ut 1,750” F.

Ahnninmn-monel metal% quenched and ecdd-drcwn.

Almnimrm-monel metal R quenched, cold-drawn, and tempered.

FIGUBE 17.—Inlluenee of prior plcstic extension on stress-deviation and stres+set curves for alnminnm-monel metrd.
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Monel metal G.

Incerrel L.

l?launE 21.—Influmrco of annealing temperatureon the modulusof elasticity and on its stresseeetlicientfor monel metal and Irrceneucold-drown;annealedat indicated
temperatures.

/20 i“ , I I I I I
I J--

80 I I I

1S8 chromfurn-nickel steel DM; half-hard.

1S8 chromium-nickel steel DH:hard-

FIGUBE 22.-Intluence of annealing temperature on stress-devfetion and stress-set crrrvea for 18:8 chromium-nickel steeh cold-drawn; annealed at indiratid t8mperetores.
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FmtmE 23.-Intlue we of annealing temperature on proof stresses for 1S8 chromium-nickel stee~ cold-drawn; mmeafed at indicated tempsmtures. The mst

tfrst and secend loading rsnges from 31 to 37 minut8s.
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FIGUBE 24.-Irrfluenr@ of prior plastic extension on proof stresses for 1S8 chromium-nickel steel DM-18.+ eeld-drrmm; annealed at 1,830” F.

E#l
0.0/ z

0.003%

0.001%

1S8 chromium-nickel steel DM-9; half-hsrd.

l&8 chromium-nickel steel DH-9;hsrd.

FIGURE !25.-Irrflueucc of prior plsstic axtmrsion on proof stresses for 18A chromfrun-nickel stee~ cold-draw~ mmealed at 900” F. for relief of internsl stress,
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FIGURE26.-Iutfuenea of prior Pfsstic extensionon the stress-modulusline for 1S8chromium-nickelsteel DM-18.3 cold-dmwsummenlednt 1,830°F.

FIGUBE Z7.-Iufluence of prior plsstfc extension on the modufns of elasticity and on its stress coellicient for 1SS chromium-nickel steel DM-lS.3: cold-dmwxu tUtnea]O

1,830” F.
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1S8 chromium-nickel steel DM+ hrdf-hard.

188 chrominm-nickel steel DH-9;hard.

FmUIIE 2S.-Infhrence of prfor plastic e.xtmcion on Jhe moduhrs of ehi.%icity and on its stress coefficient for 158 chr~mium-rdckel steet cold-dmw annealed at 900” F. for

relief of intornnl stress..

18S chrominm-nickel steel DM half-hard.

18S chrominm-nickal steel DH: hard.

Fmwrm Z9.-Inrluenm of rmmealfngtemperatureon stniac-modnhscurves for 1S%chromium-nickelsteeucold-drawn; annealedat indicated temperatures.

407300 ”41—25
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FIGURE 31.—Jntluence of t8mpering tempemtura on stress-deviation and stress-set curves for 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E; unless otherwise indicated, nir-coolwf from 1,760°

F, tempered at indicated temperature, and furnace-cooled. Curves A are for etccl furnece-cooled from 1,7.50° F; curves B, for steel furmwa-cooled from 1,210° F bY

manufacturer.
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FIGURE 34.-Irrtfuence of tempering tompomtnro on tho modulus of elasticity and on its

strms-coefOcient for 13:2 chromhrm.nicliels teoll?;u nlessotherwise indfcatod, afr-coolod

froml,750” F., temporod atindiwde(i temperntnres, rmd furnace-cooled. Thosovolnes

oreobtnhredf romthei rrithdstress-modufrrslines. IZek. thomodnhrsri tzerostress.
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FIURRE 23.-InfluWe of temperfng temperature on stress-modnlue Hues for 13$2 cbrominm-

rdckel steel E; unless otherwfse fndfeated, efr.cooled rlom 1,750” F, tompe

temperntnres, and furrrrux-woled. Cnrves A ore for steel fnrrmee.cooled frem 1,750” F; curves

B, for steel frrrrmee-ceeled from 1,240° F by mmrrrfmturer.
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~IOURE 30.—lnfhrcnce of prior plastlo oxtonsion on proof strossos for 1*2 ohromium-nickd steel

E: os rocolvod,
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Modulus of elosiicify, lb per sq in. (millions)

FrGmrE 37.—Iutluerrce o f prior plastic extensiou on the stress-modulus liue for 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E; as received.

FF?+tH+
4.
0

~GUit132S.-Inffuerrce of prior plsstic exteusiou on the modrdus of elasticity aud ou its stress coefficient for 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E; as rccoivcd.
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FIGURE 39.—Influenee of prior plastic extension on stress-deviation and stress-set curves for copper N+ cold-rolleti annealed at 600° F.
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COPPer h’+ cold-rolle~ annealed at woo F.

Copper N cold-rolled; as reeaived.

FIGUBE 40.—Iniluenee of prior plastic extension on proof stra%%s for copper.
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Copper N-& ccdd-rolle~annealed at 800° F.

Copper N cold-rolle~ es reeeived.

FIGUBE 41.—Inffuenea of prior plastic extension on stres-devintion and stress-set curves for copper.

iHLHmTH-L1 IIQo/~

Prior exf ens-ion, percenf

FIGURE 42.-Intluerrce of prior plsstic estension on proof stresses for copper N-$ cold-rolled; annealedat S00”F.
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Modulus of elosficify, lb per sq in. [mjlFons)

Copper A’-& cold-roUo@ annealed at 806” F.

Copper N+, cold-rolled annealed at 6fn1°F.

Copper N cold-rolled; as received.

FIGUEE 43.—Intluerreaof prior pleecicextensionon the stress-modulusline for copper.
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Copper N-b cold-rolle@ mmealed at 600° F.

Copper N; cold-rollew es received.

FIGURE 44.-Infiuence of prior Plsstic extension on the moduhrs of olssticity and on its stress coefficient for copper.
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l?IQUBE 45.—Influerrca of prior plastic extension on the modrrfus of elasticity and on its stress coefficient for copper N-% cold-rolled; mmenled at 800° F.
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Ineonel I.-17.5; cold-dmwn; anneafed at 1,750” F.

Monel metal Q-12, cold-drawn; annealed at 1,200” Z and monel metaf Q-1X cold-dram annenled at 1,400° F.

l&: S chromiurrr-nickel steel 2A-1, anrrcale~ and 18:8 chrnmiurrr-nickel steel lB-3, half-hard (reference 1).

18:8 chromium-nickel steel DFI-IS.X annealed at l,t?30° F.

FrQUEE 46.—Variatinn of quadratic stress coe5cient C’ with prior plastic extension.
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Copper N+ cold-rolle~ mmealed at 600° F.
. Copper N-8; cold-rolle~ annealed at 80+3°F.

Copper ~ ccdd-rolle~ as reeeived.

FIGURE 47.—Variatiorr of quadratic stress coefficient C’ with prior plsctio exteasion for annealed copper.

~ineor SfreSS coefficient of fhe modu/us, COX :10’

18:8 chromium-nickel steels DM-18.3 and 2A-1 and Inconel L-17.5.

Monel metal Q-14.

Monel metal (3-12.

F1GuRE4t?.-Relation between C’and CO. Nuerals adjamnt tosmall ckclmintimte serial nmhemofcom=pondmg st~=moddm UnH.
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c
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c

FIGURE 49.—Directional variation of the tensile modulus of elasticity of 8 crystal

of gold.

Key for figures 49 to Sk

Cwstaffographicdirerfion
>)fark A’ame Symbol

c cubic (loo)

o Octahedral (111)

D Dodecahedrsl (110)

E Ieasitetrahedrul (112)

G

FIGURE 51.—Directionsl variation uf the tensife modulus of ehaticity of a crystal

of alpha iron.

c—-+-...
j.’”. ‘,.::. *’ ‘1

FIGURE 50.-Directional variation of the tensile modulus of elustlcity of n crystal

of rduminum.

FIGURE 52.—Directionul variation of the shear modulus of elasticity of a crystrd 01

alpha iron.
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FIGU1{E 53.—DireCtf0!3Ol variationof the elesticltilt of afwo-eerrtered cnhicerystd.

TA13LE I.—MECHANICAL TREATMENT AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE SIX METALS TESTED

Chemiad imposition (Permnt)

Matcriai
Desig-
nation

Mechanieai treatment
c Cr Ni Fe Cn Mn Ai Si P s

— — . _ _

18:8 Cr-Nisttei . . . . . . . . . ..-.-.. Dh~ Cald-dra~n(haiftid)-------------------------- 0.10 18.82 9.3g — — z= —~~ ~:-...n. 47
18 :S Cr-Ntstcci . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. DEH Cold-drawn (had) ------------------------------ .10 18.82 9. 3s
13:2 Cr-Nisteel. . .. . . . . . . . . . HobroUed--------------------------------------- .09 13.3 2.06 3X$ . .
Monei motai . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coiddrawn ------------------------------------- .18 . . . . . . . . Diff.
Ahrmirrurn-monoi metal . . . . . . -- : Qnenched, mld~aw -------------------------- .22 ..-.-...

.23 -------- $%Aiuminum-monei metai . . . . . . -
1.7

Quenched, ecdd-dmwrr and hmttreated ---------
Zs. v ------ Z.M ..-.-. . . . . . . . --------

Irrconci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L Colddram ------------------------------------- .04
1.4

13.2 Ditf:
31.7 . . . . . . 3.6 ------ ..= . . . . . .-.-----

Oxygerr-fmocopper . . . . . . - N
,5.3 ----.-.- . . ---- ------ ------ --.-h - --------

Cold-roUed -------------------------------------- ------ -------- . . -------------- 99.97 ------ ------ ------ .=------ --------

...... ---- .... .. ---- .----
....... .47 -.r. . .35 .015
... ---- .4s -.-...
28.46

.26 . . . . . . . .
.94 ..,:,. .10 . . . ------.

TABLE II. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS AS RECEIVED AND AFTER HEAT TREAThlENT
Elongation in

Nm#- 2 mehes (per- ~edne

Condition a$ Bar di- cerrt) tion ~f Tensife

Material regards heat
gage

ameter diam. ~&ti-
*rea strength

treatment a (in.) 6
eter
(in.)

mum I Total JXj ‘~:~q’
ioad

Half-hard iS8 Cr-Ni skei ------------------------- DM....... ---

1 I
--....... ..........

D-M-5- . . . . . . . ------- . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . ..-.
DM-7.. . . .

5A 0.417
------- -------- . . . ..-. ------- -

DiM-9. . . . . 4.2 .--U-.. -------- 181>006
DM-18.3 .-., . 72.5 78.7 96,560
DM-4.8----- . ------- -.------ . ------- ------- -

Har[i18:8Cr-Nf steel... -------------------------- DH.._- . . . .
DH-5.... .. . .
DH-7.-..
DH-9_.. . . .
DH-4.8- . .. . . 1

Annealed i3:2 Cr-Ni steel_ . .. . ..__. _________ E . . ..--.. -.. i
E-A. ------
E-A-6------
E-.4-7.5..-. . .
E-A-8.5... - . .
E-A-9.5- . . . .
E-A-II---- .
E-A-12 ------
E-A-14.5-. . . .
E-F---------- 1

Monel metal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G... --- . . . . . . .
G-8.. --------
Q-12 . . ..--...
G-14 --------- }

Ahrmhrum-Monei metal .. .._-- . . . . . . . .._-- . . . . . H---------
Efent-trentcd ainminum-Monei metal _... --------- J--------------

lnwnol .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L-------------
L-8.5 . . . . -----
L-17.5------- }

Osygrm.frceeoppm.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N+ . . . . . . . . . . \

.250

.505

{

.- ....- ..------ -------- .--.. ...

..-.--- ...----- -------- -------.
--.-..- ---.---- -------- --------

I. 5 -------- -------- 243, COO
------- -------- -------- --..----

i

6.9 27.5 68.6 109,310
-..---- -------- ------- . . .. ---- -
------- -------- ------- - ------- -
. . . . . . . ------- -------- --------
.. :---- -------- ---.---- --.--.--
------- -------- -------- --------
. . . ..- . ----.--- -------- ------- .
-- . . . . . ---..--- -------- ------- .
. . . . ..- -----..- -------- . . . . ..- .
------- -------- -------- --------

{

2.16 -------- -------- 125,706

.565 -------
34.3 -...----

. ------- ----...-
--------

-- .--.-.,
94,800

33.0 . . . . . . . . -------- 92, 5fxl

,333 3.7 11.5 57.4 116;960

.333 11.5 15.0 39.9 164,150

{

43.9 104,900
.333 .-?.?.- -..-:-:. . ..-. -.. -- . . -----

35.5 . . . . . . . . -..- . . . . 92.300

40.0 -------------- 33; ooa
.505 {40.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33,400

--------
--------1.-------
0.007 ]

0.1 per-
eerlt

Initinl proof stress (lb/sq in.)

128,000
143,00a
147,500
150,300
30,800

145,606

264,036
207,800
214,000
224, OfJo
214, LMIO

74, !m
117,900
141.7(Y3
143,200
127, 5fKl
132,000
59,3rJ3
78, 5@l
90,100

102,m

119,rmo
KU, 820
45,250
40,170

114,300

128,8fKI

160,430
156,000
33, 9s0

7, 7&l
7, 10JI

—-
).K3 per-

e-snt

101,6111
no, 300
125,700
130,760
27,703

122,306

153,CQo
163,800
166,5W
198,606
178,020

64, Q30
75, m)

127,1fn3
131,362
i22, 7@l
164,8Ml
89,500

%%
65,800

100,IxKl
i64, 820
45,250
40,170

78,600

126,OiKl

i44, Ooil
144,5oa
33, 9s0

$ ‘f&J

-

Lo::r.

77,706
110,400
m, fn)o
113,21XJ
26,200

100,700

94,666
92,620

m, 060
170,Oml
103, fn)o

51, 7al
51, 3CCI

114.3LM
i22, OIM
115,m
K4,284
73, 60)
56, 6(XI
41, 6c0
4% 200

90, 7WI
164,700
45,250
40,030

47, Ooil

110,800

i26, 600
[yo, ;GJ
*,

5,330
~

0.0)3
pereent

36,400
33,000
89,006
91, 5fnl
22,502
72,500

F< E
64, coo

116,0041
35,000

%%
103,3Q3
Hz fmo
105,506

%%
35, 6@l
26, 3C41
27,706

72,500
97, 3oil
43,760
38,500

22,0Q0

93, OCo

71, 03il
119,802
% 6fH3

4,340
*

0.001
pereent

13,500
33,000
70, Xlfl
59,000
16, 2(M
46,000

31,000

%$%
46, 03u
12, Ixo

2%’
74,000
;3 ~

37, Ofnl
36, ml
20,430
13. Ouo
19,703

60,3611
8$ OIM
40,000
36,300

8. 5C0

45, 0fH3

~, g

3, 51XI
&.wo

E In the designation of tho emrdition of the material, a letter foliowin.g a.dnsh indientes the cooiing medium in .a hardening orsoftenfng treatmenti +, sir; F, furnaca
WhfrrA:h$:/$d IS followed by another dsah and a number. the nnnrber mdmates a subsequent mrneaimg or temperurg tempemtwe (de~ew Fahrenheit, ,n hnndreds).

,.
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TABLE 111.—DETAILS OF THERMAL TREATMENT

Material

Half-herd 18:8Cr-Ni sol-----------------------

Hard 188 Cr-Ni sol--------------------------

Annealed 132 Cr-NI sol. ---. -----_---------.-,

Monel metal -----------------------------------

Aluminum-monel meti -------------------------

Do -----------------------------------------

Inmnel -----------------------------------------

rlxygen-fsec wiper -----------------------------

Tern.
Designation per-

ature
(“F)

-l—
DM--------------- ..-%
DM-5--..---.----
DM-7------------ 700
DM-9-----.-.--..- OW
DM-18.3---------- 1,830
DM4.8---------- 460

DO-------------- ..-=
DH-5----------- ---
DH
Dg

i-7_________ 7W
I-9-------- 930

DH-4.8.---------- 460

E-..--.--.-..----.l------.

ZF
--------..----- 11, 754J

G----------- .--=.
&8_________
c&12-------------- 1,200
Cl-14 -------------- 1,400

H----..-;---- -------
Jb-...---..------.- -------

L----------------- ..-i%
L-8.5--------------
L-17.5------------ 1,750

N-O_________
N-S----------- %

:’de

min.)

——.

-------
30
30
30
30

!,640

,------
30
30
30

!,6to

-------
60
60
60
60
w

%
60
60

. . . . .
300
120
ml

-------

. -----

.. -----

H

, 3%)
3C0

o BymanufactuW!.
> Quenched and cold-din= followed by PraciDitatiou hardening treatment (by manufacturer).

Tem- Tfie

Cooled in—
yulce- held
~oF) (miu.)

— .
Asreceived ----------- . . . ----- -------
Air --- ----------------------- -------- -------
Fumam.----.-----.--.---... -.....-. . . . . . . .
.---do ----------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . ----
Water ----------------------- -------- -.- . . . .
Air ------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- -------- -------

Asreeeived ------------- -------- . . . . . . .
Au. ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -. .-. . -------
Fmnam --------------------- -------- -.- . . . .
.ZG1do ----------------------- -------- .-- . . . .

. . ----------------------- . . . . . . . . .-- . . . .

.---do ----------------------- 01,240 .. ...-.

..--. do----------------------- . ..G6.. . ..i%.

.-.--do ------------------------

..-.-do ----------------------- 750 180

..--. do----------------------- ;;

.--.-do ----------------------- ;;

..--.do ----------------------- 1,100
,--..do ----------------------- 1,200 1%
,...-do ----------------------- 1,450 60
Fumaw --------------------- -------- -------

Asremived ----------------- -------- -------
-------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . .- . ..-.
.. . . . . . . . ----------- ---------- -------- . . . . . . .

As received ----------------- .-...-.. . . . . . . .

,--..do ----------------------- . ------- -------

,---. do----------------------- . ..-.-.. . . . . . . .
F-am --------------------- -------- -- . . . . .
----do-------------------------......-------

-------------------------------------.......
----------------------------....------.......

Cookd hI—

Furnwm.

Frr&c&

2

R
Do.

.

TABLEIV.-STRESS-DEVIATION CURVES FOR,ANNEALED OR TEMPERED METALS

I I I Firatloadmg I Secundloading I Stress-doviatlonline. Irl I 1

Material Condition ID~o~- ‘

Z% co c’ & < co c’ First Ioadlng Swondload!ng I
{ArmcaledW30°F ‘

—
@-12 ------ 25.3X105 o 7. 4X1O+ 25.4X1W 7. 1X1O+ 17.7x1O+ Cubic.-.:. . . . . . . . Intermcdiato.

hfonel mataL -- A~wled 1,4(30° F:: o-14------ 25.0 1. mm-: 10.0 25.0 0 47.5 Intermedlato . . . . . Cubic.
InwneL -------- ArmealedL750”F- L-~7.5----- 29.0 0 29.5 97.0

188 ailoy ------ Auuealed 1,S30° F-. D’Af-18.3.- 27.7 I
Straight . . . . . . . . . .

10.3 2s. 1 :.1 14.3 Cubic . . . . . . . . . . . . Iute~~~dlato.

lS:8aU0Y ------ AuneaIed ---------- 2A-l ------ 3Z 4 21.0 1:6 31.5 37.4 14.9 Intermediate -----

13:2 aliOy ------ Tempercdl,XO” F- E--------- 3Z 1 126 31.0 9.8 0 Qnadrntic -.. . . . . . Quarlr~tlc,
Aru@ed 600” F--- N-d------- 16.9

cOpp&--------- {Aym~ed 81JI)0F--- N-S-------
59.7 0 16.3 47.3 Intemrcdiate . . . . . Intc~r&odhdo.

17.6- 168.0 0 16.4 30.0 8%! Quadratic -------- .

-=Thewordc “quadmtic” and “cubic” refer to the type of ps.mbolc. Theword’’hrtermediate’’ meanc that thewveis intemediato between aquadratic nndacublo

parabola.


